MCDONALD'S WELCOMES ALL YOU RACING FANS AND
DRIVERS TO ANOTHER GREAT SEASON IN KNOXVILLE!
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Knoxville race fans know that McDonald's®
is the place to make a pit stop when their tank
is empty. They can cool their engines in the
air-conditioned sprint car dining room or speed
thru the drive-up window!
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GREAT FOOD!
GREAT SERVICE!
GREAT LOW PRICES!

McDonalds r\ a
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This season take the checkered flag
at McDonald s
1 mile south of the Raceway on
Highway 14 in Knoxville.
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Breakfast Served Daily
Monday - Friday 6:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Saturday 6:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
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GAMBLER
The Company
That Cares
About Its
Racers
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The Car To Drive in '85!
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128 Volanteer Drive • Hendersonville. Tennessee 37075
(615) 822 0164
Knoxville Nationals
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THE NEW HOLIDAY MOTEL
With Its New Expansion
'P'ioucC *7*
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New Fun and Fitness Center
Indoor Pool - Whirl Pool - Sauna
Large Exercise Room
P
“ lcM. Oun

WHITE BUFFALO LOUNGE
RATHBUN HOUSE RESTAURANT
Serving Fine Steaks & Seafood
Meeting Rooms and Banquet Facilities
Poolside Rooms — Queens: $3200
Poolside Rooms — 2 Queens: $3600
Regular Rooms: $2400
(2) Two-Room Suites: $5500
Single Person Rates A vailable
Rates Guaranteed At Time Of Reservation
In-Room Movies Free.
//

20 Miles Southeast of
Knoxville on Highways 5 & 34
RESERVATIONS IN IOWA:

1-800-342-7059
LOUNGE
FREE
MOVIES
OUEEN

Outside Iowa
515/932-7181

HOLIDAY HOTEL
Silver Anniversary

Welcome
Welcome,
On behalf of the Knoxville Raceway, it is my pleasure to
welcome you to the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Knoxville Sprint
Car Nationals. You will find the Marion County Fairboard,
employees, and other sprint car fans are friendly, warm and
anxious to assist you in any way possible.
To you, the fans, I extend a warm welcome and an invitation to
enjoy the excitement and competition of the National
Championship Races.
We have grown tremendously since the first national in 1961, and
we thank you all for making Knoxville Raceway Sprint Car
Nationals the true “Granddaddy of ‘em all!”

RALPH CAPITANI
Race Director
Marion Co. Fair Association

ROCKY HODGES
1984 Track Champion
Knoxville Nationals

RANDY SMITH
i985 Track Point Leader

DOUG WOLFGANG
1984 National Champion

Schedule of Events
Saturday, August 10, 1985
Knoxville Season’s Championship
Raindate — August 11th

Tuesday, August 13, 1985
National Queen Contest — 6:00 p.m.
Coronation Dance — 10:00 p.m.

Wednesday, August 14, 1985
Qualifications — T.T. • 5 Heat Races • B and A Feature — 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, August 15, 1985
Qualifications — T.T. • 5 Heat Races • B and A Feature — 7:30 p.m.

Friday, August 16, 1985
Non-Qualifiers Show • Mystery Feature • 5 Heat Races • B and A Feature •
The Race of the States — 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, August 17, 1985
Photo by J. Visser Rose
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National Race Parade — 10:00 a.m.
25th National Championship Finals — 7:30 p.m.

Silver Anniversary

Point System
TIME TRIALS (to 30th position)
200
198
196
194
192
190
188
186
184
182

180
178
176
174
172
170
168
166
164
162

160
158
156
154
152
150
148
146
144
142

B FEATURE ON FRIDAY (to 22nd position)
150
148
146
144
142

For the benefit of all racing fans,
the following is a short explanation
of the qualifying Procedure for the
National Championship Events for
1985.
Heats will be completely inverted
according to time and the top five
finishers (or top four depending on
car numbers) will go to the A
Feature. The next five (or four) will
go to the B Feature. The first eight in
the A Feature will be inverted
according to times. This only applies
to Wednesday and Thursday. The
two cars that finish first and second
in the B will be allowed to tag the tail
of the A. Naturally they will forfeit
their B Feature points as 22nd in the
A carries more points than 1st in the
B. The top fifty cars will be qualified
for Saturday at the conclusion of
Thursday’s events. The final ten
spots in the C plus the D for
Saturday will be determined by the
Friday night show.
Knoxville Nationals

130
128
126
124
122

120
118
116
114
112
110
108

A FEATURE (points are the same as
Time Trials)

HEATS (to 10th position)
100 - 97 - 94 - 91 - 88 - 85 - 82 - 79 - 76 - 73

NOTICE

140
138
136
134
132

Cars for the Race of States and the
Mystery Feature will be selected after
Thursday night’s races. These cars
will draw for position at 5:00 p.m.
Friday evening. Any car selected for
these two features which intends to
scratch will notify the office by 12:00
noon on Friday.
Both car or driver, who is
scheduled to time Wednesday or
Thursday are locked in. If he or the
car cannot make the designated night
they must go to the Friday show.
Neither cars or drivers will be allowed
to qualify both nights.
Friday’s heats will be lined up
according to points earned on
Wednesday and Thursday. The
feature will be straight up and the top
ten in the feature will fill the last ten
spots in Saturday’s C Feature. Any
car without a qualifying time will start
at the rear of all events.
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This method of
qualifying for a National Champion
ship, by all appearances, is the only
method that almost guarantees the
fans a chance to see all the best race
cars competing in the top events. Not
just who has the fastest time trials.)

___
Photo by J. Wsser-Rose

Promoter of Knoxville Racing,
Ralph Capitani, clowns for
the photographer’s lens.
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This 1985 Silver Anniversary Knoxville
Nationals program was produced by
The Knoxville Raceway and was
created by:
Editor
Bob Wilson
Jeneanne Visser-Rose .. Photo Editor
Cover Design
Shelley Caldwell
Don Fuerhoff .. Advertising Manager
Kwik Service Printing
of Knoxville... Commercial Printers
A special thanks is extended to all
contributing photographers and
editors. Within these pages, their
photos and stories grasp the essence of
Knoxville.
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ake tracks for Hardee’s before or after the races
for a really mouth-watering bite to eat! Fuel up with ^
our fresh-baked Rise and Shine"' Biscuits or a Big Country "
Breakfast Platter. Or for lunch or dinner, enjoy hearty burgers
and sandwiches...golden crisp French fries...tall, cool
beverages. Good food and fast, courteous service — the
winning combination at Hardee’s!
Speedy Drive-Thru Service

Hardeej
111
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...right around the corner at

1002 W. Pleasant • Knoxville
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Silver Anniversary

Purse Payoff
Wednesday and
Thursday, August 14, 15, 1985
Time Trials
Five Heats: $100, $75, $60, $50, $45, $40, $35. $25, $25................................................
“B” Feature: $300, $225, $175, $125, $100, $90, $80, $70, $60, $50,
$50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50...........................................................
“A” Feature: $2000, $1500, $1100, $900, $700, $600, $500, $400, $325, $300, $250, $250,
$200, $200, $170, $160, $160, $150, $150, $140, $125, $125.......................................
Total for Wednesday and Thursday Races.

$ 4850.00
7100.00
.. 20810.00
$32,760.00

Friday, August 16, 1985
Five Heats: $100, $75, $60, $50, $45, $40, $35, $30, $25, $25......................................
“B” Feature: $300, $225, $175, $150, $125, $100, $90, $80, $70, $60, $50
$50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50, $50...............................................................
“A” Feature: $1100, $900, $700, $600, $500, $400, $325, $300, $250, $250, $200, $200,
$170, $160, $160, $150, $150, $140, $140, $125, $125, $125....................................
Race of the States: $1500, $1200, $1000, $800, $700, $600, $500, $450, $400, $350,
$300, $250, $200, $200, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150..................................
Mystery Feature: $1500, $1200, $1000, $800, $700, $600, $500, $450, $400, $350,
$300, $250, $200, $200, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150..................................
Total for Friday Races.

$2425.00
1875.00
7170.00
9350.00
... 9350.00
$30,170.00

Saturday, August 17, 1985
“C” Trophy Dash: $200, $150, $100, $50, $25, $20 .......................................................
“B” Trophy Dash: $400, $250, $150, $75, $50, $40.........................................................
“A” Trophy Dash: $600, $400, $200, $100, $75, $50......................................................
“D” Feature: $500, $400, $300, $250, $200, $175, $150, $125, $100, $95, $90,
$85, $80, $75, $70, $65, $60, $55, $50, $50.................................................................
“C” Feature: $1000, $800, $600, $400, $350, $300, $250, $200, $175, $150, $125, $100,
$100, $100, $100, $100, $100, $100, $100, $100, $100, $100........................................
“B” Feature: $1700, $1200, $1000, $900, $800, $700, $600, $500, $400, $350, $300,
$275, $250, $225, $200, $175, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150, $150 .............................
“A” Feature: $25000, $15000, $10000, $7000, $5000, $3000, $2500, $2000, $1600, $1300,
$1100, $1000, $900, $800, $700, $650, $600, $600, $550, $550, $500, $500................
Total for Saturday Races
TOTAL PAY-OFF FOR THE 25TH ANNUAL SPRINT CAR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

$ 545.00
.. 965.00
. 1425.00
$2975.00
5450.00

10475.00
... 80850.00
$102,685.00
$165,615.00

Knoxville Nationals
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Contingency Money
World of Outlaws
Contingency
Awards

Goodyear
$150 - 1st Place
Firestone
$150 - 1st Place
McCreary
$150 - 1st Place
ProFormance Shocks
$500 - 1st Place
Carrera
$100 - 1st Place
Cam Dynamics
$100 - 1st Place • $50 - 2nd Place
Gilliam Grabbers
$100 - 1st Place • $50 - 2nd Place • $25 - 3rd Place
Tilton
$100 - 1st Place • $50 - 5th Place
Marsh Racing Tire
$100 to “Mystery” Driver Using MRT Wheels or Rim Locks
QuarterMaster
$3,000 to WoO Champion
Hedman Hedders
$50 to First Heat Winner in Friday’s Show
$50 Bonus if car is equipped with Hedman Hedders

Additional

Carrera
Contingency $1000 - 1st Place (if equipped with four shocks)
G & D Auto Electric
Awards
$100 - 4th Place
ProFormance Shocks
$200 * Fastest Qualifier
SIMPSON SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Simpson safety Equipment/\UgUSt 14th “B” Main Winner - $75.00 Gift Certificate
lbSmCMnsa? August 15th “B” Main Winner - $75.00 Gift Certificate
213-320-7231 August 16th “State” Race Winner - $75.00 Gift Certificate
August 16th “Mystery” Race Winner - $75.00 Gift Certificate
August 17th “A” Main, will be broke down as follows and is
payable to the top finishers that are wearing a Simpson helmet
displaying a Simpson sticker
$250.00 - 1st • $175.00 - 2nd • $125.00 - 3rd

ISIMPSONl

S

Silver Anniversary

A World In
Itself
by Kathy Steinkopf

A*

A Contributing Columnist For

Enter please into a world of the
unexpected; a thrilling dimension that
encompasses excitement, energy and
excellence; a world we call Knoxville.
You are now a strong part of this
brotherly town, situated in no-man'sland, surrounded by cornfields in a
raving paradise that can never be
duplicated.
As you pass through the gates of
Knoxville Raceway you have entered
the Sprint car capital of the world. A

m*

RACING PHOTO NEWS

metropolis of speed in a premise
where Lady Luck must remain
faithful to all men who dare to test
her powers.
Every team that trailers their
overpowered, underweight Sprinters
from every corner of the United
States will emerge from the cornfields
of Iowa ready for battle, and to who
determine who the cream of the crop
will actually be.
cream of the crop will actually be.
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Photo by Tom MacLaren

Knoxville Nationals

The Knoxville Nationals are not by
any means just another World of
Outlaw sanctioned event. This fourday fandango, planned carefully by
the raceway staff with you in mind,
will lure more people of every
extreme than any Sprint car racing
event you have attended.
The intensity surrounding you will
form a barrier and you will become
prisoner, until that final moment
explodes into a wild terror that will
keep you screaming for more.
You are not just a fan here at
Knoxville; you are a member of a
family that expands every year. You
also contribute to the overwhelming
atmosphere that keeps the Knoxville
Nationals the premiere dirt track
event of all. And this year you are a
part of an even bigger celebration, as
the Nationals thunder in to their 25th
Anniversary.
Whatever unfolds before you is of
the norm by the Racer’s Law which
states, “It can only happen at
Knoxville."
Enjoy your experience which will
surely be unique, and when the
winner smiles upon the victory
rostrum and collects his loot and
laurels, the emotion to take hold of
you will be of the unexpected.

Nine Minutes
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Mike Pinson Photos

Marsh Muirhead
Contributing Editor - Open Wheel Magazine

Nine minutes. That’s why we’re
here, you and I — for nine of the
most terrifying, hair-raising, knockyour-socks-off, red-eyed, ear-ringing
minutes in sports. That’s all it takes
to run the 30 laps of the National
Championships at an 18 second clip
— just nine minutes. This isn’t the
World Series or the Superbowl or
even the Indy 500. This is Knoxville.
No time here for commercial
messages, time-outs, pit stops, or
driver changes — no time for you or
I to run to the john or get another
beer. Just enough time for 22 pure
guts drivers clenching their jaws and
squeezing their fists around the
steering wheels of 22 over-powered
race cars in a 540 second dash for
10
k

$25,000 and the immortality that
comes with a Nationals title.
We’re very lucky to be here, to know
about sprint car racing and the
Knoxville Nationals, to be among the
15,000 or so souls who will, over the
course of four days, see and hear and
smell and feel one of the greatest and
truest events in motorsports.
There are no pretenders in sprint
car racing. Drivers here do it well and
they do it fast and they do it in front
of God and everybody. You won’t
see them endorsing salad dressing or
designer jeans or after shave lotion.
Few of them claim to be gentlemen.
Their uniforms are not always clean.
There isn’t much ride buying and if
there is nobody cares, because if you
haven’t got what it takes you’ve just
bought a $20,000 pile of wreckage
and probably a quick trip to the
hospital. Sprint car drivers do their
job well and they do it fast and they
do it alone. They are true American
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Mike Pinson Photo

Photo by J. Visser Rose
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heroes.
Yes, we’re very lucky to be here
for the 25th Annual Knoxville
Nationals. Sprint car racing is in one
of those golden ages — one of those
times that will be looked back upon
in later years with great fondness —
and Knoxville is a touchstone of the
times. Consider: Over $165,000 in
prize money is being offered this
year. More than 100 drivers from half
the states in the nation will be
pitching the dirt over the fences in
over 400 laps of racing action. We’ll
be seeing some younger drivers —
the immortals of tomorrow —
pushing it to the limit as they try to
make a name for themselves, and
often, in the process, scaring many of
us half to death. We’ll see too a lot of
seasoned veterans, old favorites,
shoving around this historic oval once
again. And we’ll see that select group
of men do one of the most dangerous
things one can do on this earth better
than it has ever been done before —
the men of this golden age: Wolfgang,
Davis, Shuman, Allen, Doty, and
Sammy Swindell and Steve Kinser
(perhaps the two greatest ever). And
on a given night, can't some of these
be just as good and might one of
them steal the whole thing? Jeff
Swindell, Dave Blaney, Rocky
Hodges, Shane Carson????? .
And I don’t know of any group that
has as much fun as the people who

Knoxville Nationals

come to Knoxville. This is the stuff
that dreams are made of and the best
dreams are made by those who soak
it all up like a sponge. One should
experience as much as possible over
the four days to make those dreams
last over the cold winter months.
Come early. Taste all the food. Chat
with the folks in the camping areas.
Hang around the pit gate in the late
afternoon and look at the faces of the
drivers. Squeeze a steering wheel.
Look into the cockpit of a sprinter if
you’ve never done that. It’ll send a
shiver down your spine. Stay up late
after the races are over and hash out
the night’s action with other fans.
And listen for the spirits of those

both living and dead who will always
be here: Weld, Goodwin, Sutcliffe,
Opperman, Dawley, Larson, Leavitt...
And then it comes down to the last
nine minutes. That’s why I’m here.
That’s why you’re here too. We’re
here for the cry of “It’s Showtime!"
on Saturday night, when 22 flashing
sprinters burst out of four on the
green flag, when our stomachs drop
down into our shaky legs, when we
tell ourselves that this is the best
thing in the world to be doing —
standing with thousands of other
folks who also have dirt in their hair
and ringing in their ears and who
know that it doesn't get any better
than this.
11
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Where YOU Design
Your Shirt

Trophies
OFFICIAL TROPHY COMPANY
FOR KNOXVILLE RACEWAY
8 YEARS RUNNING
212 N. Howard
Indianola, Iowa
(515) 961-7342

Trophies - Plaques
Signs & Badges
Computerized Engraving For The
Fastest Service Possible!!

East Under The Grandstands

cuz±:i

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

We look forward to
serving you delicious
meals at
affordable prices.
menu
• Steak
• Pizza

and

• Chicken

ut tAe cuiea.

• Seafood
• Sandwiches
• BBQ Ribs
• Cocktails

Other "luce i0|%e

Located on the North Side of the Square
Open after the races.
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Knoxville Silver
Anniversary
Mike Arthur Photo

by Tom Savage
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In August of 1961, a couple of
expansion teams in the NFL were in
the midst of pre game jitters. The
Minnesota Vikings and the Dallas
Cowboys were the new kids on the
block and would square off in an
exhibition match in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota before joining league
play. Nathan Boya, a 30 year old
black man from New York City,
successfully rode over Niagara Falls
in an eight foot rubber coated ball to
‘intrigrate the falls’. A wall was built in
Berlin, the Soviets were sneaking
missiles into Cuba, Roger Maris hit
his 50th home run and Parnelli Jones
defeated A.J. Foyt in a 30 lap USAC
sprint car race in Dayton, Ohio.
Thirty some odd miles on the down
side of Des Moines, Iowa the sleepy
little community of Knoxville was
absorbed in it’s everyday routine of
serving as the county seat of Marion
County. The town, named for a Civil
War era U.S. Army General, thrived
on the agri-business. It’s residents
gathered in coffee shops and
bantered about prices of corn, beans
and hogs, John Deere’s latest
innovations, the lack of
understanding from leaders in
Washington, D.C. and the need for
rain to survive. The automobile race
planned for the half mile race track
on the county fairgrounds was not
among the hot topics. The old timers,
lining the benches on the town
square, recalled that the track had
been built many years ago for horse
racing. One of the bib overalled
bunch theorized, between chaws of
Red Man, “them hot rods ain’t got no
business out there, gonna tear it all
to hell.”
In August of 1985, both the Vikings
and Cowboys are now accepted
tough customers in the NFL. Both
rose to the top and competed in the
Super Bowl, the Texas bunch won
the thing. Boya’s whereabouts are
Knoxville Nationals

unknown, the wall remains in Berlin
and the Russian missile bases in
Cuba have been replaced by sugar
growers and cigar rollers. Maris and
Jones have both retired from
competition and A.J. Foyt could
probably put a car in this year’s
Knoxville Nationals.
The ensuing years are marked by
changes, but none reach the
magnitude of the dramatic change in
Knoxville, Iowa.
The Agricultural center of Marion

County has tranformed into the
sprint car racing capitol of the world.
Each August the coffee shop
conversations are spiced with
stagger, cushion, groove and
horsepower. Corn, beans and hogs
are second to Hoosier, Gaerte and
Carrera, Stanton, Trostle and
Gambler replaced John Deere as the
prime mover of dirt.
Political leader’s names are lost in
the shuffle of Ted Johnson, ‘Cap’,
‘them Kinsers’, Sammy, the Wolf,
‘Mr’ Nance and John Sawyer. The
13

town square is crowded by racinq
tee-shirt ed fans chewing Skoal,
drinking Coors and daring anybody
to bring a horse near the manicured
mud of the raceway, and rain is a
four lettered word. Checkered flags
adorn the town square, merchants
decorate their store fronts with
messages of good luck to the various
teams from across the land, week
long celebrations add to the festive
holiday mood to the thousands who
converge on Knoxville.
The very word ‘Knoxville’ has
become synonymous with
‘Indianapolis’ and ‘Daytona’. Each
representates the ultimate, the top
rung on the ladder of success in
racing automobiles. The brave men
who ‘haul ‘er in’ Knoxville’s hallowed
corners all agree, it is the most
orestigious sprint car event in the
vorld.
The place reeks of history of open
A/heeled race cars and the men who
churned dirt over the walls. We are
gathered here for the 25th annual
running of the event, how many can
that pair of
remember:
Indiana drivers Roy Robbins (not
Kentucky) and Audie Swartz ran one
two in the first National and some
young feller from down the road in
Pleasantville named Earl Wagner
finished third.....Audie’s son Charley
was just a tadpole then but he would
assault the dirt at Knoxville in a few
years strapped in the Loretta Lynn
sponsored car........ or the next year
when Jerry Richert came down out of
Paul Bunyan country to defeat an
early day ‘outlaw’ from the sagebrush
section of the land.......Gordon
Woolley finished second to JR and
both of
returned to Waco, Texas
these seasoned vets have been
known to still strap a race car on and
go racin’.....Richert’s young-un, Jerry
Richert, Jr. or JR-JR, will be among
the entrants for the 25th........ the
Weld era of domination started when
the ’63 event unfolded......the Kansas
City based racing brothers, and their
father Taylor ‘Pappy’ Weld, arrived in
14
V

Joe Saldana

Photo by J. Wisser-Rose

Gordon Woolley, July 1962.

Knoxville with the hammer cocked
and won the thing three years in a
row....in ’63 Greg, who later drove
in the Indianapolis 500 and also
captured the USAC sprint car
championship, won the race and
brother Jerry was second......in ‘64
Kenny Weld captured the National
and Greg was second..... the ‘65
edition saw the first nail biting finish
as Kenny Weld passed leader Jerry
Blundy out of the fourth turn on the
last lap......rain reared it’s ugly head
at the ‘66 National and the Sunday
show was won by Kansas City’s Jay
Woodside, who later embarked on a
career in USAC sprint circles that
never materialized......and racing
superstitions gained some merit in ‘67
when leader Joe Saldana’s car shed a
wheel on the THIRTEENTH
lap..... Topeka’s Thad Dosher
won......Saldana said “I’ll be back".
..... Ray Lee Goodwin won the ‘68

Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
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National leading every lap and later
became the sprint car champion of the
IMCA circuit.... Kenny Gritz bolted a
cage on his unit and won the ‘69 title
passing legendary Jan Opperman
near the end of the race.... a couple
of weeks later Gritz removed the the
cage to comply with the rules at
another track and lost his life in a
spill........marking his words ‘Lil’ Joe
Saldana returned and won the 70
National leading every one of the 30
trips..... Saldana also later drove in
the famed Indianapolis 500......big
burley Dick Sutcliffe, whose young-un
pitches for the Chicago Cubs,
finished second..... Opperman, then
living in Pennsylvania, had the field
covered for the 71 National.......he
out-timed the lot with a 20.91 single
lapper and led all 30 laps of the
Saturday night show.... Kenny Weld,
also a resident of Pennsylvania at the
time, returned to score his third and
fourth National titles in 72 and 73....
at the 73 bash Kenny also recorded
the first under 20 second qualifying
lap with 19.49 white knuckler.... the
Arizona and Ohio barns became a
popular spot for non-racing
‘activities’.......the Hoosier state again
claimed the victor as Dick Gaines of
Floyd’s Knob, Indiana provided a
pant weter passing Opperman on the
last lap in the last turn at the 74
show......Eddie Leavitt won the 75
biggee leading every lap and Roger
Rager, who in a few years would put
an ancient chassis powered by a
engine out of a ‘school bus’ solidly
into the Indianapolis 500, finished in
second.... rain plagued the 76
program washing out the Wednesday
night show and the infield on
Saturday night resembled a Saigon
rice paddy........ the entire 62 car field
was parked on the extreme east side
on the infield.....Leavitt again won
coming out of the third row.......
Doug Wolfgang won the 77 National
as well as 44 other features before
the season ended in his vagabond
travels across the land......although he
was living in Des Moines at the time,
Knoxville Nationals

Doug is a native South Dakotan and
his was the first victory to the
Sunshine State..... and in 78 he
duplicated the win although he had
his hands full of a guy named Steve
Kinser the entire distance..... it was
the first year of some outfit called the
World of Outlaws...... Ron Shuman
chugged Gary Stanton’s rig in for the
win in 79..... local favorite Randy
Smith was second and some young
upstart from Tennessee named Sammy
Swindell came from the rear to finish
third......the campers behind the third
and fourth turns staged several ‘allnighters’......the 20th annual gettogether in 1980 brings back fond
memories of the rebuilt Kinseostle
machine that Steve guided to victory
on a hot, dusty Sunday
afternoon.... Kinser upended his
familiar #11 in a turn one snafu on his
qualifying night.... scavenging parts off
the bent Kinser piece, the Indiana

bunch joined forces with Iowa’s Bob
Trostle and they fielded the
Kinseostle for the show.....the
Saturday night show was ‘fogged-out’
when the thick blob settled on the
speedway and completely hid the cars
from view after entering the first
turn....‘80 was also the year Tim
Green received the white flag running
in fifth position during the Friday
night Mystery Feature.... Tim planted
his right foot into the sixth injector,
held his breath and passed leader
Duane Feduska in the last ten feet of
track for the win.... the ‘81 chase was
marred by the violent front chute first
lap crash that sent Shane Carson and
Terry Doss airbourne.... but the
bushy blond haired boy from the hills
of southern Indiana, Steve Kinser,
avoided all troubles and won his
second Knoxville Nationals..... the
wet t-shirt contest at a local watering
hole drew a SRO bunch.... the ‘82

Randy Smith and Mike Brooks jaust the Knoxville Half-Mile during
competition in 1980.

Photo by Bob Mays
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extravaganza was again rain plagued
and the 30 lapper was held Sunday
evening.... Kinser again proved too
tough a customer to handle and won
his thrid straight National.....
Wolfgang chased Kinser the entire
distance in two to four car spurts of
disadvantage and finished second....
garbage dumpster races kept the
campers entertained for four straight
nights....Kinser, seeking to break the
bank of Iowa and established his
name among the legends of sprint car
racing by winning the Knoxville
Nationals four straight years, had his
hopes of victory dashed when the #11
pumped more oil in the cockpit then
J.R. Ewing’s fleet of wells....Kinser
spoon-fed the sick running crate until
the 25th circuit and Sammy Swindell,
who had pressured Kinser from the
green, took over the lead and won
his first National title..... Bobby Davis,
Jr. found the shortest way around
!he half miler with a trip through the
clocks at 17.795....water filled
balloons, empty beer can structures
and nightly ‘bus’ rides to El Paso kept
the joint rocking....last year Doug
Wolfgang returned to the winners
circle aboard the Bob Weikert
‘Beefeater’ passing early leader
Sammy Swindell and holding off a
charging Steve Kinser at the
finish....the roar that erupted from
the overflowing stands drowned out
the noise generated by the sprint cars
when Wolfgang drove under the
checkered flag........
Twenty four years of Knoxville
Sprint Car Nationals have produced
triumphs, heartbreaks, humor and
sadness. Every man, and woman,
who ever slithered down inside the
cramped confines of a cockpit of a
sprint car dreams of winning the
‘National’. To the victors go the
spoils. The winner of the Knoxville
Nationals can climb on top of his
steaming, mud splattered machine
and beat his chest King Kong style.
He did it! He beat the best! Where
ever else he might tow his snarling
four wheeled demon of a race car,
16

the prestige of winning the National
Sprint Car Championship in
Knoxville, Iowa will never be equaled.
Chapter 25 will be completed this
Saturday night.

Photo by Max Dolder
Photo by Max Dolder
Photo by Max Dolder
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The New 85 Nance Sprint Car
is the Car of The Future.

m

Dave Strickland
Denver, Co.

Complete Roller Chassis Assembled
as Low as $8500.00

w Don Kreitz Jr.
Sinking Spring, Pa.
If You’re Running

Call 316-838-0891 or
Write Nance Speed Equipment
for more Information and Details.

any of These Parts
Nance was the one who
Built them First.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Aluminum Front Hubs
10° Spindles
InBoard Brakes
90° Injector Stacks (Aluminum)
Aluminum Torsion Arms
Steering Arms
Pittman Arms
Aluminum Rear Axles
Magnesium Parts on Race Cars
Many More to Numerous to List

Ed French
Dallas TX.

We At Nance Are Inovators Not Imitators!

For More Information Call
316-838-0891
Send for Nance Catalog
Nance Speed Equipment
Knoxville Nationals

344 W. 29th St. N.

Wichita, KS 67204

John Tierney
Lake Villa, IL.
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Camping At The
Nationals

A Personal View by
Donna Vert

A typical camping scene
during the ‘60s.
Every year at Nationals time,
thousands of campers descend upon
the fairgrounds of the Knoxville
Raceway. During the four-day run,
the campgrounds become a city
within the city of Knoxville. From the
front gates to the far west beyond the
empty livestock barns, there is a sea
of motor homes, trailers, and tents.
Camping at the Nationals during
the sixties has many memories. Back
then, the majority of the people slept
in tents and cooked on campstoves.
Some crawled into the backs of their
station wagons when it came time to
turn in. Most campers stayed in and
around the grandstand area.
Tent ropes from adjoining tents
were crossed and walking room
between the units was minimal. A
pickup truck camper was considered
uptown living. It was one big happy
family and the more the merrier.
Fun and laughter could be heard all
over the grounds. As I look back,
some of the happenings seem
hilarious. I recall watching a group of
campers crawl out from under a tent
which was laying flat on the ground.
An early “celebration” had hampered
setting up the tent upon arrival the
previous day. So, the large canvas
had become by default, a blanket.
Perking coffee on the campstoves
18

of early risers often lured night
watchmen in for coffee and donuts
before they went off duty. The
sharing of food and beverage has
always been a part of the annual
affair.
During the late sixties, the annual
chicken dinner developed and was
held just before the big race. Many
unfamiliar faces joined in the meals as
there was plenty for all. The common
bond was that we had all come to
race or to watch racing that evening.
In those early years, the livestock
barns served as makeshift garages.
Car owners and drivers tolerated the
help of many “sidewalk supervisors”
as they made the necessary repairs
to their race cars. They were always
happy to tell about their
accomplishments of that racing
season.
I recall the Trostle crew unloading
their race car so that the wheels and
tires from the trailer could be used
for racing. Racing tires were not
plentiful.
During the early and mid seventies,
late night meals with the security
force were common. For two or
three consecutive nights as much as
fifteen pounds of hamburger a night
would be charcoal grilled. Fresh
vegetables and potato salad were also
served. Many times, total strangers
would join the group as they made
the last pass down the strip before
retiring.
In contrast to the “good ole days”,
plots are now marked on the grounds
and the majority of campers have all
modern vehicles or trailers. “Bench
racing” is common as many people
come to the races only at National
time. Some of the yarns which are
spun come from past participants or
occassionally from one of the
winners.
Nowadays, the late night voices
from VCRs or projectors showing
filmstrips of racing are not
uncommon. Individual parties and
barbeques are nightly affairs and it is
not an unusual sight for the sun to
rise in the east before some of them

have ended.
Much has changed over the years,
but the camaraderie remains the
same. It is a time for the renewal of
friendships and the making of new
ones. Everyone who has experienced
the good times while camping at the
Nationals will agree that they shall
never be forgotten.
(Editor’s Note: Donna and Dewey Vert
have camped on the fairgrounds at
National time since 1961.)

Photo by Dennis Krieger

The unexpected can be expected
at Nationals time.

Silver Anniversary

Queen Candidates

JULIE K. BROWN
Indianola, Iowa

Pleasant Hill, Iowa

TAMMY DE MOSS

LORI ERGENBRIGHT

Pleasantville, Iowa

Newton, Iowa

KRISTI CLOYD
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KATHY FITZGERALD
Newton, Iowa
Knoxville Nationals

DAVENA LYNN HADDOCK
Decatur, Illinois

DEBORA ANN HAMES
Webster City, Iowa
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CHRISTI HARDIN
Milo, Iowa
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BRENDA JENKINS
Newton, Iowa

KATHY KERSEY
Harvey, Iowa

BRENDA MASTERS
Monroe, Iowa

SANDY MATTSON
Des Moines, Iowa
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BRENDA KIMMEL
Ottumwa, Iowa
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TENA M. NEER
Indianola, Iowa
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KARI PHILLIPS
Des Moines, Iowa

CHEREEN L. RODDAN
West Des Moines, Iowa
Silver Anniversary
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KIMBERLY SMUCK
Marshalltown, Iowa

PAIGE STERLING
Des Moines, Iowa

THERESA VASKE

BOBETTE WITTE
State Center, Iowa

Knoxville, Iowa

Thank you to the following who
have contributed gifts for the 1985
Queen Contest.
Knoxville Raceway
Knoxville Chamber of Commerce
Tourism Committee
Hersbergen Jewelers
Circus Circus Motel & Casino (Las Vegas)
Frontier Airlines
Elliott’s Shoe Store
People’s Store
Iowa State Savings Bank
Hardee’s
Strasburgers
Evca Printing - Customised T-Shirts
Gatrel Landscaping (Tex & Pat Gatrel)
Knoxville Nationals

Manzanita Speedway (Phoenix, AZ.)
Eileen Loynachan
LiP Duffer
Larry’s Fine Foods
Katie's Clothes for Women
Brown’s Shoe Store
Hy-Vee Grocery
Stephen’s Family Restaurant &
Other Place
Kone Korner
Mahaska Botteling Co., Oskaloosa
Knoxville Country Cobbler
Rose Home Furniture
Rhymns ‘N Reason
Avery’s Hardware
Country Kitchen
Jerry’s True Value Hardware

BECKY SWINDELL
Memphis, Tennessee

KATHY VISSER
Pageant Director

Fairlane Restaurant
Super Value Grocery
Weaver’s Clothing Store
Candi’s Flowers
Bob’s Racing Things
Bette's T-shirts
Justice Brothers
Pizza Hut
Spurgeons
Adventure Lad Video
Carrera Shocks - Arre Industries
Atlanta, GA
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Raceway Personnel
Marion County Fairboard:

1985 Queen Pageant:

Track Maintenance:

Bill Rinehart
............... President
Grant Rankin .. ----- Vice President
Herb Cline........ ...............Secretary
Don Rodgers... .............. Treasurer
Stanton Metcalf
Ben Bontrager
Eugene Harvey
Jim Cummings
Gary Verwers
Jack Kingrey
Gene Stevenson
Dwayne Robuck
Barney Darnell
Dennis Clark
Don Rees
Ray Dyer
Park Bingley
Bill Roff
Dennis Miller
Rodney Robuck
Ralph Dyer
Jerry Beyer
Frank Schumacher
Lyman Smith

Kathy Visser, Jack Miller, Kenny and
Marilyn DeZwarte, Barton Oldham,
Hershey Hersbergen, Mike Fisher,
Larry Porter, Krouse’s House of
Flowers

Les Bontrager and Duane Jones

Promotional Sales and
Camping

Track Insurance:

Office and Ticket Clerks:

Pace Car:

Arleta Voyce, Lena Bankus, Luella
Parker, Jean Barbour, Lucreita Spaur,
Brenda Voyce.

Courtesy of Iowa State Savings Bank
and Roy Long

Groundskeeper:
Karen and Roger Wardenberg and
Family

Pacific International

Don Fuerhoff

Police and Ground Security:
Electricity:
Rick VanDonsler and Jr. Spaur

Stan Kimm, Coy Works, Orville Hall,
Forrest Hall, Robert Weist, Dean
Smith, Harold Moon, Dwight Robuck,
Dwayne Glover, Harold Spaur,
Carolyn Robuck, Allan Robuck, VITA,
The Knoxville Police Department, the
Marion County Sheriff’s Department,
and the Marion County Sheriff’s
Reserve.

’Ka&xviCle ^.outtdccfr
AT KNOXVILLE, IOWA
Friday,
Saturday,
& Sunday
October
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Tickets On Sale
Now!
Friday & Saturday Adults
Upper Tier: $12.00
Lower Tier: $10.00
14 & Under: /2 Price
Sunday Adults
Upper Tier: $15.00
Lower Tier: $12.00

Silver Anniversary

Celebrating

FEATURE WINNERS!

28 Years

OVAL TRACK
^IQ^Q^Productions)

of
Friendly Service

Oval Track Video Productions will present
the feature winner on each qualifying night
with a Video Tape of that night’s racing
action. In addition, we will present a Tape
to the D, C, B and A Feature winners in
Saturday night’s NATIONAL CHAMPION
SHIP PROGRAM.

NOW... Put an end to the
NO RACING WINTER BLUES!
Send for information on OVAL TRACK VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS “WINTER VIDEO RACING CLUB"
plus our current list of Sprint Car Racing Videos.

OVAL TRACK VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
2906 47th St.
Des Moines, Iowa 50310
Phone (515) 279-6183

Located across
from Hy Vee

for the

Bucket!

We Do Chicken Right

Roy Beller, Proprietor
Knoxville Nationals

Kentucky Fried Chicken,
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Aunt Sarah’s Family
Photo by J. Visser Rose

Beer Sellers
Photo by J. Uisser-/?ose
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Ron Perkins 1971

I he Wedqe 1978

Douq Wolfgang 1976

Bill Mellenbernt

Photo by Bob Mays

Dick Sutcliffe

Photo by J. VisserRose

Bill Ulz
Photo by l fill'

1973 Nationals

Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

Ken Weld

Photo bv J. Visser fiose

Opp in the Winner’s Circle.

Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

Opp at Manzy.

Photo by J. Visser-Rose

Jim Monaqhan Photo Collection

Photo bv Karl Korbiuher

Young Sammy <N>- I lit' "I lying Shoe".
Photos In I Vissfr-liost-

Jeiry Blundy

I’liolo In I V rsM-r

Kick Ferkcl

rhe F dmous

Kear’s "0"

Photo by Hu** Creason

Photos bv J. Visser-Rose

Photo In Boh M(H'

Sieve* Kinser

Photo* In I V rsM’f-/lose

Sammy Swindell

Shorty's) Steakhouse

Fine Dining

•

Cocktail Lounge

Open Daily and After Races

Race Fans and Racers Welcome!

Hwy. 5 North
Pleasantville, Iowa

515/848-5666
Knoxville Nationals
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The Aussie
Assault
by Stuart Telfer
Hi America, from the land you call
DOWNUNDER and what we in
Australia call, the land of WONDER.
Australia is a mostly sundrenched
country that stands out on the map
of the Pacific region as a giant island.
We also stand out for our many
golden beaches and our mineral
wealth. Over the period of the
Knoxville Nationals I hope we stand
out for another reason.
Hopefully that reason will be the
first ever overseas winner of this
classic race. We have two
representatives aiming for the
Nationals win, Garry Rush and Max
Dumesney. Rush, an Australian
veteran, will be aboard a Gambler,
which is being backed by the factory
due to Rush winning an Australian
pointscore series last summer.
The series was open to only
Gambler mounted drivers in Australia
with the most successful gaining a
factory prepared ride at the
Nationals. Rush is a six time
Australian champion and has
previously driven in the United States
for Bob Trostle and on other
occassions for himself in a Stanton.
He has been successful on the
West Coast winning a major threerace series, at Sacramento’s now
defunct West Capitol Raceway, back
in the late seventies. His Australian
form has been superb over the last
few summers and our fans await each
year for the visiting American team to
arrive to give him stiff competition.
His duels on the racetrack with the
likes of Patterson, Wolfgang, Kinser,
Sills, and Haudenschild, Hewitt,
Blaney, Brooks and more recently
Danny Smith, have been simply
amazing. The exciting on track duels
between Rush and Smith were so
hard and fast (and clean) they would
have made any Outlaw proud to be
associated with them.
Rush, an admirer of A. J. Foyt
34

Garry Rush, Center, picks up another main event win trophy at Parramatta
City Raceway. Rush is flanked by Sid Moore (L) and Steve Brazier, Jr. (R).
Brazier who was in America last summer travelling with Tim Green was
recently awarded Rookie of the Year posthumously after being tradgically
killed in a road accident on the way home from an interstate race meeting.
Speedway Star Photo

(and who isn’t), owns a thriving
motor repair business specializing in
auto transmissions. He has other
interests in the way of harness
horses. He trains and drives these at
any opportunity that comes his way.
Now in his late 30’s, and
contemplating retirement, he still will
remain a competitive force on dirt
race tracks if he gives the petrol
powered sport away. I consider him
as a high performance professional.
At the other end of the spectrum is
the youthful Victorian racer, Max
Dumesney. The son of a dairy

rancher in the deep south of
Australia, this young thrillseeker
comes to Knoxville with his own
powerful engine to put into a Bob
Trostle chassis.
Unlike Rush, Dumesney has no
other outside interests to bother him.
He wants desperately to win sprinter
races in his own homeland and in
yours. He has solid backing in
Australia and is the factory driver for
the Oval Track Racing chassis’ team.
He had a most successful summer
winning major races all over
Australia. At one stage, he had won
Silver Anniversary

Photo by Speedway Star

state titles in four of our six only
states.
His greatest coup for the year was
beating top dog, Rush, on Rush’s
home track, Parramatta City
Raceway. This is the fastest racetrack
in Australia and to come from
behind, pass the master, and then go
on to win, was one of his greatest
ever thrills in his reasonably short
career.
Like Rush, who has raced here
previously, Knoxville is not a strange
place to Dumesney. He pitted for the
Jensen Construction team during the
summer of ‘81. This experience was
most beneficial to the young charger
who had only driven quarter midgets
up to that time.
So it’s a combination of the Old
and the Bold from the land of
Wonder, the land Downunder. But

don’t be surprised if Rush is
prominent at the finish because even
though there will be some oldies in
the field and plenty of bold drivers,
there won’t be too many old and bold
drivers as brave as Rush.
And there will be a cheer squad of
Australians in the grandstand as well.
The annual Speedway Star race
paper tour is on again, so turn
sideways race fans and ask the
person next to you, “are you an
Aussie?”
You could be pleasantly surprised
to find another sprinter fan from the
otherside of the World. And what’s
more it could be me as this year I’ll
be back to taste that Iowa hospitality
again.
Look forward to seeing and talking
with you.
Aussie, Max Dumesney

NO W! SHIFT TO SANDER
It you're not using Sander parts, you're not using the
best! Sander sprint and midget parts DO make a
difference1 Make a shift to Sander Engineering today
for the very best In oval track components.

SPRINT CAR
DRIVE LINE SHIFTER
Ho1 from a lane In at eiairt) Santa
comwnmta-Qcii k»* thoueM •!
iwtHai tan it com la Dm
taautf_fmr triad hai k*w njnmrd
ta parfactian. Bwni tta taBan Snad
M bourne and ratamr. tubular tan
shaft aovtiM lad datt band* and
prtauoo baarintt neeartad dull

FINEST IN COMPONENTS...
•
•
•
•

Tubular/Standard Ian • Quid Chantt tears
Front Hubs • (ear Cam Recessorj Drnt
Dnra Shafts • Sphned Rear Rales
lew Hub Rsseetfes • loam Shafts

/

/ENGINEERING
3425 Fugita St.
Torrance, CA 90505
Call Today
213/534-1210
No hang-up precision
bearing mounted
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Remember The
Shadows Of Time
by Jack R. Miller

Wandering aimlessly among the
droves of motor homes and trailers is
a shadow of a person so bleakly dim
that few even realize he is there. You
know him. Everyone knows him. He
has made his presence felt so
strongly; and so many times. This
shadow has not only played a major
role in drawing you to this bullring of
the world’s greatest matadors, he has
actually become a part of your
everyday lives. Yes, you know him.
In years past, he has stood outside
the doors of the Arizona bam and
watched the city slicker dealers trying
to relieve the pressure of the bulging
billfold of an unsuspecting pigeon
playing “Beat the Dealer”. Yes, that’s
him. You know him. He was sitting
right there beside Hooker Hood in
the Ohio Bam as some of the
greatest racing yarns ever told
spewed forth from the legendary
Tennesseean. Faces of youngsters
and oldsters alike were held in a
spellbound trance as Hooker kept
you on edge just waiting for that
punch line you knew was coming.
The dimly hidden shadow just kind.
of nodded his head and smiled his
agreeance. You never disagreed with
one of Hooker’s fabled stories.
As the very early morning sunlight
captures the unmoving bodies of
those partying souls that never quite
made it back to their regular sleeping
spots, the shadow is being joined by
another of his compatriots high in the
top of the old wooden bleachers that
saggingly hug the fourth turn fence.
Those old wooden bleachers that
would shake and sway as the fans
went crazy watching the Earl
Wagner’s and the shadows duel it out
with their double-barrelled four
wheeled shotguns. Chilling icy fingers
would jump up and down on the
back of your neck as those big donut
tires wrapped around the rear wheels

would slam against the fence in front
of those old bleachers only to give
the gladiator that extra rush as he
sped towards the finale. Those old
wooden bleachers were something
rather special to the shadow. His
friends had sat there and cheered
many times watching him attempt to
conquer the near impossible at this
oasis called Knoxville. Yes, you
surely know him. Everyone knows
him.
You know, there were no Donut
Shops then; there were no Burger
Kings or MacDonalds within fifty
miles of this grass motel. You could
wander over to Dingus Lounge and
maybe get a quickie pizza or new
fangled micro-wave oven sandwich
and a beer. Or, if you could catch a
ride and had a couple of extra bucks,
you could go out to the first
intersection west of Knoxville to the
old Shorty’s Steak House. That
seemed to be the place that the “in”
crowd was now going to. The shadow
and his friends usually just wandered
around in the barns. Not talking
much after the feature battle was
over. Just a mere nod of the head to
acknowledge a fan that recognized
him. A couple of his buddies had
destroyed their powerful lances
during the nite of bullfighting over
that long oval, dirt arena. He would
stop to offer his assistance, or some
extra parts from his personal
collection, trying to help get them
back into the battle on the morrow.
No such thing as individual effort
then. These were “team” players.
The shadow and his buddies. You
know him, I am quite sure.
The sad news that is brought to
you through this short melodrama is
the fact that this shadow is growing
dimmer and dimmer with each
passing earth’s revolution. The tall
stories of elation; the low voiced

stories of sadness. They slide almost
unnoticed into eternity. The untold
reasons that thousands of rabid
clansmen gather around this man
made Acropolis. This shadow is just
one C>f those many untold reasons.
Let us take just a moment of our
time to pay tribute to those dim
reflections that shadow our very
existence here. He is really our most
vital link. That shadow.
You know him. We all know him.
Althought you may refer to him in
many different ways and many
different names, each was of as great
of importance as the next. Maybe
you would call him Les Turner, or
maybe Larry Hollingsworth. Or you
might refer to him as Brad Teter, or
Dan Krueger, or maybe Jan
Opperman. Those of you in the later
years may think of him as Burt
Sonner, or Roger Larson, or Darryl
Dawley. And as the shadows are still
fairly dark from not as much time
passes, his name could be Dick
Stoneking; or maybe Doug Toepper.
A very strong shadow responds to
the thoughts and memories of Gary
Scott.
When you stare up into the
beautiful Iowa skies tonite, notice the
small group of stars clustered
together that seem to shine a little
brighter than all the rest. Maybe
tomorrow afternoon as the late
daytime sun sinks in the west, just
glance over your shoulder. Then just
kind of blink your eyes as that
shadow smiles at you and then give a
little nod of recognition. He’ll be there
beside you. You’ll know him. We all
do. And we won’t forget. God Bless
Them All.
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EDITOR’S FOOTNOTE: Jack Miller
currently has two auto racing books
under consideration by a major
publishing company and hopefully will
see them in print by the first of the year.
His first is titled, “Oh, No, Not Again"
which is a fictional story about three
generations of one Iowa farm family
and their inuoluement in auto racing.
The other is titled “Welcome, Home,
Charlie O” and also is a fictional nouel
describing the personal life span of a
poor man with lots of talent and his rich
friend with no talent.

ATTENTION!

SPRINT CAR RACING FANS!
See The Biggest NON-WING National Sprint Car Event Of The Year!
The 18th Annual Coors-Valvoline Western World Championships at

MANZANITA SPEEDWAY
Phoenix, Arizona

October 16, 17, 18, & 19, 1985

(Golfers welcome to enter Racer-Celebrity Western Tournament on Wed.. Oct. 16.)
FLY FRONTIER AIRLINES, THE WESTERN WORLD AIR LINE
Make Your Reservations lmmediately.........
TICKET ORDER FORM
Address.

Name —

_ State

City.

Zip.

TICKET PRICES:
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY: Gen. Admission $10.00 — Reserved $15.00
SATURDAY CHAMPIONSHIP: Gen. Admission $15.00 - Reserved $20.00
Please be specific on number of tickets and dates desired. We will provide you with best available tickets when your order is
received. Mall To: Manzanita Speedway, 3417 W. Broadway, Phoenix, AZ 85041.

Knoxville Nationals
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Marion

by Wayne Grett

The 25th Knoxville Nationals are
here and thousands have watched
these sprint car extravaganzas. But
when Marion Robinson, the “father”
of the events, tried to persuade the
Marion County Fair Board to initiate
the first one, it was not an easy thing
to do.
“They were afraid of going
bankrupt,” said Robinson, 78.
Now the nationals are the big
money maker for the board. In this
25th anniversary, the purse has risen
from $5,000 for the first one in 1961
to $165,000 for the 1985 four-day
meet. Winner of Saturday night’s
national championship feature will
receive $25,000 from the purse plus
various other monies and gifts. Roy
Robbins, the first winner received
$1,000.
Robinson, who has promoted at
various Iowa tracks, became
Knoxville race director in the mid1950s. A few years later, he tried to
get Fair Board authorization for a
national.
“It took two years to persuade
them,” he said. “They didn’t have
anything to worry about. We had
traffic backed up to Newton and we
caught the Highway Patrol with its
pants down with the turnout we had
for the first Saturday night program. I
think we sold out of everything
(concessions), even water. A truck
load of ice cream never did get here.Robinson believes the Knoxville
Nationals were the first ever for
sprint cars and his motto was “Often
copied but never duplicated.”
Robinson left Knoxville early in the
1974 season after a dispute with a
Fair Board member. But he
remembers well the Nationals under
his jurisdiction. He recalls starting
one championship at 3 a.m. “Jerry
Blundy (a former track champion and
one of the all-time favorite drivers
from Galesburg, III.) had talked the
38

Fair Board into putting too much
water on the track and it took us a
long time to get the track ready,”
Robinson recalled.
He recalls a mutiny when several
drivers stopped racing and wouldn’t
move their cars from the track.
There was a near riot that night. And
Robinson recalls when flagman Jack
Thompson handed him the flags and
said, “I quit,” on the final night on
one national. Robinson took over the
flagging. “What else could I do?” he
said.
Robinson, who ran a garage and
often was working on cars and as a
result often had grease and grime on
his clothes, nevertheless was a wizard
in getting publicity. A United Press
writer of the time wrote a story about
him and his Knoxville Nationals that
appeared in various pats of the world.
Not only would local media open its
arms wide but he had contact with
such faraway newspapers as the Los
Angeles Times.
Robinson, who ran a garage and

working on cars and as a result often
had grease and grime on his clothes,
nevertheless was a wizard in setting
publicity. A United Press writer of the
time wrote a story about him and his
Knoxville Nationals that appeared in
various parts of the world. Not only
would local media open its arms wide
but he had contact with such faraway
newspapers as the Los Angeles
Times.
"We sent out over 200 letters a
week and the media used them,” he
said.
Robinson and his wife Nadine, who
has been fighting cancer, now live in
Springfield, Mo., as does George
“Bone” Henderson, Robinson’s righthand man over the years. Nadine was
a scorer at Knoxville. Bones did
various jobs including the preparation
of the track.
A great tradition ended when they
left Knoxville racing. But as long as
there are Knoxville Nationals,
Robinson must be enshrined as part
of it.
Silver Anniversary
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LOW-COST LIFE INSURANCE
FOR YOUR CAR^H
It costs a lot of money to
replace a car these days. So the
sensible route is to maintain
your present car right.
That includes changing your
oil and putting in a new Fram oil
filter at least as often as your
owner’s manual tells you to.'
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I

.

It means installing new
But it’s up to you. You can pay
Autolite spark plugs for full
• a little now. Or a lot later.
power at tune-up time. And
Fram Division,
changing your Fram Extra Life
Providence, Rhode Island 02916.
air filter with each tune-up.
After all, Fram filters and
Autolite spark plugs don’t cost a
lot. A new car does.
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The Indy of
Dirt-Track Racing
by John Sawyer
Senior Editor, Open Wheel Magazine

Three summers ago, an auto racing
journalist of national reputation asked
me the most utterly amazing question
ever to pentrate my sound system.
“Is it really worthwhile going to
Knoxville? I mean,” he continued,
one eyelid raising, “they say it’s such
a hassle and all. There’s no place
convenient to stay....and it’s such a
long drive. Is it really worthwhile?”
Magazines, ever so frequently, had
printed articles in which this
character could be found extolling
the virtues of Sprint car racing. So
eloquently he had advised us as to
the true greatness of the game’s
greats. From Parnelli Jones to Steve
Kinser and even to Davey
Blaney....this guy had religiously
spread the gospel. And now he was
asking if attending Knoxville’s
Nationals was a worthwhile
undertaking.
How do you deal with a question
like that? One doesn’t. You walk
away, sucking extra hard at your
Skoal and hoping for enough buzz to
numb the lips and suppress an urgent
desire to snarl. How ridiculous! Does
a hard-workin’ dude take a shower
before a Saturday night’s access to
his best lady’s heart? For a Sprint car
type to miss Knoxville is comparable
to newlyweds honeymooning a
hundred miles apart. Bill Meyer
hustles hordes of his countrymen
clear from Australia, but our master
of the typewriter thinks crossing two
states rates as a journey into rank
questionability. Skipping Knoxville is
about as logical as spitting without
chewing tobacco....or buying a copy
of Playboy merely to sneak a glimpse
at Billy Joel’s smile.
Missing Knoxville....a smart man
might even ask his mother-in-law for
a loan as an alternative. Rob the local
liquor store, to go Knoxville and then
willingly take five to ten in the joint
Knoxville Nationals

“Sure, if the chance had been
there, I’d have put a big slider on ■
Swindell and Wolfgang. Sure.... so
hard that the ambulance lights
would’ve come on out of reflex
action. It’s Knoxville ain’t it?"
Ron .Shuman, the ‘79 Champ,
talking about the final laps
of the 1983 National, in which
he finished third.
Photo by J. Visser Rose

with a happy heart. Just don’t miss
the Knoxville Nationals.
Gary Patterson, an Outlaw like
no other Outlaw, knew that. “Miss
Knoxville....never,” he repeatedly
insisted. “I'd get there if I had to
walk. If I’m not at Knoxville, you’ll
know I’m dead.” Patterson missed
the 1983 Nationals. He had crashed
to his death at Calistoga (California)
the previous May.
Roger Roger a Knoxville racer of
legendary proportions put it another
way. “If you wanta make a real fool
of yourself racin’ Sprint cars — just
let somebody hit you in the butt,
during the C main at Knoxville. At no
place do you stand on the pedal the
same way as there.”
Bubby Jones had just bested
Steve Kinser and a wealth of
pursuing talent, to claim Ascot’s 1984
Pacific Coast Nationals. Jones was
ecstatic. Raising a fist skyward, he
couldn’t conceal the thrill of his

triumph. But later he muttered a
telling message to a friend. “Yeah,
but I never won Knoxville.”
The almost hypnotic appeal of
Knoxville’s Nationals is hardly a
discussion point characterized by
simplicity. However, since 1961 a
unique and tugging magnetic
attraction has brought the best of
open-wheel racing’s daredevils into
central Iowa during August. Each and
every August they have
come....negating that natural
propensity to be afraid with an
inexplicable lust for triumph, either
great or small, across an earthen
species that fairly trembles with an
insidious variety of danger.
Indeed....plant ‘er wrong in a
Knoxville corner and some hapless
driver can expect a tumble equivalent
to that inherited from loving the
wrong lady. Both can be instantly
fatal. Run over another dude’s wheel
at ”Knox" and there won’t be time to
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worry about unpaid insurance
premiums or the rent being late.
Such a fiasco is always the
same....one of those hang on tight,
hold your breath, silent prayer kind
of deals.
The track merely resting and
waiting can be a trip in itself.
Sweating beneath several coatings of
calcium chloride....she can smoke off
the most blatant brand of bravery
with her sullen, foreboding
personality. Yup, the fickle joint just
might be intimidating enough to have
kept Wild Bill Hickock’s Navy Colts
in their holsters and out of action. So
big....so sprawling...an endless left
turn of unrelenting challenge. One of
the last of its kind, “Knox” is a full
half mile by the traditional
horseman’s rule. Most of today’s halfmilers are no longer such, having
been shortened by grader-blade
alterations. But when you haul a
quick one at Knoxville, a gent has
traveled an honest 2,640 feet or
more.
All Iowa soil is black. The Marion
County Fairgrounds’ racin’ type of
dirt is even blacker. Blacker than a
bitter prostitute’s heart. Black enough
to burn. Black enough to overshadow
a dream or to drape the fiercest man’s
casket. A mixture of cornfield clay
and creek-bottom silt....some folks
steadfastly maintain the gumbo is
continually laced with hog manure to
boost its moisture retention potential.
“Yeah, ever since the days of Marion
Robinson they been a doin’ er
thataway," insiders happily report.
Regardless, Knoxville earth will suck
a tire from its rim even faster than
love can turn to hate. So, screw 'em
on tight, boys. And get a heavy grip
on those Tony Lamas before crossing
the track.
Tradition is on the side of
Knoxville’s Nationals. Being twentyfive years old at present, makes the
Iowa Sprint car brawl old enough to
draw social security by comparison to
other national events of a similar
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nature. Back when Sprint cars were
the property of USAC, lesser
associations or even one-track
performers, “Knox” was the lone
rendezvousing center for any and all
individuals preferring to race the
most dangerous vehicles legally
allowed upon this earth.
In those days, machines competing
at the Nationals were required to
have cages, hence they were called
Supermodifieds. But circa 1970, all
such equipment,regardless of
affiliation, conformed to a national
mandate for cage application. Since
that time, Knoxville’s four days in
August have become the gilded focal
point for pure Sprint racing at its
unrivaled best.
Returning to the magnetic appeal
that the Knoxville Nationals provide
for drivers, mechanics and fans
alike...perhaps some of the previously
mentioned material may shed light on
the mystery. Danger....without
danger there would be no such thing
as Sprint car racing or the men who
thrive upon its precariousness.
Mentally and physically overcoming
the threat of danger is one of the
major ingredients providing
motivation for folks to race.
Admittedly, Knoxville is a
dangerous race track. Four
consecutive nights of motorized
combat at Knoxville is even more
dangerous. Winning provides an
orgasmic ecstacy; survival, however,
can be a victory in itself. Again, Gary
Patterson’s observations are highly
appropriate.
"Leave those little short, roundyround holes for the kids and such.
Real racers, and there ain’t too many
of 'em, oughta like big, tough places.
Long straightways, high speeds and
tight turns....that’s what a real racer
should be lookin’for. Places like
Knoxville and Calistoga. ”

As stated previously, G. P. died at
Calistoga. And he rattled the light
poles and fences at Knoxville more
than once. Employing a touch of

macabre logic, it was fitting that
Patterson perished at Calistoga or
maybe even in Marion County,Iowa.
Everyone dies. For a man to die while
living at maximum-revs....could there
be a better mode of passing?
Individuals cast in the mold of a Gary
Patterson.... their purest and richest
living comes in a Knoxville-Calistoga
environment.
Finally, there is the matter of
tradition. Most every dirt car driver
having male anatomical parts larger
than birdshot has had a fling or flings
at the Knoxville Nationals. Those
who have emerged as masters of the
coal-colored earth, assume an
automatic position of honor within
their world. Some Sprint races pay
more but none means more in the
prestige department. Much of that
prestige hinges upon a tradition that
is boundless in classical wealth as
opposed to dollars and cents.
In establishing a standard for
“Knox” Nationals driving excellence,
Kenny Weld’s name immediately
slashes to any field’s point position as
the perfect example. Weld the
ultimate dirt-track craftsman, wearing
those Amish-style spectacles low on
his nose and straw-hat brim bent to
eyebrow level. Ever brooding....ever
concentrating, Kenny was as poorly
skilled in public relations as he was
awesomely adept in all forms of
Sprint car tactical manipulation. A
conspicuous workaholic, he had little
time for conversation, autograph
signing or casual friendliness.
In 1964, when little more than a
green kid, Kenny defeated his brother
(Greg) and succeeded that same
kinsman as Nationals’ Champ. A
repeat in 1965, coupled with two later
titles, make Kenny Weld the only
four-time Knoxville champion. Today
he languishes and stews between the
walls of a Federal Penitentiary.
Fittingly, Weld spent four of his few
remaining free days watching the
1983 Knoxville carnival of speed from
a positon inside turn four and in the
Silver Anniversary

company of his aging father.
“Where else would I be?” he
explained softly and in a typical Weld
tone. “Just where else would I be?"
Accordingly, in recent years, Steve
Kinser has replaced Kenny as
Knoxville’s dominant human factor.
Three of the last five years have
found Kinser, high atop a victory
platform, receiving the winner’s
trophy. But for the oozing
indifference of an oil leak in 1983,
Steve might well have won four
Nationals in a row. In contrast to
Kenny Weld’s finessing approach to
Sprint cars is Kinser’s “bull o’ the
woods” style. Karl Kinser may
provide finesse, his driver attacks a
brutal race track like Knoxville with a
little thick-muscled brutality of his
own.
And this writer’s favorite all-time
Knoxville racer....that surely is
anything but classified material. A
huge colored photo of him fills one of
Knoxville Nationals

my residence walls at this very
moment. Jan Opperman — the
ultimate specimen in dirt track
racerdom.
“Opp” never won the multiplicity of
National titles found listed beneath the
names of Weld, Kinser, Eddie Leavitt
or Doug Wolfgang. Only one (1971)
was won by Opperman. Still, Jan’s
appearances at ol’ “Knox” were
always typically flamboyant...including
his first shot at the Nationals in 1969.
In that long-ago launching, he finished
second to the ill-fated Kenny Gritz.
Strangely enough, “Opp” may have
run Marion County’s fairgrounds with
the reckless abandon of a mooncrazed werewolf, but he wasn’t
especially fond of that portion of
down-home Iowa. In June of 1970,
Jan’s brother (Jay) was fatally injured
in a particularly savage Knoxville
accident. The reality of that disaster
will apparently haunt Jan Opperman
until his own dying day.

“Jay was fresh out of a Montana
college and I was racin’ in
Pennsylvania,” he once lamented with
tears welling in his eyes. “He’d been
out of race cars for a while and was
too brave for his own good. I knew
all that and still I stood back and let
him go to Knoxville. He wasn’t ready
for that big joint. He drove a comer
fiat out, got over a wheel and tore his
heart out. I should’ve stopped it...I
could have. One day a fire-breathin’
mutha ‘11 tear my heart out too, and I
could never feel bad and neither
should anybody else. But Jay was
different.”
Most of Opperman’s starts in the
Nationals came in Speedy Bill’s
(Smith) assortment of 4X cars and
the chief mechanic was always John
Singer of Tipton, Missouri. Even in
1985, Singer lingers long over the
memories of the team’s numberless
excursions over the nation’s dirt
tracking circuits. Indeed, Singer’s
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personal status as a legend nearly
approaches that of Jan Opperman.
“Ain’t never gonna be another
‘Opp’,” he muses sadly and in
retrospect. “Cain’t never be. He
always drove that ol’ Knoxville like he
owned ’er. Even in 74, when Gaines
(Dick) edged him in that close finish.
Yep....just like he owned ‘er.
“If yer gonna tame cussed ol’
Knoxville, you gotta get through turn
three clean and fast. It’s a sweeper...
and she has to be pulled flat-out. I
never seen that ol’ ‘Opp’ do anything
but flat-foot number three. He had
some grit about him....that one did,”
John concludes.
Incidentally, turn three’s railing was
cleared by Jay Opperman’s high
vaulting Sprint car as it carried him
to his death. Yes, “Opp” had some
grit about him all right.
The old days are gone....belonging
to the scrapbooks or preserved
within the sentimentality of those of
us who both remember and care.
Patterson is buried beside Jimmy
Gordon in a Sacramento cemetery.
Kenny Weld waits impatiently inside
another kind of joint, up in
Minnesota. Opperman hangs out in
Fair Oaks, California, living with his
parents and struggling to regain a
useful life. Ray Lee Goodwin and
Jerry Blundy have retired; while
Jerry Richert’s hopes now rest with
his son’s future as a racer. Roger
Roger returns to Knoxville only
occasionally as a driver. And Dick
Sutcliffe’s kid makes more money in
a single season as a baseball player,
than “Mr. Excitement” did during an
entire career driving Sprint cars.
Of the old-timers...“Li/’ Joe”, Ol’
Trostle (“Opp” called him that) and
Lenard McCarl keep on a goin’.
Trostle with his torch and wrenches...
McCarl in the same way. Too many
broken bones finally forced Lenard
out of a dirt-car’s cockpit. Maybe, but
Joe Saldana can still turn those quick
slick laps in that time-tested, rim
riding style that always proves worthy

of pumping the sour stuff out of
people’s stomachs and into their
throats.
Plainly, times have changed at
Knoxville. Wings spread their
expanses above the cars and the
Outlaw habits of yore have all but
vanished. The World of Outlaws
reigns supreme but the actual
Outlaws are history. Drivers,
mechanics and other assorted
hangers-on no longer sleep in
livestock barns atop rumpled cots or
nestled among the hay bales. The
California, Texas, Arizona, and Ohio
barns remain, for all intents and
purposes, empty. Gone are the
imported “hoochie-cooch” dancers
who once strutted their routines
amidst the clutter of tool boxes and
scattered straw. They’ve given way to
high-dollar ladies of the night back in
Des Moines. And those all-night card
games with the fights accompanying
their wheeling and dealing have
yielded to more sophisticated
pursuits. In years gone by, the heavybeat notes provided by Willie,
Waylon and Bob Seger, amplified via
powerful radios or stereos, kept time
to the melodic ringing of tool steel

against 4130 tubing. Wafting 'cross
the night-time air....echoing from the
primly, whitewashed barns...that was
the music of Knoxville.
Drivers and crews, more affluent
these days, rest comfortably in posh
Des Moines hotels. The Hyatt, Hilton
or Airport Best Western are prime
choices. They roam the disco bars at
night and dance with their ladies.
Ladies squeezed into fifty-dollar jeans
and sporting hairdos that cost even
more. Sipping Frozen Margaritas or
Strawberry Daiquiris, these new-times
Outlaws ponder the hardships
presented by professional Sprint car
racing.
Mourn the passing of yesterday if
you must. On lonely nights I permit
myself the same privilege. But not for
long. The old Outlaws may have been
assigned a dusty place in history but
the new ones “ain’t" bad.
Definitely...and most definitely refuse
to give the slightest credence to a
certain writer’s absurd question. Just
walk away - sucking hard on your
Skoal and ever remembering.... that
going to Knoxville can’t be anything
but worthwhile. It is the Indy of Dirt
Track Racing.

Gary Patterson (21) and Lealand McSpadden (01) at speed — 1980

Photo by Mike Arthur Photo
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SIOUX FALLS, S.D. - It’s time
for the annual pilgrimage. Like the
swallows returning to California and
the buzzards to Ohio, sprint car
freaks from coast-to-coast are
counting the days before departing
for Knoxville, Iowa.
From the sun-drenched deserts of
the Arizona-Califomia area to the
quaint rolling hills of Pennsylvania,
cars, trucks, vans, and trailers are
being packed for the journey.
Nobody needs a road map. Deploying
a built-in honing device that would
put the MX missiles to shame, the
thousands converage on the Marion
County Fairgrounds for four days of
extravaganza billed as the ‘Knoxville
Nationals’.
Some call it the ‘sprint car social
event of the season’, and they might
be correct. The tiny little fairgrounds
comes alive with thousands of fans in
day long reunions, cook-outs and
bench racing festivities.
But when the sun sets off the
fourth turn each night, the social
fuctions give way the snarling, mud
throwing sprint cars.
In nearby Pleasantville, the Richter
scale needle dances a jig for four
nights as the ground-pounding four
wheeled fury makers circle the half
miler in groups of 10 to 22 cars.
They go fast at Knoxville. Eighteensecond laps are becoming
commonplace on an absolutely
lightening fast surface of Des Moines
River bottom gumbo. The ideal dirt
substance, combined with the finest
sprint car teams to ever tighten a
wheel nut, make for the keenest
competition ever assembled at one
track.
To make the Saturday night
‘National’ is a tough chore. Only the
22 best make the grid and there are
at least 80 other top teams shooting
for one of the selected starting spots.
After three days of ‘fun’ and three
nights of sprint car racing, fans start
arriving early for the Saturday night
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‘National’. Bleary eyed from lack of
sleep or over indulgence, the Tshirted and muddy blue jeaned, (you
always get muddy at Knoxville in
August even if it doesn’t rain) fans file
through the turnstiles and fill the joint
to capacity.
In the infield pit area, a sea of
humanity mills around like a herd of
ants attacking a sugar cube. Sixty
two sprint car teams occupy the pits,
22 for the C, 20 for the B and 20 for
the ‘National’.
Newspaper, radio and TV
reporters pull pencils from their ears
and stick microphones in driver’s
faces. Representatives from every
major tire, engine and assorted
accessories companies are making
their presence known and infield fans
by the thousands look at the
awesome machines and the brave
men who will climb into the tiny
cockpits.
After the three trophy dash events,
the C and B mains have been
completed, the moment draws
nearer. The final two starting spots
have been won by the first and
second place finishers in the B main.
The 22 starters are pushed to the
front chute for driver introductions
and the tension builds.
Some of the drivers appear very
calm, almost relaxed, but their insides
are probably doing two and a half
gainers with every heartbeat. Some
are outwardly nervous, brushing off
sleeves of driving uniforms that have
been brushed 50 times in last 10

NEWS
minutes, some laugh nervously at
not-funny statements, some make
their 10th trip to the boys room and
some vomit.
In the grandstands, fans squirm in
anticipation. Notes are scribbled in
National programs and ledger type
personal notebooks. Goose pimples
appear on arms and hair stands up
off the back of necks on both sides of
the race track as the command is
given to start the race.
A Rolaid salesman would be a hero
in the home office after visiting the
Knoxville Nationals.
With all 22 starters fired and in
their traditional 11 rows of two
abreast every seat in the house
becomes empty. The breathtaking
sight of all of the thousands of fans
standing and cheering is met by the
22 cars performing a four abreast
‘parade’ lap before the start.
With the pomp and pagentry
behind them, the drivers return to
their 11 rows of two abreast as the
pace car drops them off on the front
chute. Down the back chute the pace
picks up as the rumble becomes a
roar.
Dishes rattle in Beulah’s Diner in
downtown Knoxville. In the third
turn, 22 feet slam the throttle
to the fast position for 30 laps
of hot footing, white knuckling
sprint car racing, Knoxville
National style.
It is the most thrilling moment in all
of open wheeled racing.

Silver Anniversary
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The man whose driver started in
22nd place in the C Feature. B
Feature and A Feature on Saturday
night in the year 1981 is the car
builder and owner who has had an
entry every year in the first 24
Annual Knoxville Nationals. This
distinction goes to Bob Trostle.
When I first said to Bob, “It couldn’t
have been easy to always have a car
entered all those years”, he replied,
“It was never easy”.
Bob tells about 1981.
“1981 was by far the most difficult
week in all my years of racing. Tim
Green was the driver and the car was
the same one Kinser drove the year
before. We went through the car the
week before the Nationals. New
Hemi rear-end, new drive line, new
front end and a brand new Gaerte
engine. On Friday night, August 7 we
went to Knoxville, Illinois for an
NSCA fair race. We won the feature
real easy, everything worked super.
The next night at Knoxville, Iowa the
feature rained out so they ran two
features on Sunday, August 9th. We
ran second in one and third in the
other. The car worked fine. We
thought we were ready for
Wednesday, August 12th for
qualifying.
“The Weld Memorial race was
Monday, August 10th at 1-70
Speedway at Odessa, Missouri.

During hot laps the crankshaft broke.
Locked up the car and tore up the
new rear-end and drive line. Boy
were we in trouble. We had the old
rear-end and drive line but we did not
have an engine. Then on the way
home from Odessa the transmission
blew up in my truck. So Tuesday was
a busy day. We got the truck in the
shop and found a new transmission.
We located a 400 block and got a
friend of mine to get it ready for
Wednesday noon. By 5:00
Wednesday evening everything was
ready and I left for Knoxville. During
Knoxville Nationals

hot laps we broke a cylinder wall and
filled the pan with water. So we were
out of the Nationals again (we
thought).
“On the way home that night from
Knoxville just east of Des Moines,
something happened to the
transmission. It blew all the fluid out
of it all over the motor and exhaust
manifolds. It caught on fire and
burned up all the wiring under the
hood. Boy, what a mess. I was about
done with racing by then.
"On Thursday, August 13th. I told
Tim he better try to find another ride.
I had another car and entry in for
Thursday but I didn’t have a motor
or any money to buy one. Tim went
to Knoxville that morning and got a
deal to drive the 4X car of Speedway
Motors in Lincoln, Nebraska. After
working on the car all day to get it
ready for his liking, about 5:00
o’clock he changed his mind about
driving it. He had heard about a
motor that was for sale from Joel
McCray of Sacramento. Tim called
me at the shop and told me he and
his dad, LeRoy, were going to buy it
and put it in the first car and win the
Non-Qualifiers race Friday night. He
told me, 'Bob, you have been in the
first 20 Nationals and we’re going to
make it 21. If you run first or second
Friday night you can transfer to the
back of the C Feature on Saturday
night.’
“Well, Friday morning Tim and his
Dad brought the motor to the shop.
We pulled the pan. The bearings
were a little worn so we changed
them and put the motor in and went
to Knoxville Friday night. We had
fast time and won the heat race.
Things looked good for the feature.
Tim got a good start and was in third
going down the back straight on the
first lap. In turn three Rodger Wright
from Kansas City spun right in front
of Tim. Tim hit him and flipped
Rodger. It bent our front axle, tie

rod, radius rods and broke the right
front shock. On the red flag we didn’t
have time to do anything with it so
we tried the race it like it was. Tom
Corbin was first and we were second
on the restart. Tim held second for
about half the race. He was having
trouble just trying to drive it and he
finally spun and hit the fence in turn
three. It broke the drive line and ring
and pinion. We got paid for sixth
because that’s all the cars that were
left running.
“On Saturday, August 15th, I fixed
the car because we had a race
Sunday at the State Fair in Des
Moines. About 2:00 o’clock Saturday
afternoon, Ralph Capitani called from
Knoxville and told me they were
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taking four alternates for the C
Feature. In case somebody goes
home or they break in hot laps or the
Trophy Dash, the alternates can get
in. I said O.K. Besides, on Saturday
night the driver and owner get in
free, and I wouldn’t have to worry
about parking.
“So, Saturday night our luck
started to change (about time —
what a week)! Because of scratches,
we started 22nd in the C Feature and
managed to run second to transfer to
the back of the B Feature. Once
again, starting 22nd we got to 5th.
We were 3rd alternate for the A.
Because of a first lap accident, we
once again got to start 22nd. We
managed to finish a well-deserved
ninth.
“So, from being spectators, Tim
passed 50 cars in three features and
we made almost $3,000.00. With the
tremendous help from my long-time
pit crew, Dale and Bruce Drottz,
Glen Wignall, Bob Dyer, and Marv
Siever, we participated in the 21st
Annual Knoxville Nationals.”
Many drivers have pitted their
abilities against the hazards of the
Knoxville dirt. John Sawyer wrote in
Open Wheel. “Lenard McCarl
represents the typical Knoxville racer.

Lenard McCarl and Doug Howell

As a driver, McCarl could be
described as too damned brave. He
is one of the few individuals to
survive a launch over Knoxville’s
third-turn fence. It might be said that
Lenard is America’s most beat up
Sprint Car retiree — still walking.”
Lenard McCarl can talk with
authority on Knoxville. He said to
me. “It all depends on where you
place your values. It cost me a lot of
money and my body’s hurt. But
maybe the thing that got me into a
lot of trouble also got me out. I
wanted to race so bad my body
healed itself.” Statistics show that
hospitalized race drivers recover 50%
faster than other patients with
comparable injuries.
Then he said. “Ruby, many people
abuse their bodies because they
never use them to their capacity.
That is their choice and this is mine. I
used my body and my abilities and I
am not ashamed of my choice.”
Every car owner and driver needs
a good pit crew. Everett Dobson
from Spirit Lake, Iowa, affectionately
known as “Dobbie”, represents one
of the most devoted pitmen in racing.
Dobbie has been in the pits over
thirty years starting at Milford, Iowa
in the early nineteen fifties.

Dale Taylor owned the car driven
by Ivan Tokle in those early days.
Dobbie helped Dale and Ivan get the
farm work done and then they went
racing. When the Milford track folded
these men were instrumental in
helping start the VFW Speedway at
Jackson, Minnesota.
Dobbie continued to pit for Ivan
Tokle until Ivan’s death. After Ivan’s
death he pitted for Arnie
Nimmerfroh, Gale White, and Joel
and Dick Taylor as well as helping
anyone else he could. I remember
most of all that he always had his
own bucket and always sent the race
car out on the track relatively clean
after hot laps. Even after hip surgery
in 1981 he was in the pits with his
crutches.
When Joel Taylor went to
Knoxville, Dobbie was with him.
Dobbie said, “I was so busy working I
can’t remember who won. You have
your own problems. I do remember
how everyone in the pit area stood
on the edge of the track.”
In 1966, Husets Speedway, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, presented
Dobbie with an award for “Special
Recognition to Everett Dobson for
tireless efforts and contributions to
the advancement of the great sport of
racing”. In 1975 Dobbie received the
William Slawson Memorial Trophy at
the Jackson VFW Speedway Annual
Banquet. No one deserved it more.
We need fans to buy tickets and at
Knoxville two faithful regulars have
been Duane Davis and Bob Olsen.
Both men have been chosen “Fan of
the Year” and represent all the
devoted fans who sit in the stands.
We recognize and salute all the
other car owners, drivers, pitmen and
fans who have helped to make all
twenty-five years of the Knoxville
Nationals successful. We will look
forward to the next twenty-five years.
Love Ruby.

Krieger Photography
Silver Anniversary
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from
the editor’s desk
by Bill Haglund

Mid-West Motor Racing Newspaper
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The old 1956 Ford station wagon
wasn’t the greatest automobile for
dates. But it really didn’t matter back
then. At 16 there were more
important things.....girls ranked third,
right behind auto racing and baseball.
But the wagon was a useful tool on
weekends. That’s when we’d load her
down (it was one of those 9passenger models) and head for
Knoxville.
The place always did have an aura
that drew us like fly paper draws flies.
There was no more enjoyable place
to spend an evening....and we all had
our heroes. Mine was “Fibber”
McGee of Galesburg, Illinois. I
marveled at the way he’d sling that
old “super" into turn No. 1. And
tempt fate....the car was green and, if
memory serves me well, was No. 13
to boot.
Of course, that doesn’t mean there
weren’t other favorites, as well. I
always cheered when Earl Wagner
did well....and Danny Richardson...
and A1 DeCarlo..... and Sonny
Helms.....and Herschel Wagner.....(I
thought “Hickman Mills, Missouri”
SOUNDED like a driver’s
hometown).
As much as the drivers drew us,
Knoxville itself did, too.
While other tracks were
conservative, running modifieds and
Jalopies, Knoxville was bold. It rand
the “super modifieds”. They were the
fastest cars and, therefore, the
drivers were the bravest.
While I attended my first Knoxville
race sometime in the late 1950s....
probably 1959....it wasn’t until about
1963 that I saw my first “national”
event. I watched Greg Weld of
Kansas City win that year....and I
returned in 1964 to watch his brother
Kenny Weld win. It was 1964
(remember?) when the feature race
started in the wee hours of the
morning after action was stopped and
the road graders brought out to
50
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smooth out the rough racing surface.
In 1965 I was back again to see
Kenny Weld become the first twotime winner of the nationals.
There was a hiatus then for several
years for a couple of tours of duty
with the U.S. Army (much of the
time overseas), followed by life in
Wisconsin for several years.
However, I was back to see
Wolfgang, Shuman, Kinser, Swindell
and Wolfgang again last year win the
“big” one.
I remember when 24-second laps
were almost too fast.
I remember somebody hitting (or
barely missing?) the grain bin that
stood for several years off turn No. 2.
I remember somebody (Bill Moyer,
Sr.?) going over or through the first
turn wall and winding up on Highway
14.
But most of all, I remember the
sheer enjoyment of the place.
Knoxville was always....and continues
to be....an entertaining place. The

racing’s excellent, the people who run
the place are friendly, the
competitors are not snobs, the food
is a race fan’s delight (nobody,
but nobody, makes a better chilidog), and you can always find a Tshirt that makes you chuckle.
Marion Robinson’s idea for the first
“national” met with mixed reaction.
No one could have dreamed at that
time it would grow into the nation’s
premiere dirt track racing attraction.
But it has.
Through the years there have been
many people involved in Knoxville’s
success. Track officials have served
their stints.... drivers have come to
test Knoxville’s black dirt with
varying degrees of success....and Bob
Trostle of Des Moines has been there
every year. Trostle may not be the
odds-on favorite to win the Nationals
this year, but you can bet he’ll be the
sentimental favorite of many.
Congratulations, Knoxville and
thanks. We’ve enjoyed the whole
thing!

Greg and Jerry Weld - 1962
Silver Anniversary
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Bob Trostle
A Twenfy-five Year Journey

by Bob Wilson

One quarter of a century is by
definition twenty-five years. It is a
Silver Anniversary and a milestone to
which we humans give significance. It
is a means by which we mark our
journey through time on this planet.
We believe such celebrations to be
special and we give them honor.
1985 marks the Silver Anniversary
of the Knoxville Nationals. Some say
it is the World Series for sprint car
racing. Others call it the Indy 500 of
the sport. The event is known world
wide and each year in August, the
North American racing community
awaits the news of who has won the
Knoxville Nationals.
Much tradition, celebration, and
hyperbole is placed upon the
Nationals. The bottom line was
stated by Marion Robinson twentyfive years ago: “The money is here.
All you have to do is come and win

^4RINnk

it.”

I

Only one man has ever tried to do
that for each of those twenty-five
years. Only one man has actively
sought to grab the golden ring which
Knoxville offers. That man is a
legend. That man is Bob Trostle.
The name Trostle is known world
wide. From North America, to
Australia, to South Africa, the Trostle
surname is identified with racing.
Thousands of checkered flags have
flown over the cars of his making.
The racing world writes much of
their heroes and legends. The book
on Bob Trostle has yet to be printed,
for he is not a footnote. From very
humble beginnings, he rose to the
top. The respect he has attained is
monumental.
His story reads no less than what
the media has written about other
such men. He was ingenious,
innovative, and he had a dream. Bob
Trostle planned to build race cars
and to win with them. He did both.
An Iowa native, Bob Trostle grew
52

(Upper Photo) Car owner and builder, Bob Trostle with driver, Johnny Babb
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
at the 1964 Knoxville Nationals.
(Lower Photo L to R) Earl Wagner, Marion Robinson, and Bob Trostle
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
during the 1968 racing season.

Silver Anniversary

i

up on the east side of Des Moines
near the Iowa State Fairgrounds race
track. During the summers when the
IMCA sprinters invaded that historic
half-mile, the Trostle family was often
grandstand spectators for those
events.
Bob met many of the folks
associated with racing and especially
enjoyed the driving talents of Bobby
Grimm and Pete Folse, two of
IMCA’s best during the forties and

fifties. Whatever dreams he held
about his own involvement in the
sport of circle track racing, were
placed on hold while his youthful
frame grew into that of a man.
At the age of twenty-five in 1958,
Bob Trostle began his racing career.
It was to be the world of drag racing
which would occupy his time. For
three years, his energies and efforts
confronted asphalt strips, but the lure
of dirt, placed within a circle, had
made impressions in younger days.

(Upper Photo) Trostle, Sutcliffe,
and Van Patten, the ‘73 season.

Photo by Dave Hill

Knoxville Nationals

(Lower Photo) Shane Carson, 1979.

That attraction was not to be denied.
In 1961, Bob Trostle fielded his first
super-modified for the weekly race
shows run at Knoxville. It was a car
he had built from a ‘32 Ford and it
brought with it the knowledge
attained during the previous years.
That season he won a total of $356
as an owner.
At what was called the First
Annual Super-Modified National
Championship, that initial car
produced a thirty-eighth time trial
placing and a sixth place qualifying
heat effort. However, the stage had
been set for a quarter century run to
gain the National title and it would
happen twice.
The 1964 Nationals produced the
first highlight for Bob Trostle’s circle
track racing career. When the dust
had settled after qualifying time trials,
the Trostle built machine stood on
top of the heap. His driver, Johnny
Babb, had produced quick time out
of a field of eighty-seven cars. A fifth
place finish in a qualifying heat placed
the car in the Consolation event
where it finished fifth again. Trostle
would have to wait a full year to gain
a spot in that prestigous event.
At the season opener of 1965 for
Knoxville, the innovative Bob Trostle
had his car locked in one of the 4-H
barns on the fairgrounds by raceway
officials. The open axle rear end, the
first of its kind at Knoxville, was
declared illegal and the car became
ineligible to run. By July, that
restriction had been lifted.
That year, Johnny Babb sat on the
outside front row of the Knoxville
Nationals Championship line up.
Having set second quick time, the
Trostle effort again looked promising.
Mechanical woes reared an ugly head
in the event and the Des Moines
based car finished well down the line
at final tally.
As the haywire sixties drew to a
close, the near-decade of learning to
build and mechanic a dirt car began
to pay off for Bob Trostle.
Californians, Don Brown and Bob
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Evans ran Trostle prepared cars
during National events. Both were B
Main qualifiers.
Earl Wagner piloted the Bob
Trostle/Bill Moyer entry to a third
place finish in the 1968 Nationals,
after having qualified with second
quick time for the meet. The
following year, Wagner finished tenth.
It was during the ‘68 campaign that
Trostle stuck a big block engine in
the car, possibly a first for Knoxville.
The first half of the seventies saw
Trostle built/Dave Van Patten
sponsored cars finish in high placings
at the Knoxville Nationals four times.
Dick Sutcliffe gained fourth in 1971
and thirteenth in 1974. Roger Larson
took the Trostle machines to
seventh and sixth place finishes in
1973 and 1975.
The 1973 season was especially
significant in that it was the first year
since 1961 inwhich wings were
allowed at Knoxville. Roger Larson
drove the Trostle prepared sprinter
to the first “unofficial" nineteen
second lap. (That time trial lap was
unofficial because it was felt that the
timing device was faulty that
evening.) At the ‘73 Nationals, Larson
was the highest placed finisher among
Knoxville regulars as Eastern based
drivers swept the top six spots.
Fifteen years of trying for the top
was about to change for Bob Trostle.
Perhaps it all goes back to the ‘50s
and the Iowa State Fairgrounds and
the days of his youth. Watching
IMCA’s best may certainly have
prepared him in knowing what to
look for in a driver as well as
foreseeing apparent talents. In 1976,
Doug Wolfgang came aboard the
Trostle/Van Patten sprinter and
captured the Knoxville track title.
After fifteen years of looking at a
Nationals title, the bicentennial year
for the USA held a great promise for
the kid from Des Moines’ east side
and a bespeckled youth from Sioux
Falls. Alas, a fifth place finish in the B
Main thwarted any National title
hopes for each of them.
54

Knoxville Raceway Photo

Doug Wolfgang with a very young Gary Johnson.

To those who have been involved
in racing, each instinctively knows
that the pieces are picked up and the
plans are laid for the future. Perhaps
that is why the winter of ‘76 and ‘77
is so significant to Knoxville Nationals
lore. Those months would produce
Bob Trostle’s first National win and
they would assure that his dues had
been paid in full.
The 1977 racing season at the
Knoxville Raceway dawned like all
others. The new Trostle built sprinter
had debuted elsewhere a week
earlier. The new, light-weight machine
had very few laps under its hood
coming into Knoxville’s initial race.
Doug Wolfgang was Trostle’s chosen
pilot and racing history was about to
unfold.
From the May 7 Knoxville Season
Opener to the July 2 show, Doug
Wolfgang won an unprecidented ten
feature events in a row with the car.
For the season they claimed thirteen

out of fifteen and gained a second
straight track championship. At the
August Nationals, he placed the
Trostle built sprinter on the pole of
the Championship line up and quickly
ran away from the field of twentytwo. When the dust settled on the
racing season of 1977, the little
orange car from Des Moines laid
claim to 45 feature event wins
nationwide. At Knoxville alone, the
duo drove back to Des Moines
$20,545 richer for their efforts.
The 1978 racing season saw Shane
Carson come aboard the Trostle
sprinter. Carson drove the car to the
Knoxville track title and garnered a
fourth place finish in the Nationals AMain. One year later, Carson placed
fifth.
When Steve Kinser wrecked the
Carl Kinser sprinter during the
Wednesday night qualifying of the
1980 Nationals, it was Bob Trostle
who came to his rescue. The Gaerte
Silver Anniversary

engine from the Kinser car was
mated with a Trostle chassis in an allnight affair on Des Moines’ east side.
Steve Kinser placed the car to a front
row starting position after Thursday’s
qualifications.
Fog wiped out the Saturday
running of the Twentieth Annual
Knoxville Nationals. The Sunday
afternoon race turned into a dust
storm and an endless number of
pitstops from worn tires. Kinser took
a fourteenth lap lead to capture his
first title. It was Bob Trostle’s second.
In 1981 and 1982, Trostle gained
back to back Knoxville track titles
with Tim Green as his driver. At the
‘81 Nationals, Green miraculously
made the final transfer spot in the
Championship after qualifying from
the tail of both the C and B Features.
From twenty-second position, he
powered the Trostle sprinter to a
ninth place finish. One year later he
came from row ten to finish tenth.
Kramer Williamson qualified the
Trostle car for the Nationals A-Main
in 1983 and 1984. 1983 saw the
Pennsylvania veteran finish twelfth
and the following August, mechanical
woes sent him to the sidelines early.
That year, Trostle fielded three
sprinters for the National event.
Bob Trostle has accomplished
more in twenty-five years, than most
men might hope for in a lifetime.
Through 1984, his record at Knoxville
is unsurpassed. During his near
quarter century of competition at the
Marion County half-mile, he has
pulled through the old pit gate 354
times. His cars have recorded quick
time on 35 occassionS and they have
won a total of 167 races, including 45
feature events. They have taken the
track point championship five times.
Two National Championships also
grace his list of laurels.
$131,469.00 in winnings is what the
books show for those years, but it is
more than that. It is the little shop on
the east side of Des Moines and the
business which grew from a hobby
into a fulltime profession. As car
Knoxville Nationals

owner, builder, and mechanic, those
years are also lined with the growth
of a reputation for quality work.
In early June of 1985, Bob Trostle
delivered his three hundred and fortythird Trostle Chassis to Pennsylvania
and to Doug Wolfgang. Shortly after
“Wolfie” had won the 1984 Nationals,
he and Trostle had put their heads
together to create this new design.
Chassis number 343 ended up in the
racing wars of the Pennsylvania
circuit.
At Knoxville, Bob Trostle will be
remembered as a legend. He is one
of the original Hall of Fame members
to have been inducted ceremoniously
at the Knoxville Raceway. He will be
remembered too, for giving a helping
hand to Wolfgang, Opperman, and
many others when they were raw and
untested. Perhaps he saw in them
what Folse and Grimm displayed in
the days of his youth at the Iowa
State Fairgrounds.

Through it all, those years of
running Knoxville and each of the
25 Nationals, one person has stood at
his side. His school sweetheart,
Dortha, has been there and they
celebrate thirty-four years of marriage
as well. That love affair of three
decades has had to fit together day
by day. Those days gave them their
daughters, Judy and Jeane.
Bob Trostle recognizes that his
family was devoted to racing for
many years. It is never easy to fit
one’s life and family around the arena
of auto racing, but somehow the
Trostle family managed to do it.
Today they stand at the top of the
sprint car racing hierarchy.
Bob has said that he hopes we will
remember him for two things: He
built winning cars and he gave drivers
a chance. We do know and we will
remember, even as the dust settles
on his twenty-fifth Knoxville
Nationals.

Photo by J. Visser Rose

Bob and Dortha Trostle
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Those Who Have Driven For
1961-1985
Bob Trostle
1961
Dick Kettells, Des Moines (Nat’l)
1962
Dick Kettells, Des Moines
Bob Van Hosen, Des Moines
Sonny Helms, Avon Lake (Nat’l)
Gene Hockensmith, Des Moines
1963
Sonny Helms, Avon Lake (Nat’l)
Gene Hockensmith, Des Moines
Marty Brightman, Des Moines
Gordon Woolley, Waco, TX
Rollie Johnson, Ogden, IA
Vern Carman, Madrid, IA
Carl Williams, K.C., MO
Don Rittman, K.C., MO
1964
Bill Moyer, Des Moines
Ken Williams, K.C., MO
Cliff Sealock, Hastings, NB
Sonny Helms, Avon Lake, IA
Jim Lowary, Scranton, IA
Bud McCune, Brookfield, MO
John Babb, Ottumwa, IA (Nat’l)
Roy Robbins, Louisville, KY
1965
Cliff Sealock, Hastings, NB
John Babb, Ottumwa, IA (Nat’l)
Dick Fries, San Diego, CA
Jim Lowary, Scranton, IA
Frank Brennfoerder, Lincoln, NB
Ray Lee Goodwin, K.C..MO
Jay Woodside, K.C., MO
1966
Dick Fries, San Diego, CA
Ken Williams, K.C., MO
Dick Sutcliffe, K.C., MO
Joe Saldana, Lincoln, NB
Lonnie Jensen, Lincoln, NB
Jim Garton, Omaha, NB
Earl Wagner, Pleasantville, IA
Don Brown, San Bernadino, CA (Nat’l)
Cliff Sealock, Concord, CA
Gale Morrow, Newton, IA
Roy McCain, Lincoln, NB
Stacy Redmond, Mason City, IA
John Stewart, Fremont, NB
Ralph Parkinson, Sr., K.C., MO
1967
Earl Wagner, Pleasantville, IA
Keith Hightshoe, Ashland, NB
Stacy Redmond, Mason City, IA
Ralph Blackett, Des Moines
Bob Evans, Long Beach, CA (Nat’l)
Joe Saldana, Lincoln, NB
Lloyd Beckman, Lincoln, NB
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Earfwagner, Pleasantville, IA (Nat 1)
Jerry Blundy, Galesburg. IL
Lee Kunzman, Guttenberg, IA
Jan Opperman, Haywood, CA
1969
Earl Wagner, Pleasantville, IA (Nat’l)
RonPerkins, Wood River IL (Nat’l)
Ron Jackson, Burlington, IA
Keith Hightshoe, Ashland, NB
Jan Opperman, Beaver Crossing, NB
Ray Lee Goodwin, K.C., MO
1971
Ron Perkins, Des Moines
Dick Sutcliffe, K.C., MO (Nat I)
Grady Wade, Wichita, KS
Bob Williams, K.C., MO
John Leverenz, Hayward, CA
Ralph Blackett, Des Moines
Roger Rager, Lincoln, NB
Jerry Blundy, Galesburg, IL
1972
Dick Sutcliffe, K.C., MO (Nat’l)
Ron Perkins, Des Moines
1973
Roger Larson, Solomon, KS (Nat’l)
Ralph Blackett, Des Moines
Dick Sutcliffe, K.C., MO
1974
Dick Sutcliffe, Greenwood, MO (Nat’l)
Curt Houge, Ames, IA
Ron Perkins, Des Moines
1975
Greg Weld, K.C., MO
Dick Sutcliffe, Greenwood, MO
Roger Larson, Madison, SD (Nat’l)
Jan Opperman, Noxon, MT
Roger Rager, Mound, MN
Larry Kirkpatrick, Wood River, IL
1976
Doug Wolfgang, Des Moines (Nat’l)
Dick Morris, Sioux City, IA
1977
Doug Wolfgang, Des Moines (Nat’l)
Joe Saldana, Brownsburg, IN
1978
Shane Carson, Oklahoma City (Nat’l)
1979
Doug Wolfgang, Sioux Falls, SD
Shane Carson, Des Moines (Nat’l)
1980
Shane Carson, Oklahoma City, OK
Doug Wolfgang, Sioux Falls, SD
Johnny Anderson, Sacramento, CA

Bill Robison, Topeka, KS
Jimmy Sills, Sacramento, CA
Garry Rush, Sydney, Australia
Lealand McSpadden, Tempe, AZ
Randy Smith, Norwalk, IA
Steve Hainline, Bonaparte, IA
Jan Opperman, Noxon, MT
Tim Green, Carmichael, CA
Steve Kinser, Bloomington, IN (Nat’l)
Kramer Williamson, Palmyra, PA
1980 Australian Tour
Jac Haudenschild, Millersberg, OH
Mike Brooks, Knoxville, IA
Rich Vogler, Indianapolis, IN
Jimmy Sills, Sacramento, CA
1981
Mike Brooks, Knoxville, IA
Tim Green, Des Moines (Nat’l)
Doug Wolfgang, Sioux Falls, SD
1981 Australian Tour
Jack Hewitt, Troy, OH
Jac Haudenschild, Millersberg, OH
Mike Sweeney, Carson, CA
1982
Tim Green, Des Moines (Nat’l)
1982 Australian Tour
Tim Green, Des Moines
Rick Ungar, Memphis, TN
Jack Hewitt, Troy, OH
1983
Jack Hewitt, Troy, OH
Rick Ungar, Memphis, TN
Mike Pinckney, Des Moines
Bret Lacey, Melbourne, Australia
John Walsh, Sydney, Australia
Rocky Hodges, Des Moines
Kramer Williamson, Palmyra, P_A (Na
T. J. Giddings, Kansas City, KS
Eddie Leavitt, Kearney, MO
Greg Helms, Des Moines
1983 Australian Tour
Kramer Williamson, Palmyra, PA
Rocky Hodges, Des Moines
1984
Cliff Woodward, Kearney, MO
John Walsh, Sydney, Australia
Hawkeye Strobel, Sigourney, IA (
^
Kramer Williamson, Palmyra, PM
Randy Smith, Norwalk, IA
Bob Geldner, St. Peter, MN
...
Bruce Drottz, Mitchellville, IA W
1985
Bruce Drottz, Mitchellville, IA
Vance Peterson, Sioux Falls, o
Max Dumesney, Warrnambool,
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Congratulations
on
25 Great Years!

THANK YOU!

For Years Now A Visit
To Knoxville Raceway
Has Meant The Best
Sprint Car Racing In
The Land And A New
Shirt From
The Shirt Shack.

For stopping and shopping
at our booth under the
Grandstand for the last
five years.
Deb - Denny - Mel - Louise
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A Family Of
Legends
by Pat Patterson

Many articles have been written
about famous families in all kinds of
racing. We of Sprint Car Racing,
have our own families which have
become legends of their own.
The Weld family of Kansas City,
Missouri is one of these families and
they have been very much a part of
making this Twenty-Fifth Annual
Knoxville Nationals the historic event
in sprint car racing which it has
become.
We owe this great family in racing
and its Patriarch, Taylor “Pappy”
Weld, who is sadly missed since his
oassing in December, 1984. We are
ndebted to his wife, Ella “Mother”
who resides in Kansas City, Missouri.
Pappy began his racing career in
the early 1900’s Milford, Oklahoma
where his family were farmers. From
1915 to 1917 he raced motorcycles
on dirt tracks.
In 1919, Pappy decided to leave the
farm and move to Danville, Kansas to
become a mechanic in a motorcycle
dealership. One year later he went to
Kansas City, Missouri to work for a
Harley distributor. After another
year, he struck out on his own in
motorcycle and auto repair. In the
late 1930’s when the midgets hit
Kansas City, he owned his first race
car.
Chester White and Pappy Weld
had a four-wheel drive midget race
car with a Ford engine. The car, built
by Pappy, might have been the first
four-wheel drive midget. Pappy never
entered the driving part of the sport.
Chester White was the driver.
They raced the midget at Olympic
Stadium in Kansas City, Missouri
until the Second World War curtailed
racing. Midgets returned after that,
only to fade in the early 1950’s.
While Pappy was owning midgets
and repairing motorcycles and
automobiles, there were some little
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The Welds — Kenny, Greg, Jerry and Taylor
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

Welds growing up at home. Six of
them: Delores “Dee”, Jerry “Butch”,
Marilyn "Mary Jo”, Greg, Kenny and
Rick.
Form some reason when articles or
stories have been written about this
family, the sisters were always left
out. Consequently, many people do
not realize that they even exist. Many
people only realized that there were
daughters and sisters when Marilyn
started working for 1-70 Speedway in
1983.
One night several years ago at
Knoxville in the pit area. Marilyn

called Pappy, “Daddy”. The people
talking to Pappy, who were familiar
with hearing him call Pappy, asked
who she was. Pappy replied, "My
daughter”.
Jerry, the eldest son was almost
always around his father. By 1955
when he was approaching his 16th
year, he was wanting a racer of his
own.
When Jerry and Delores were
small, they used to go to the garage
with their Dad, where they nearly
always got dirty playing. Pappy would
clean them up in the radiator tank
Silver Anniversary

(Upper Photo) Jerry Weld, July 1962.
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

(Lower Photo) Greg Weld, July 1962.
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

before taking them home.
Ella, had always kept pretty quiet
about her husband’s racing. But now
her son wanted to be a part of it. She
didn’t approve, wasn’t in favor of it,
and thought it was hazardous. Then
Knoxville Nationals

finally she approved and they went
ahead with a car for Jerry.
In 1955, there was a legal driving
age for the streets and a legal driving
age for racetracks and pit entrances.
They were not the same as they are

now. Back then legal age was sixteen
for the streets and twenty-one for the
pits and racetracks.
Not being twenty-one did not stop
Jerry from becoming a race car
driver. He just told a “little” white lie
about his age. In fact, he set an
example for his other brothers. Rick
was probably the only Weld brother
that was of legal age when he started
racing. That was because the age for
driving race cars had been lowered to
sixteen if one had written consent from
one’s parents.
Jerry, small for the age of sixteen,
confidently told officials at Riverside
Stadium that he was twenty-one and
was going to drive. After being
chased off the track three times on
his first outing, the officials relented
and let him race.
Jerry built his first race car in 1955.
It was called the “Flying Suitcase”
because the roll bars of the 1933
Ford Coupe were on the outside of
the race car. The first car also
hurried the introduction of
supermodified racers into the Kansas
City area.
Pappy Weld, the builder, started
turning out better racers. He always
machined his own parts until the last
years of his involvement in the
sports, when the equipment became
too complex. Jerry’s speciality was
that of a mechanic, and as a
specialist, he started making them go
faster.
Jerry didn’t win his very first race
nor his second. But he did win some
his first season. This first brush with
racing set the pattern for Greg,
Kenny and Rick. Ella, Mrs. Weld,
protested each time at sending
another child into the world of dust,
dirt, exhaust, and danger. Pappy
responded by saying that the boy
“had to get it out of his blood”.
Jerry and Greg abandoned their
partnership with their father as
quickly as their finances would let
them. The two of them had their own
ideas and goals and struck out
67
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independently, but stayed close to
home.
Kenny remained as driver for
Pappy until the racing gold of the
East was too much of a lure. It wasn’t
until about 1967 that he owned his
own supermodified.
Greg was sixteen when he began
racing in 1960. The car that he drove
was far from a sprint car. It was a
supermodified which was powered by
Ford Flat Head Motor. That was later
replaced with a Chevy.
In 1963, Greg and family decided to
build something that more clearly
resembled a sprinter. Always a little
crazy, they decided to go with a
roadster. People snickered at first,
but Greg was soon able to put a stop
to that. The roadster worked
beautifully. Running primarily in
Kansas City area, he won his share
of races.
By the early 1960’s, the brothers,
Jerry, Greg, and Kenny were driving.
They virtually dominated racing in that
area from 1962 to 1964. Saturday
night was Weld Night in and around
Kansas City, Missouri.
Greg would take his racer to
Lakeside Speedway in Kansas City,
Kansas. Jerry would be in the field at
Riverside Stadium. Pappy and Kenny
would travel to the Marion County
Fairgrounds in Knoxville, Iowa. Why
compete against each other when
they could get it all? On Friday nights
they competed at Mid-America
Fairgrounds in Topeka, Kansas and
Sunday night at Olympic Stadium in
Kansas City, Missouri.
It was in 1964 that Greg and his
famous Roadster style racer showed
up for thirteen programs at Olympic
and captured ten feature events. It
was also during that time that Greg
won the National Supermodified
Championship in Knoxville and
Kenny claimed the following two,
becoming the first driver to win back
to back events.
It was also in Knoxville where the
Welds received their first national
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attention by making most news wire
services. That was during the 1964
National Championships.
“We were winning too much up
there,” Pappy said, while describing
the plight of winners everywhere.
“Greg was put out of a heat race. I
thought it was deliberate.”
“Greg had to make the feature
then by coming up through the
Consolation race. During the
program he had to pull off to do
some welding. The officials said it was
illegal. We said it wasn’t and went on
ahead. Greg made the feature but the
officials said he couldn’t drive, it was
a big fuss. Then it was put up to the
drivers. They voted to let Greg drive.
He did. He started in the back row
and finished second, Kenny won.”
That wasn’t the end of it. A few
days later all four Welds received a
letter from the Knoxville track
informing them that they were
barred. No Weld could drive and no
Weld racers would be allowed on the
track. The Fairboard letter said
Kenny Weld and his brothers Greg
and Jerry were responsible for a near
riot by an infield crowd of 600 to 700
on the night of August 8, 1964.
Never sell a Weld short.
Bob Williams, a Kansas City driver,
showed up the very next Saturday
night at the Knoxville pit gate with
Pappy Weld’s #94 racer in tow on a
trailer. It was in fact, the same car
which had won the Nationals the
previous week.
“No dice,” said the Knoxville
officials.
Pappy Weld had done his own
thinking and plenty ahead of time.
Williams was armed with a legal bill
of sale stating he had purchased the
racer from one Taylor Weld. Williams
unloaded and proceeded to sweep
the field, much to the delight of
Pappy, who as it turned out was even
barred from the grandstands and was
forced to witness the satisfying event
from behind a fence. Rumor has it
that he viewed the race from across

the street at the sale barn.
The bill of sale was quickly torn up
after the race. Officials saw the light
and the hastily imposed ban was
lifted the next year. But is was
several months before the Welds
returned.
In just the last few years, many
people have classified racers as
outlaws because of all the travelling
they do. Pappy, Jerry, Greg, and
Kenny could and probably would
have been classified as such in the
early and mid-sixties.
For instance, a 1965 weekend for
Jerry was Anderson, Indiana, where
he started last in the Little 500 and
finished sixth. It was Sedalia,
Missouri, the next afternoon where a
scratched starting position resulted in
a second place finish. Kansas City,
Missouri and Olympic Stadium that
same evening found him winning the
feature.
While Jerry was travelling all over,
Pappy and Kenny also traveled;
Pensylvania, Texas, wherever there
were race tracks and races. In the
wintertime, they went to Florida and
raced in the IMCA sanctioned races.
During spring and summer, it was
Kansas City and wherever else they
wanted to race.
In a four-state area of Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska, they
could race at least three nights a
week. There choices were Topeka,
Kansas on Friday night and Lakeside,
Riverside, or Knoxville on Saturday.
Olympic Stadium, Saline County
Racetrack at Marshall, Missouri, or
Eagle Raceway at Eagle, Nebraska on
Sundays rounded out their options.
From August through October, there
were IMCA Fair dates in addition to
the weekly shows within those states.
While Jerry and Kenny were racing
in the Kansas City area in 1965, Greg
went to USAC. He was Rookie of the
Year with them his first year. He won
two features out of twenty-six starts
and finished second in points to
Johnny Rutherford, having lost by
Silver Anniversary
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only 2.5 points. The Weld name was
not new to USAC, Jerry had raced
with them on several occassions.
Greg Weld won the USAC
Championship in 1967, winning eight
features in twenty-seven starts. He
was the second youngest champ
since twenty-one year old Troy
Ruttman, had copped the AAA title
in 1951. That same year, he passed
his Indianapolis 500 driving test, but
failed to capture an adequate ride. In
1964, Jerry made his one and only
attempt at trying to secure a ride in
the famed 500.
In 1966, Greg attempted to
qualify one of Andy Granatelli’s
famed Novis. That year on the final
day of qualifying he not only scraped
the wall, but later did a repeat
performance in a rear engine racer
owned by Jim Rathman, Gordon
Cooper, and Gus Grissom.
Greg qualified for a starting
position in the 1970 Indianapolis 500.
It was during those years that Greg
started in a new venture in life. He
was designing and building racing
wheels. WeldWheels was formed and

today it is known as Weld Tires and
Wheel Company.
During 1966 Kenny Weld built his
first car under Pappy’s supervision.
He drove the car for his dad, but
Pappy owned it. (AUTHOR’S NOTE:
I will never forget the first weekend
that he drove that car. I was new at
being a Registered Nurse with the
ambulance at the Olympic Race
Track on Sunday nights. During
qualifications, Kenny came out of
turn four and down the front
straightaway, something happened to
the car. He crashed into the wall in
turn one. I thought it was all over,
and I recall "Butch" trying to get the
metal piece off the top of the roll
cage. When Kenny came to he said a
few choice words. He then reminded
us that the steering wheel had to be
removed before we could get him out
of the car. The accelerator had
stuck.)
Before Kenny moved to
Pennsylvania and started campaigning
back there exclusively, he and Pappy
went there and spent several weeks.
One of the first features he won in

A 1973 photo of the Weld Brothers (L-R) Kenny, Greg,
Knoxville Raceway Photo
and Rick
Knoxville Nationals

Pennsylvania was at Bedford in June
of 1966.
He liked the racing there so well
that he moved to York, Pennsylvania
area and raced mostly in that state
and Maryland. While living in the
East, Kenny maintained his own car.
In 1972, he teamed with Bob Weikert.
That relationship brought back to
back Knoxville National
Championships in 1972 and 1973. In
1978, he and his family returned to
the Kansas City area where he
opened a machine shop.
With the departure of Kenny,
Pappy had to employ drivers. Bob
Williams did most of it, but
periodically he and Pappy would part
ways. Eddie Leavitt also drove for
Pappy and was driving for him when
he won his first feature race at
Knoxville, Iowa.
(AUTHOR’S NOTE: I once asked
Kenny, why do drivers who come
from that part of the country have
trouble adapting to the tracks here in
the Midwest. The reason that he
gave me was that the tracks back
there are basically built the same.
There would not be that much
changing to be done to the cars as
drivers went from one track to
another. Therefore, when the
Eastern drivers came to the Midwest,
each track was so different that it
required a lot of changing to the car.)
Kenny also told me that the
majority of race fans are different
back there. Eastern fans go to the
races as most people go to the
ballgames and the fights. Specifically,
they go to the races and after the
checkered flag falls they go home.
Most of them never go to the pits to
meet the drivers.
While Kenny was in Pennsylvania,
he not only raced and built cars, but
he either owned or had part interest
in Lincoln Speedway at York,
Pennsylvania.
Both Jerry and Kenny preceeded
Greg as race promotors. Jerry
promoted races at the Olympic
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Stadium in Kansas City and the Mid
American Fairgrounds in Topeka,
Kansas in the late 1960’s. Jerry Weld
was the last man in Kansas City to
stage supermodified races. He was
well aware of the dwindling crowds
but he also knew that open cockpit
racing was his true cup of tea. “If I
don’t put on races for the supers,
who will?” he asked.
In 1980 Greg obtained 1-70 Speedway
in Odessa, Missouri, and turned the
half-mile pavement track into a dirt
track. He is presently promoting on a
weekly basis with sprints, late models
and modifieds. He has a number of
special shows each season.
During the time when Jerry, Greg,
and Kenny were racing, there was a
fourth son who was getting the fever
to drive a race car. Rick Weld began
driving mini-stocks in 1970 at the age

of 16. He then graduated to super
modifieds for his Dad. Finally in 1975
he drove a sprinter with fuel injection.
His first attempt at qualifying for
the Nationals came in 1974 driving his
Dad’s “Tank” as it was called. He
blew the motor in hot laps. To date
he has never made the A Feature at
the Nationals. He has qualified for the
B and C Features.
Rick has won one feature at
Knoxville and has a total of forty-one
feature wins to date. Most of those
were during his first two years in the
modifieds when he won a total of
seventeen his first year and twelve
the second. He is currently leading in
points at 1-70 Speedway.
Throughout the many, many years
of happiness in racing, the Weld
family have had their dark times, the
first being the tragic loss of Jerry in
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1970 in an accident when he was
struck down while crossing a street in
Kansas City, Missouri.
Next was the misfortune of Kenny
getting involved with drugs and his
conviction to serve time. He has had
to put his car building plans on hold
while he is serving his sentence in
prison. His family and friends hope
that it will not be long before the
parole board sees fit to parole him.
On December 26, 1984, Pappy
Weld succumbed to a heart attack.
His heart apparently became
weakened from other medical
problems which had him hospitalized
for several days.
(AUTHOR’S NOTE: I have been
fortunate to know all of the members
of this great family.
I watched Jerry start racing in the
late fifties, and saw him win several
Point Championships at Olympic, the
last being 1967. In the sixties I
watched Greg and Kenny start
racing. I started my many years of
traveling to races all over the
country, to watch Greg race with
USAC.
Then in the mid to late sixties I
became friends with the family and
the relationship has grown thru the
years.
I have enjoyed and shared many of
their happy occassions, such as
birthdays, weddings, births, and
showers. I have also grieved with
them thru some of the dark moments
of their lives.
I have truly enjoyed writing this
article for the 25th year of the
Nationals. I want to thank all the
people who helped me gather the
information: The Weld Family, the
Kansas City Star for having printed
articles on this wonderful family thru
the years, which I referred to, they
were neatly tucked into my scrap
books, to John Sawyer for his neat
book “Dusty Heroes”, which was
also an excellent reference.)
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Rocing^\
enterprises
2995 W. WHITTON
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 • (602) 253*6588

QTY.

SALE PRICE
EACH TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

RADIUS RODS
QTY.

1

SALE PRICE
EACH TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

4-Bar Sprint Chassis (4130)

2,350.00

The Challenger Sprint Chassis is con
structed of 4130 certified aircraft tubing —
Heli-Arc welded — jig-fitted — includes all
mounts, (FBI tank, Dzus Pads, Steering,
Shock, Wing, & all Locating Mounts),
Tubing Sizes utilized l'/a" .120, 1 3/8 .095
& 1” .065

1

Sprint Hood (Fiberglass)
Sprint Side Panel LH
Sprint Side Panel RH
Sprint Dash
Sprint Floor Pan
Sprint Arm Guard
(not mounted)
Sprint Air Box

1
2
1

(AL)

45.00
65.00

(AL)
Torsion Arm LF
Torsion Arm RF
(AL)
(AL)
Torsion Stops
Torsion Bars 1,000 x 29 Tubular
(AL)
Torsion Arm LR 52-1
(AL)
Torsion Arm RR 52.1
Torsion Arm Bearing RR
(AL)
Torsion Stops
Torsion Bars 1.025 x 29 Tubular
Torsion Bar Bushings

35.00
35.00
53.00
153.00
59.00
59.00
8.00
53.00
153.00
40.00

TORSION KITS
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
8

Knoxville Nationals

26.50
76.50

26.50
76.50
5.00

(AL)
(AL) 20.00
(AL) 20.00
(AL)
(AL)

20.00
60.00
40.00
26.00
29.00

Front Axle (10° Ford) (4130)
(wlrollers & bolts)
Upper Steering Arms
Drag Link Mount Brkt (4130)

210.00
(AL) 35.00
70.00
30.00

REAR END COMPONENTS
220.00
27.50
27.50
35.00
35.00

(AL)
(AL)
(AL)
(AL)
(AL)

Sway Bar
Front Radius Rods
Rear Radius Rods
Tie Rod
Drag Link

FRONT AXLE

BODY COMPONENTS (Mounted)
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
2
1
1

1
1
1

Watts Link 7” Assembly
LH Bird Cage (4130)
RH Bird Cage (4130)
wlwatts Link mt

(AL)

50.00
65.00
65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Rear Bumper (4130)
Front Bumper (4130)
LHNerf Bar (4130)
RH Nerf Bar (4130)
Throttle Pedal
Seat 15"
Rear Motor Plate
(Drilled for KSE or Lee)
Front Motor Plates

4
16

Wing Dzus Buttons
Slotted Dzus Buttons

(Drilled & Mounted)

130.00
25.00
60.00
60.00
27.50
110.00

(AL)
(AL)

125.00
(AL)

TOTAL RACER NET
LESS DISCOUNT
TOTAL SALE PRICE

20.00
1.20
.95

40.00
4.80
15.20
4,715.50
365.50
4,350.00
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Motor Mouth
Speaks Up

RACING PHOTO NEWS

by Kathy Steinkopf

Aren’t I the prettiest machine you
have ever seen? Sprayed with candy
lacquer and rubbed out till I’m as
smooth as glass.
My owners have taken great pride
in my body. My bumpers and rub
rails are all chromed and my guts are
highly precisioned with the best
performance parts money can buy.
I’m a winner all the way; but Lord
only knows if my driver can control
my surge of power or bear with my
unpredictable temperments.
Yes, I admit that I can be very
moody at times and spill on my driver
a Harvey Wallbanger, or splatter him
with a pineapple upside-down cake;
but I never mean to hurt him. Gee
whiz, I’m the one who’s always
subject to the worst of any accident.
Many times I feel I’m being taken
for granted, as well as used and
abused; especially when my driver

throttles against my nauseated
engine, and then he cries to my
owners because I puked out oil or
smoke. What really causes me to
rebell is when my driver wheel-bangs
another lurching Sprinter for his own
satisfaction. He couldn’t care less
about my scratches or bumps just so
long as it suits his needs.
Sure, I love being a winner and
seeing pictures of myself in all the
racing publications, but it isn’t fair to
me, and to my owners also, that my
driver gets all the credit for my
performance. Maybe I do get jealous
when all the attention is focused on
my driver, but I want the recognition
I’m entitled to also.
I appreciate the love and concern
my owners indulge me with. They
take very good care of me, I never
run on an empty stomach, and they
pamper me all night long if necessary

when I’m ready to fall apart from the
pressures. For our cross country
traveling my owners keep me
protected in an enclosed trailer, and
after every race they wash and wax
me....and boy, that feels so-o-o-o
good after a hard night.
The biggest joke we, the Sprinters,
are forced to tolerate are all the
restrictions that we must comply
with...not the drivers or owners, but
us. We have absolutely no say in the
dictatorship that is slowly destroying
our image. Last year we were deprived
of our exotic fuel additives, and as
you know this season our allowance
was cut to 410 cubic inches. We can
accept these changes and limitations,
but apparently the complaints from
our admirers create steady
controversy. We have a brute
reputation to live up and it hurts like
hell to be called a Granny Goat just
because the officials have decided to
curb our actions.
We’re all in this race for fame
together and it’s time the race fans
become aware of it. Although we
don’t have the power to control our
destination, we do control the
reputation of our drivers. Think
about it.

1983 Bob Trostle and crew replace
motor which has gone sour during
the course of the evening.
Photo by J. Visser Rose
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Ray Lee Goodwin
Dick Sutcliffe
Kenny Gritz
Earl Wagner
Kenny Crook
Ken Weld
Greg Weld
Dean Sylvester
Gordon Woolley
Danny Richardson
Bud McCune
Thad Dosher
Taylor “Pappy” Weld
Bob Trostle
Marion Robinson
Fred Kain
Wayne House
John Leverenz
Jerry Blundy
Ray Grimes
Slim Gutknecht
Sonny Helms

Knoxville Nationals

Roger Larson
Darryl Dawley
Johnny Babb
Ralph Grabow
Gary Johnson
Bill Utz
A1 DeCarlo
Jack DeLano
Jan Opperman
Jack Thompson
Gary Scott
Jerry Weld
Roy Robbins
Doc Lemon
Dick Santee
Hank Smith
Lloyd Beckman
Bob Williams
Eddie Leavitt
Jay Woodside
Naomi Kirfman
Stacy Redmond
Lenard McCarl
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Top 5 National Finishers
1961
Roy Robbins
Audie Swartz
Earl Wagner
Harvey Shane
Bill Corwin

1962
Jerry Richert
Gordon Woolley
Bob Williams
Jerry Weld
Greg Weld

1967
Thad Dosher
Bob Williams
Larry Cannon
Jerry Weld
Bill Utz
1973
Ken Weld
Jan Opperman
Bobby Allen
Rick Ferkel
Sheldon Kinser
1979
Ron Shuman
Randy Smith
Sammy Swindell
John Stevenson
Shane Carson

1968
Ray Lee Goodwin
Jerry Bfundy
Earl Wagner
Joe Saldana
Gene Gennetten
1974
Dick Gaines
Jan Opperman
Ted Wise
Lou Blaney
Fred Linder
1980
Steve Kinser
Bobby Marshall
Tom Corbin
Tim Green
Lee Osborne

1963
Greg Weld
Jerry Weld
Dick Fries
Gordon Woolley
Wib Spalding
1969
Ken Gritz
Jan Opperman
Bob Williams
Dick Sutcliffe
Ken Weld
1975
Eddie Leavitt
Roger Rager
Rick Ferkel
Fred Linder
Jan Opperman
1981
Steve Kinser
Sammy Swindell
Doug Wolfgang
Danny Smith
Lealand McSpadden

VsS

as

awards

HacZ?***
CHICO, CALIFORNIA
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FOR INFORMATION
CALL 916/969-7484
704 Vine Ave. — Roseville, California
Promotors John and Robbie Padjen
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from 1961-84
1964
Ken Weld
Greg Weld
Jim Nelson
Tom Corbin
Ed Vanderloon

1965
Ken Weld
Jerry Blundy
Dick Fries
Bob Williams
Norm Galpin

1966
Jay Woodside
Lloyd Beckman
Ken Weld
Ken Taylor
Tom Bigelow

1970
Joe Saldana
Dick Sutcliffe
Ray Lee Goodwin
Jan Opperman
Jerry Blundy
1976
Eddie Leavitt
Gary Dunkle
Lee Osborne
Bubby Jones
Joe Saldana
1982
Steve Kinser
Doug Wolfgang
Jac Haudenschild
Brady Doty
Sammy Swindell

1971
Jan Opperman
Earl Wagner
Eddie Leavitt
Dick Sutcliffe
Ray Lee Goodwin
1977
Doug Wolfgang
Lealand McSpadden
Bubby Jones
Bobby Marshall
Bobby Allen
1983
Sammy Swindell
Doug Wolfgang
Ron Shuman
Tim Green
Jimmy Sills _____

1972
Ken Weld
Billy Shuman
Lonnie Jensen
Eddie Leavitt
Jay Woodside
1978
Doug Wolfgang
Steve Kinser
Eddie Leavitt
Shane Carson
Danny Smith
1984
Doug Wolfgang
Steve Kinser
Sammy Swindell
Brad Doty
Jeff Swindell

EAST BAY RACEWAY
TAMPA, FLORDIA
1986 10th Annual All-Star Sanctioned

SPRINT NATIONALS
February 5, 6, 7, & 8
$65,000 'Pun&e
(Open Practice: East Bay Raceway - Feb. 4th, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
4 BIG NIGHTS - ALL CARS RACED EACH NIGHT

2act /tactual tfal£ *7ocumacKeat
February 7
FOR INFORMATION CALL 813/677-RACE or 677-2632
Knoxville Nationals

Career Feature Wins
1954-1985
Earl Wagner
Doug Wolfgang..
Jerry Blundy___
Eddie Leavitt----Joe Saldana........
Ray Lee Goodwin
Dick Sutcliffe---Dean Sylvester ...
Randy Smith.......
Sammy Swindell..
Kenny Crook---Bud McCune---John Stevenson ..
Mike Brooks.......
Tim Green...........
Steve Kinser.......
Ken Weld...........
Jack Delano.......
Bob Williams.......
Jerry Hayes.........
Greg Weld...........
Rocky Hodges —
Johnny Baker----Jay Woodside----Sonny Helms----Thad Dosher.......
Bill Utz................

Roger Rager.......
Lloyd Beckman ..
Shane Carson----Danny Richardson.
Roger Larson----Gary Dunkle.........
Ralph Blackett---Darryl Dawley........
Al De Carlo...........
Dean Woolheather
Bill Robison...........
Jim Hay.................
Roy Robbins.........
Gordon Woolley...
Lonnie Jensen ....
Jan Opperman---Dick Santee.........
T. J. Giddings........
Bobby Davis, Jr.
Scott Ritchhart-----

76

Wins
...43
.. .40
.. .34
.. .21
... 19
... 18
... 17
... 17
...17
... 17
... 16
,.. 14
,..14
,.. 14
.. 14
.. 12
.. 10
... 9
9
8

With 2 Career Wins
Froggy Droz
Angelo Mascaro
Bob Van Hosen
Ken Harper
Tom Bigelow
Bill Thrasher
Ken Gritz
Dick Gaines
Sonny Smyser
Lenard McCarl
Tom Corbin
Stacy Redmond
Ron Shuman
Danny Smith
Bobby Marshall
Jeff Swindell
Jimmy Sills
Tod Bishop

With 1 Career Win
Johnny Shipler
Billy Knapp
Johnny Babb
Deo Loney
Bill Moyer
Jerry Richert
Jerry Weld
Wib Spalding
Wayne Niedecken
Ken Williams
J. L. Cooper
Harold Leep
Ralph Parkinson, Sr.
Bubby Jones
Jerry McClung
Fred Linder
Edd French
Ron Rae
Larry Kirkpatrick
Bill Mellenberndt

Jimmy Boyd
Jerry Potter
Gary Patterson
Bob Hop
Jack Hewitt
Gary Scott
Mike Pinckney
Rick Weld
Mark Shaffer
Keith Frantsen
Ralph Parkinson, Jr.
Bobby Allen
Rick Ungar
Rick Montgomery
Keith Kauffman
Danny Lasoski
Brad Doty
Jac Haudenschild
Dave Blaney
Mark Kinser

8
8
7
7

6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Robert L. Olsen, CPA

Olsen, Muhlbauer,
Mahoney & Co.
Certified Public Accountants

910 N. Hwy. 71
Carroll, Iowa 51401
712/792-4314
Res. 792-3192
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A Brief History
Of Sprint Car Racing
(adapted articles in The History of
The American Speedway)

by Allan E. Brown

Sprint Car racing is truly an
American sport and is one of the
oldest forms of auto racing in this
country. The present day Sprint Car
(called Big Cars until the 1950’s)
evolved over the years from the early
Indy Cars, the Speedsters, the
Roadsters, and the Super Modifieds.
About the turn of the 20th century
auto racing became increasingly
popular in the world. The 1902,
French built Panhard is considered to
be the first true race car and from its
design evolved a shape and style of
car that would later be called a Big
Car. Before that any auto racing had
been done with stripped down
passenger cars. At that same time
auto racing in this nation was
primarily of the road racing nature
with only a few oval track events
being held, and most of them were
on large one mile horse tracks which
were usually at a State Fairgrounds.

Oval track racing got a shot in the
arm in 1906 when Barney Oldfield
promoted and raced in an event at a
fairgrounds in Lexington, Kentucky.
The event was so successful that
soon other fairgrounds were begging
Oldfield to put on auto races at their
tracks too. And one by one these
fairgrounds horse tracks were being
used for auto racing. In the early
years most dirt track oval racing was
done on mile tracks. Only a few /2
mile tracks held auto racing. The
fairgrounds track here in Knoxville
was first raced on by an automobile
in about 1910.
The American Automobile
Association (A.A.A. or commonly
known as Triple-A) was the nations
first sanctioning body for auto racing,
and in those early years only one
type of race car existed. They were
open cockpit, open wheeled racers.
But there were several classes. The

Charles “Dutch” Baumann seated in the Arthur Chevrolet factory “Deuce”
Fronty-Ford. He won 43 of 52 races in 1928 in this car. The car looks
somewhat primitive but be assured it was extremely fast.
Wilson Davis collection
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distinction between classes was by
engine displacement and overall
weight. Smaller cars were placed in a
class called lightweights and ran
preliminary events. While the larger
and faster cars were called Big Cars
or Championship Cars and were
used for the title events. Because of
the lightweights’ smaller size and less
weight they were better suited for the
smaller tracks.
In 1915 a new sanction,
International Motor Contest
Association (I.M.C.A.) was formed
and it probably had as much to do
with the future of Sprint Car racing
as anyone. The officials of I.M.C.A.
consisted of the major state
fairgrounds managers or secretaries
and they had become disenchanted
with Triple-A, who had raised the
sanctioning fee considerably and
because of the sudden popularity of
the board tracks Triple-A was
beginning to shy away from dirt track
racing. So I.M.C.A. began sanctioning
their own races. These events were
generally held in conjunction of a fair.
But in those early years, auto racing
was still considered only an added
grandstand attraction. Yet it was an
attraction that would fill grandstand
seats. I.M.C.A. continued to call their
cars Big Cars even though they
slowly evolved into slightly smaller
cars.
Many smaller county fairgrounds
ran under the I.M.C.A. fold, and
most of them had % mile dirt tracks
that too were also built for horse
racing. Actually these tracks were a
little larger than a half as the size of a
horse track is measured 18 inches off
the inside rail. And since a speeding
auto can use a wider line through the
corners the tracks were closer to %
of a mile in the groove.
By the mid-teens it had become
common practice to cut down Model
77
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This classic 1936 photo shows Floyd Roberts on the pole at the old mile dirt
track at the El Centro Fairgrounds in southern California. Other drivers in
the photo include Shorty Cantlon, Rex Mays, Ted Horn, Chet Gardner and
Allen E. Brown collection
Frank Weame.
T Fords and make them into race
By the 1920’s there were many
cars. The first Model T came off the
racing parts available for the Model T
assembly line in 1908 and soon these
engine. Of these the most famous
modified T’s, called Speedsters,
were the Frontenac parts built by
began showing up as race cars and
Arthur Chevrolet. In the 1920’s a
many of them had their chassis
smaller version of the famous Miller
engine that propelled most Indy Cars
shortened 6 inches to an 88 inch
wheelbase. Interestingly, most of the
of that era was installed in some of
these short track Big Cars. But still
present Sprint Cars have
approximately an 86 inch wheelbase.
the majority of the cars were
The first J4 mile dirt track built
powered by Fronty-Ford engines or
especially for the smaller Big Cars
similiar powerplants, mainly because
was the famous Winchester
of the availability of parts and lower
Speedway in Indiana. It opened as a
cost. A full race Fronty could be built
slightly banked % mile dirt track in
for under $3,000 and was surprisingly
1914. But until the mid 1920’s only a
just as fast on a mile dirt track as a
handful of the smaller dirt tracks
Miller costing upwards of $15,000.
other than fairgrounds horse tracks
I.M.C.A. continued as the top
even existed. There was no such
sanctioning body of short track Big
thing as weekly racing as all tracks
Car racing as it held close to 100
ran special events only, but as short
events each year. There were a
track Big Car racing began booming
number of other organizations
in the mid 1920’s the first weekly Big
sanctioning Big Car racing in the 30’s
Car track was built. That was the
including A.A.A. who by now had
fabled Legion Ascot Speedway in Los
their own short track Big Car series
Angeles and it opened in January of
to compliment their Championship
1924 under the I.M.C.A. banner. It
Division.
was a % mile dirt track.
Big Car racing was wild and
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exciting in the 1930’s, but was very
dangerous and only the bravest men
would drive the powerful machines.
The drivers head was high above the
rest of the car for best visibility, but
in event of a crash the drivers were
subject to grave injury caused by
hitting any object that got in the way
of an out of control car. The average
career of a driver was but seven
years in the thirties.
By the 1940’s the four cylinder
Offenhauser racing engine (derived
from the Miller) became the standard
powerplant for the top running Big
Cars. The Offy engine continued its
dominance until the early 1960’s
when modified Chevrolet V-8’s
became the best engine for Sprint
Car racing. The first Chevy V-8 came
off the assembly line in 1955 and was
soon adapted to racing. Today, the
fuel injected Chevy V-8 engine can be
found under the hood of most Sprint
Cars.
The shape of the Sprint Car has
remained basically the same since the
early days of racing. The driver sits
upright directly behind the engine
compartment. The car’s body is only
large enough to cover the engine,
driver and gas tank. The wheels
remain exposed with no fenders.
Except for improvements in stream
lining, engine, chassis and tires,
today’s Sprint Car looks and reacts
similarly to the early racers.
In the late 1920’s another form of
race car known as Roadsters, which
were basically cut down passenger
cars, started to gain popularity. They
were the poor man’s open cockpit
racer. Roadsters, similiar to the
Speedsters and not to be confused
with the offset designed Indy cars of
the 50’s and early 60’s, were quite
popular until the mid-1950’s when
another form of open wheel race car
appeared, the Super Modifieds. The
Super Mods were a hybrid, the
combination of the Jalopy stock car,
the Roadster and the short track Big
Car. As cut down versions of the
Silver Anniversary

Jalopy stock car they kept the safety
feature of the full roll cage but used
cut down bodies like the Roadsters,
but to conserve on weight, the
starters and batteries were removed
and they had to be pushed to be
started just like the Big Cars. It
wasn’t long before the Super
Modifieds were as fleet as the Big
Cars, and the cut down passenger
bodies or homemade bodies gave
way to Big Car noses and eventually
the streamlined tails as well, but the
roll cages remained.
Weekly Super Modified racing
spread across the country in the
1960's. Most of the Sprint Car
organizations would not allow the
caged Super Modifieds, so by having
a removable roll cage a car owner
could race his car as a Super
Modified or as a Sprinter Car. It
wasn’t until the late 1960’s, after

public cries for safety, did all
sanctions go along with the
advantages of roll cages on Sprint
Cars for increased safety. Some of
the names used for the combination
Super Modified and Sprint Cars are
Caged Sprints or Super Sprints.
Most modern day Sprint Cars also
have large inverted airfoils called
wings mounted on their roll cages.
The first wing was introduced on a
Super Modified by Ohio’s Jim
Cushman in 1958. The wings not only
gave better stability and added
downforce on the rear wheels for
better traction, but also they
decreased the risk of serious injury in
case of a serious accident. The late
Jack Gunn, the former promoter of
Pennsylvania’s famous Williams
Grove Speedway, said in 1970,
“Wings are a big safety factor, acting
as a shock absorber when a car

A field of Sprint Cars broadside through the first turn at the Shawano
Fairgrounds in Wisconsin. The photo was taken at an I.M.C.A. race from the
mid 1950’s. Most I.M.C.A. races were held during county or state fairs. The
ferris wheel in the background certainly indicates this race was during a fair.
Armin Krueger photo

flips.” Nearly all Sprint Car sanctions
now mandate the use of the wings
and these cars are sometimes
call Winged Sprints.
Over the years many well known
drivers have thrilled racing fans by
driving Sprint Cars. Louis Schneider,
Wilbur Shaw, Gus Schrader, Frank
Lockhart, Emory Collins, Rex Mays,
Ted Horn, Tommy Hinnershitz, Jimmy
Wilburn, Bobby Grim, A.J. Foyt,
Jerry Richert, Jim Hurtubise, Parnelli
Jones and Jan Opperman are but a
few of them. Today, Steve Kinser,
Sammy Swindell and Doug Wolfgang
are probably the most familiar names
associated with Sprint Car racing.
One of the first drivers to have a
sensational season driving a short
track Big Car was Dutch Baumann in
1928 when he won 43 of 52 races in
his Fronty-Ford. Doc MacKenzie
supposedly won 45 features in 1935,
yet only a few of them have been
documented. Steve Kinser’s 1983
record of 45 wins in one season is
considered the current record, but
Hooker Hood’s 56 wins from the
1967 season in a Super Sprint is
really the true record.

(EDITOR’S NOTE — Allan E. Brown is
the author of The History of the
American Speedway Past &
Present and publisher of National
Speedway Directory. He is co author
to the new Auto Racing Trivia Game.)
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PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
4020 E. ELWOOD PHOENIX, ARIZ. 85040 Q
1-602-437-3200 ★ 1-800-237-8849
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440cid Small Blocks
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4340 CRANKSHAFT
CARRILLO RODS
ROSS PISTONS & PINS
ROLLER CAMSHAFT
HILLBORN INJECTION
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SUMMERS GEAR DRIVE
SUMMERS MAIN CAPS
REBEL OIL SYSTEM
CFS CARB.

CROWER ROCKERS
CL-77 BEARING
TOTAL SEAL RINGS
VERTEX MAG
KSE FT. DRIVE

COMPLETE ENGINES

SHORT BLOCKS

ENGINE KITS

320 — 12,250.00
331 — 12,250.00
355 — 12,450.00
388 — 12,750.00
393 — 13,000.00
406 — 13,400.00
408 — 13,500.00
426 — 13,500.00
440 — 13,500.00

320 — 5,000.00
331 — 5,000.00
355 — 5,000.00
388 — 5,000.00
393 — 5,000.00
406 — 5,000.00
408 — 5,450.00
426 — 5,450.00
440 — 5,500.00

320 — 3,450.00
331 — 3,450.00
355 — 3,450.00
388 — 3,450.00
393 — 3,450.00
406 — 3,450.00
408 — 3,450.00
426 — 3,450.00
440 — 3,450.00
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Front
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Cover
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BLOCK STAGE I >300“ 93500
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VALVES • SPRINGS ■ RETAINERS - KEEPERS
SEALS ■ GUIDE PLATES • SIJO STUDS

ALL PANS
WITH GASKET & PICKUP
WET SUMP

DRY SUMP

STOCK CAR WET SUMP
SPRINT CAR WET SUMP
BARNS TYPE DRY SUMP
WEAVER TYPE DRY SUMP

S245.00 t
$245.00
S165.00 '
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CALL FOR YOUR FORD MOTORSPORTS NEEDS
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FIRST Financial The

Sign In
BANKING

%

FIRST
FINANCIAL! BANK

ir

If You’re Not
/ In First — Now’s
The Time To Make
Your Move!

11 Convenient Locations:
Des Moines Area:
2718 Beaver
274-0489
518 East Locust
288-6781
6150 S.E 14th
285-9272
1820 22nd St. W DM.
225-7254

Altoona
111 8th S E.
967-4283
Ankeny
409 S. Ankeny Blvd
964 4228
Knoxville
106 E. Main
842-5941

I

Pella

Villisca

712 Washington
628-1701

2nd Ave. & 4th
712-826-4602

Albia
16 S Mam
932-5131

120 S. First
989-3228
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Carlisle

Open all night
after the races.

‘Donut
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1U FIRST
FINANCIAL!BANK
Member of INKS I GROUP

Serving sandwiches,
donuts, rolls, and coffee
“Try Dunky's Favorite —
850
Beefburgers
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BAILEY’S DONUT SHOP
North of the racetrack — Knoxville
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1961
Kentucky Man
Wins Feature Of
Auto Races
Indiana Driver Second and Wagner is
Third
Two drivers from Indiana and
Kentucky with air scoops ran away
with the lion’s share of the $5,000
purse at the national championship
super-modified stock car races at
Marion County Fair Grounds Friday
and Saturday.
Roy Robbins (37) of Louisville, KY.
won first in the 25 lap championship
race, reduced from 35 laps, and
walked away with total purse money
of $1,280, $1,000 in the feature, $100
for fastest time trial, $100 for new
time trial record, $20 added by a local
businessman, $60 for second in a
heat and a $150 watch.
Second in the feature went to the
other air-scooper, Audie Swartz (79)
of Muncie, Ind. He won $735, $600
for his feature pace, $60 for second
place in a heat and $75 for second
fastest time trial.
Earl Wagner (12) of Pleasantville,
third in the feature, won $540, $400 in
the feature, $80 for third fastest time
trial.
In the feature, which had three
restarts caused by three accidents,
Swartz took an early lead followed by
Robbins and Wagner. In the second
lap Wagner passed Robbins. In the
eighth lap Robbins passed Wagner
and in the tenth lap went on to out
distance Swartz. The three
maintained their final finish order for
the remaining 15 laps.
None of the three were ever
seriously challenged by other cars
during the entire race.
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The feature, which had a total
purse money of $3,300, was marred
by a succession of incidents. Its start
was delayed after several parade laps
when someone threw a pop bottle
onto the track. Wagner’s car ran
over it, broke it and cut a tire which
had to be changed.
In the third lap Norman Weimers
(38) of Manson, Kenny Harper (65) of
Carrollton, Mo., and Jerry Richert
(98) of Forst Lake, Minn., were
involved in a spin out accident on the
fourth turn. The restart was delayed
until police could clear spectators
from the tops of trucks and cars at
the west end of the infield so that
those on the judges stand could see
that part of the track.
In the fifth lap, Vernon Carmen
(55) of Madrid spun out on the east
turn.

In the sixth lap Thad Dosher (15)
of Topeka, Kan., Gordon Woolley
(19) of Waco, Texas, and Bud
McCune (103) of Brookfield, Mo.,
collided on the backstretch. No one
including the drivers was sure of just
what happened. One version was that
Dosher’s car lost a wheel and that
Woolley’s and McCune’s cars then
hit Dosher and each other.
The end result was that the front
axles of all three cars were sheared
off completely and Dosher’s car was
so impaled on the fence that it took
extra effort to remove it.
Bud Hunnicut (78) of Kansas City,
Mo. lost a wheel on the back stretch
and Swartz (79) collided with Jerry
Weld (93) of Kansas City in front of
the grandstand in the second heat.
Harold Cromley (500) of Marshall,
Mo. and Gale B. Morrow (77) of

Roy Robbins 1961 Knoxville National Champion
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
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Newton collided gently on the east
turn in the third heat.
In another race Joel Rassumssen
(60) of Ames flipped over eight times
on the backstretch, going over the
fence and back on the track in the
process. W. R. Newton (88) of Des
Moines, A1 Podhaski (45) of
Waterloo and Al King (26) of St.
Louis, Mo. were also involved in that
incident.
Four of the five heat races were
won by drivers who regularly appear
at the Knoxville track, Wagner (12) in
the first, Woolley (19) in the second,
Dosher (15) in the third and Gene
Hockensmith (25) in the fourth. Only
“outsider" to win a heat was Jim
Blount (66) of LaPaz, Ind.
Consolations were won by Weld
(93) and Johnny Babb (21) of
Ottumwa.
Gilmer Hess (48) flipped and
landed upside down against the fence
in the backstretch in the last warmup
period before the time trials Friday
evening. He received a cut on the
head and remained in Collins
Memorial Hospital overnight.
In the first round of time trials,
Robbins was clocked in :23.78,
without the air scoop. He installed
the device which is the principle of an
airplane wing in reverse and is
planned to hold the car down and
reduce slipping on the curves, for
the second round and made the half
mile in 23 seconds flat. That broke
the record of :23.13 set by Sonny
Helms of Des Moines on July 25,
1959.
Swartz also bettered his time trial
in the second round, :23.86 and
:23.27. Wagner hit his best in the first
round, :23.50, and slowed to :24.00
in the second. Weld had :23.55 in the
first and :23.62 in the second.
Knoxville Nationals

1962
Richert Wins Over
Woolley In Torrid
Race at Knoxville
Jovial Jerry Richert of Forest Lake,
Minn, moved up from 14th spot to
win the Second Annual National
Super Modified racing championship
here Saturday night before a turnaway crowd of more than 14,000.
“Unequaled Duel”
Richert took the checkered flag
just ahead of Gordon Woolley of
Waco, Texas after a racing duel
unequaled in these parts for many,
many years. It was a mighty happy
Richert who accepted the
championship trophy.
A heavy thunder storm arrived at
the Marion County Fairground track
just as the 25-lap feature was
completed. Richert’s victory was

worth $1,200 to him and a total purse
for the main event was listed at
$4,200. More than $8,300 was paid
out for the two day racing program.
Defending champion Roy Robbins
of Louisville, Ky., who had set the
time trials pace Friday night with a
:22.99 clocking was forced out of the
race in a three-car wreck entering the
18th lap.
Robbins was sent broadside
coming down the main chute and was
struck by Wes Ferrand of Kansas
City, Mo. Jerry Hayes of Topeka,
Kan., plowed into Ferrand and flipped
over three times. Hayes, as did the
other drivers, came out of the
spectacular accident without injury.
All three drivers went out of the
race and this caused the second
restart. Earlier the red flag was out
when Don Hewitt of Troy, Ohio,
smacked into the wall on the 11th
lap.
After the three-car pileup, Richert
moved into the lead and held it
except for one fleeting moment in the
last lap, when the onrushing Woolley
moved a nose in front on the second
turn. Richert poured on the gas to
gain the rich victory.

The Ted Ready owned, Jerry Richert driven ‘62 Nationals Championship
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
car.
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In Ready Car
Richert, who is 29, was driving a
Chevrolet stock conversion owned by
Ted Ready. The Minnesotan, who
ranks sixth in the year’s International
Motor Contest Association’s big car
standings, holds the Knoxville one lap
track record of 22.85 seconds, set
two weeks ago.
Bob Williams of Kansas City, Mo.,
who led briefly early in the feature,
took third place, followed by two
other Kansas Citians — the Weld
brothers, 24-year-old Jerry in fourth
place and 18-year-old Greg fifth.
Audie Swartz of Muncie, who
finished second last year, placed
seventh. Because of earlier dropouts,
Robbins wound up fifteenth in the
final standings.
The feature race was moved up
because of the threatening weather.
Rain wiped out the “B” main event
and drivers were placed according to
the way they finished in Friday night’s
time trials.
Johnny Babb of Ottumwa won the
fastest of the five heats preceding the
main event. He took the third heat
going away.
Roy Robbins won the first heat;
Jerry Weld set sail and took the
second heat event. Richert picked up
another $80 dollars winning the
fourth heat, and Jay Woodside of
Wichita, Kan., won the fifth heat.
It was Audie Swartz taking the
consolation race over Hank Arnold of
Tucson, Ariz. Arnold with a dream
car had handling trouble in the main
and had to pull to the pits.

1963 National Champion Greg
Weld (r), Marion Robinson, and (c)
Track Announcer Skip Nelson.
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection

by Larry Scarpirto

The Weld brothers of Kansas City,
Mo., had an eclipse of their own
going for them here Saturday night
and it was 20-year old Greg Weld
who walked away with the Third
Annual National Super Modified
racing title before more than 10,000
spectators.
Jerry Second
Brother Jerry followed Greg to
finish second in the action packed
auto racing program held under ideal
conditions that included fierce
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competitive racing.

Greg had turned
in second fast time the
night before just behind the

1963 Weld Brothers
^
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feature with a :23.22 second clocking
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°n the half-mile dirt track. Greg shot
to the front on the first turn and was
never headed. The race was restarted
for two spin outs.

INaLlUrial
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hard-driving Dick Fries of San Diego,
Calif., who won the pole in the

After each restart, Greg easily took
command and powered through the
turns at a stroking pace. For brother
Jerry, however, it was work-up. He
started in the fifth row outside and
before all was done he had second
money. Fries came in third and
veteran Gordon Woolley of Waco,
Texas was fourth.
Wib Spalding of Granite City, III.,
was fifth and Russ Hibbard of Slater,
Mo. was sixth.
Carl Williams of Kansas City, Mo.
won the first heat and Hobe Noel of
Logansport, Ind. took the second
heat event. Woolley driving the Key
Chevrolet out of Anderson, Ind. won
the third heat.
Greg Weld won the fourth heat
and Earl Wagner of Pleasantville shot
past Dick Fries of San Diego, and top
time trialer, to win the fifth heat.
The consolation event was won by
Roy Robbins of Louisville, Ky., the
National champion. Bud McCune of
Brookfield, Mo. won the B-Main
ahead of Dale Reed of Wichita and
Billy Covert of Topeka, Kans.
Shorty Burkholder of Goff, Kansas,
lost control of his car coming out of
the fourth turn at the start of the
feature race and struck a pitman
identified as Danny Adams of
Topeka, Kansas. Adams was
hospitalized with a compound fracture
of the leg. Burkholder was also
sidelined with front end damage. This
was the only serious mishap
throughout the night.
The time trials the night before
lasted until the wee hours in the
morning as cars took two shots at
their qualifying runs. The trials
started at 8 o’clock and wound up
around 3 a.m.
Greg Weld picked up $1,500 for his
feature victory, plus the year long
title of National Super Modified Auto
Racing Champion.
Silver Anniversary
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1964 Weld Tradition
Upheld By Kenny
at Knoxville
by Larry Scarpino

They kept the national
supermodified crown in the family
here Saturday night, as Ken Weld,
the youngest member of the racing
family from Kansas City, Mo., took
the 25 lap national championship
super modified racing event before
more than 10,000 spectators.
Brother Suspended
It was a long night with mishaps in
about every race with the exception of
the main event. More than 12
spinouts, or wrecks marred the
swiftness of the program, but there
were no injuries too serious to report
after the evening was over.
The 21-year-old Weld was hard to
catch in the feature event and his
brother Greg was trying to do just
that. But, when it was over it was
Kenny all the way and Greg second.
Jim Nelson of Flint, Mich, made a
good showing and finished third in
the race. Tom Corbin of Carrollton,
Mo., was fourth and Ed Vanderloon
of Grand Rapids, Mich, was fifth.
Home favorite Earl Wagner of
Pleasantville was sixth.
Jerry Weld, the brother of Greg
and Kenny was seventh.
A squabble developed before the
judges stand just before the
consolation event. Greg Weld was
ruled out of the event for displaying
unsportsmanlike conduct. Weld
protested the action which resulted
from the second heat race.
Weld was accused of deliberately
blocking the track with his pit crew
and car while he made some
mechanical adjustments after a wreck
in the second heat race. It was
Knoxville Nationals

Kenny Weld 1964 National Champ

Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
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reported that Greg had a
broken spindle and his
attendants were working to
restore his racer before the restart of
the second heat. He was thus
eliminated by ground rules governed
by the track management.
However, the suspension was lifted
and Greg was allowed to run in the
consy race, which qualified him for
the main, when he finished second
just behind Bill Utz of Sedalia, Mo. in
that event.
The other drivers in the
consolation race from which Weld
was suspended, were allowed to vote
whether Weld could run or not. He
won the vote and nearly the whole
affair for the second time.
Ray Lee Goodwin of Kansas City,
Mo. got the night off to a speedy
start by winning the first heat, Fibber
McGee, likeable driver from
Galesburg, 111. won the second heat.
Jerry Weld of Kansas City, Mo. took
the third heat. Another Kansas City
driver, Art Dishinger won the fourth
heat with Jay Woodside on the front
of that 10-lap event.
Bill Utz of Sedalia, Mo. won the 10
lap consy race and Jim Jenkins of
Gilliam, Mo. won the B-main.

1965
Rough Knoxville
National to Weld
— On Last Curve
by Jim Moackler
It’s 3 a.m. and Weld wins.
Kenny Weld, the young Kansas
City driver rewarded the durable auto
racing fans here early Sunday
morning by furnishing an exciting
finish to the national supermodified
championship as he repeated as
winner.
Last Lap Win
Weld was in hot pursuit of leader
Jerry Blundy of Galesburg, 111., from
the ninth lap, took over for an instant
on the 24th lap, then sped past
Blundy on the final lap to win by a
couple of car lengths.
The 25-lap feature finally was
completed at 3 a.m., 6% hours after
the scheduled start of the program
and nearly four hours after the actual
start.
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An estimated 8,000 of an original
flowered except 19.
crowd reported as 11,000 stayed for
During the time trials, paced by
the finish.
Bob Williams lap of 23.12 seconds
Blundy pushed ahead of fast
there were several crashes. Dick
qualifier Bob Williams of Kansas City
Warburton of Des Moines flipped and
on the sixth lap and stayed there
was hospitalized here and Bill Anno,
until Weld’s spurt carried him into
Topeka, roared through a fence and
the $1,500 first place.
flipped his Pontiac-engined car. He
Dick Fries of San Diego took third
too was hospitalized. Doc Waters,
and Williams was fourth. The time for
Kansas City flipped four times and
the event, with re-starts, was 10
alighted on top of a fence, suffering
minutes 51.7 seconds. It was re
lacerations of the face and inner
started twice.
mouth and possible back injuries.
Several Crashes
Ron Larson, Milltown, Wis., was
Two of the scheduled five heat
treated and released after his car
races, the class B main and the
went through a fence.
consolation which preceded the
With Reprint Permission From
feature were canceled.
Fans saw nearly as much of two
road graders working the track as
"YOUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER"
they did of race cars as workers
attempted to eliminate mud and ruts
from the surface.
Drivers had complained about the
track during the trials Friday night.
The track was torn up and heavily
watered Saturday. It was 11:15 before
the first heat got underway.
The first race went off without
mishap but drivers encountered
trouble in the second heat.
Jay Woodside, 27-year-old
One stretch described by drivers
millwright
from Kansas City, Mo.,
as bumpy and muddy was the scene
of four one-car mishaps before racing
was interrupted at 12:30 a.m. and the
graders were put back to work for
another hour and 45 minutes.
A number of drivers rushed to the
judges stand to complain about the
track condition after Thad Dosher of
Topeka flipped several times in the
most spectacular accident of the
night.
Bud Marsh of Topeka (apparent
back injury; C.J. Bichsel of Amarillo,
Tex., (cuts and bruises) and Dick
Sutcliffe of Kansas City, Mo., were
the other drivers involved in
accidents. Sutcliffe was the only
driver not hospitalized for
examination.
The race drew a field of 108 cars of
which 98 took time trials Friday. Of
the qualifying cars, all were Chevy
Jay Woodside 1966 National Champ.

winner of four Saturday night main
events this season, won the sixth
national championship super-modified
race at Marion County Fair track
here Sunday afternoon.
Woodside, 11-year veteran of auto
racing, alternated between second
and third place in the 25-lap event for
20 laps and took over the lead and
held it on the 21st lap.
Paid attendance for Saturday
evening was reported as 6,233 and
nearly as large a crowd turned out
with their rain checks on Sunday.
Saturday’s session was delayed an
hour because of a late afternoon rain.
After two heat races a brief shower
fell and the remainder of the
program was postponed until
Sunday.
Second place in the championship
race went to Lloyd Beckman of
Lincoln, Neb., a fiber glass company
employee, another 10-year racer and
a regular here. He led for six laps
from the 15th to 20th. Two-time
champion Ken Weld of Kansas City,
21 years old, now a fulltime auto
racer, finished third after leading on
the first six laps.
Ray Lee Goodwin, 26, Kansas City
warehouseman, led from the 7th
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1966
Woodside Racing
Champion;
Sets New Time
Trial Record
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through the 14th laps and dropped
out on the 23rd lap. Jerry Blundy,
Galesburg, 111., refrigeration engineer,
went out on the 22nd lap after
mechanical troubles throughout the
race.
Woodside also had the fastest time
trial — 21.64 seconds — a new
record for the Knoxville track and a
national record for half-mile semibanked dirt tracks. It was set in time
trials Thursday evening.
Sunday’s championship race was
halted three times by spinouts on the
west turn, caused mostly by dust.
The track was watered after every
race.
Fifty-three cars timed on Thursday
evening and 38 on Friday evening for
a total of 91.
Attendance Thursday evening was
1,150 and Friday evening 1,000.
There were no personal injuries
which required hospital treatment in
any of the 19 races.

1967 Knoxville National Winners (clockwise) Promoter, Marion Robinson;
Car Owner, Jack Cunningham; Champion, Thad Dosher; Bob Williams,
Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
2nd; Larry Cannon, 3rd.
With Reprint Permission From

1967 Joe Saldana and #65 Roadster.

Hawkeye Racing News
1967
Thad Dosher
Banks $2,500 In
Taking Knoxville
Super Modified
Nat’l Title; Crash
Takes Life Of Dan
Krueger

Jim Monaghan Photo Collection
Knoxville Nationals

Dan Krueger of Kansas City, Mo.,
was killed Saturday night at the
National Super-Modified stock car
championships when his machine
crashed into the rear of another
during the 10-lap consolation event.
Thad Dosher, 32, of Topeka, Kan.,
won the 25-lap feature before a
crowd of 9,084. He took the lead on
87

the 13th lap after favored Joe
Saldana of Lincoln, Neb., lost a
wheel.
Krueger, 27, was dead on arrival at
Collins Memorial Hospital here.
Krueger, who had won a heat race
earlier, hit the rear of a car driven by
Stan Borofsky of Kansas City on the
third turn of the third lap.
Two other cars had spun out
moments before. Borosky said he
slowed down when the red light went
on and Krueger’s car hit him.
Krueger’s car flipped several times.
Borofsky, leading at the time of the
accident, won the consolation. The
race was restarted three times
because of accidents.
Two other drivers were
hospitalized.
Jim Williams of Cedar Rapids,
formerly from Des Moines, crashed in
a heat race and suffered a broken
back. Hank Smith of Mount Ayr was
not seriously hurt when his car
flipped on the ninth lap of the feature.
Ken Weld of Camp Hill, Pa., twotime national super-modified
champion, spun out on the sixth lap
of the big race. He attempted to get
back in the field, but was blackflagged off the track.
Dosher’s victory was worth $2,500.
Saldana had the hottest car in the
field. He smashed the one-lap record
here Thursday night in qualifying with
a time of 21.45 seconds, then had
engine trouble and made an
emergency trip back to Lincoln for
repairs.
He had the lead from the start in
the championship race and seemed
to have things his own way as he
flashed through the third turn on lap
No. 13.
Then the wheel came off. Saldana
got back in the race at the end of the
pack and pulled up to seventh place.
Bob Williams of Kansas City
finished second and won $1500. Larry
(Boom Boom) Cannon of Danville,
III., was third

Krueger was the second driver
killed on the Marion County
Fairgrounds track this year. Brad
Teter of Des Moines was involved in
a fatal accident July 1.
Willi Reprint Permission From

1968
Knoxville
Supermod
National to
Goodwin
by Bob Kane
A humble “gentleman pro” from
Kansas City, Mo., won the eighth
annual national supermodified
championship race at the Marion
County Fair track here Saturday
night, and with it $3,290 in prize
money.
First Win Since ‘65
For the heavy-duty truckeV, who
credited everyone but himself for the
victory, it was his first feature victory
since 1965. A crowd of 10,152 paid,
watched the race and heard Goodwin
Jim Monaghan Phot Collection

say in victory lane, “The man upstairs
sure had his hands out over us
tonight.”
Goodwin, well known not only (or
his racing efforts, but for his work in
Kansas City youth programs, started
on the pole and took the lead on the
second lap and never was
headed.
In addition to the $3,000
first place payoff, Goodwin earned
$290 in lap money. Second place
Jerry Blundy, a halflap back at the
finish of the 30-lap race on the half-mile
dirt track, earned $2,000 with Earl
Wagner pocketing $1,500 for third
place. Joe Saldana earned $1,000 for
his fourth place finish. Total purse for
the weekend of racing came to $20,000,
The feature event was flagged to a
halt on the 16th lap when Ken
Williams, running fourth, rammed the
first turn rail and flipped over in his
supermodified. The veteran from
Shawnee, Kans., crawled out
uninjured. Of the 22 starters, 15 were
running at the finish.
The 20-lap “B” mam went to Kenny
Gritz of Lincoln, Nebr., who led all
the way to win $500. Don Hewitt of
Troy, Ohio, was victor in the $250-towin consolation race.
All in all, the $20,000 weekend
payoff was shared by 66 drivers from
all sections of the country.

Ray Lee Goodwin - 1968 Nationals Champion
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1969
Gritz New
Supermodified
Champ
Nebraska Pilots 1-2 In Big Race
by Bob Kane

Kenny Gritz of Lincoln, Nebraska
fought off the pain of first degree
burns about the face and won the
Super Modified National
Championship feature at the
Knoxville, Iowa speedway Saturday
night.
Burned earlier in the day when
sparks from a welding torch ignited
gas tank fumes, Gritz overtook fellow
Lincolnite Jan Opperman on the 27th
lap and took the checker with a
comfortable lead.
Starting inside third row, the gutsy,
25-year-old stayed tight and watched
a wheel-to-wheel duel between
Opperman and Bob Williams of
Kansas City until the 18th lap when
he went to the outside of Williams on
the number two turn to pass and

then set his sights on Opperman.
On the 27th lap, Opperman, his
face masked filled with mucas from a
bad case of the flu suddenly went
high coming out of the number one
turn and Gritz, now half blinded by
watering eyes, slid under him and
held on for the win.
Gritz picked up the $3,000 winner’s
check and $40 lap money. It was only
the second feature win in the two
years he has been racing on the
Knoxville half mile dirt oval but, and
he said it himself, “it was the biggest
win ever.”
In the winner’s circle Gritz said his
eyes watered so bad for the last ten
laps that he had difficulty seeing the
infield. He was burned Saturday
morning while helping a team mate
do some welding. Sparks from the
torch ignited the gasoline and the
tank exploded spraying Gritz about
the face and neck.
Opperman, a Californian who
moved to Lincoln a year ago, dueled
Williams from the fourth to the 18th
lap, came down with the flu early in
the week and ran his best race of the
season.

Ken Gritz, 1969 Knoxville National Champion
Knoxville Nationals

He and Williams exchanged the
number one spot three times before
Gritz worked his way past them. He
said his rubber face mask began to fill
with mucus and he was gagging so
bad that he couldn’t concentrate on
his track position. He finished several
car lengths behind Gritz and Williams
followed in third. A stalled car
brought out the red flag on the 14th
lap and the race had to be re-started
with Williams in the lead.
Thad Dosher of Topeka captured
the 15-lap “B” Main and Roger
Abbott of Lincoln took the 10-lap
Consie. Heat races were won by
Gritz, Ken Weld of Thomasville, Pa.,
Abbott, John Babb of Ottumwa, Iowa
and Bobby Ward of Conway,
Arkansas.
Defending champ Ray Lee
Goodwin of Kansas City, who had
the pole after posting a track record
of 20.68 in time trials Thursday night,
was sidelined early when he was
pushed into a light pole by Lenard
McCarl of Des Moines in the first
heat. Goodwin’s pit crew worked
feverishly to repair the damage to the
car but it proved to be extensive.
Goodwin was not hurt.
More than 10,000 fans witnessed
the state’s richest auto racing event
($20,000 purse) and saw many spin
outs and fence grabbers but there
was no one injured.

With Reprint Permission From
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1970Saldana Tops
Knoxville
Nationals
by Larry Scarpino

Diminutive Joe Saldana of Lincoln,
Neb., off to a fast start from his poleposition, won the Tenth Annual
National Super Modified
Championship here at the Marion
County Fairgrounds last Saturday
night, August 15.
A packed house of 12,987
spectators saw the 5-foot, 4-inch
Saldana steadily outdistance his rivals
in a flawless display of racing know
how. Dick Sutcliffe of Kansas City,

Bill Utz
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Mo. was second making a
coura3eous bid from his
eighth place starting position
after time trials.
This was Saldana’s first national
championship and he drove the
Roger Beck Auto Racing
Development built super from
Montclair, Calif. Saldana had led the
race in 1967, but a broken wheel cost
him that title on the seventeenth lap
of the 30-lap feature. The total purse
exceeded $20,000.
The victory earned Saldana $3,000
for the night, plus lap money and his
accumulated earnings from the two
previous nights. Saldana in addition
to his setting the fastest qualification
time of :20.75 seconds also won the
Thursday night feature event. It can
be safely said that his payoff check
after the event was a healthy piece of
change.

Officials called the Tenth Annual
National Championship a huge
success. Director Marion Robinson,
said it was held in almost ideal
conditions and that more entries and
spectators witnessed the event than
ever before.
The first event of the evening was
won by Al Murie of Kansas City, Mo.
The second heat event also of 10-laps
was won by local standout Earl
Wagner of Pleasantville. Rick Ferkel
of Fostoria, Ohio won the third heat
and the fourth heat was taken by
defending Knoxville track champion,
Bob Williams of Kansas City, Mo.
John Backlund of Kansas City, Mo.,
was first in the fifth heat.
Gene Genetten of Kansas City,
Mo., won the 10-lap consolation race
with Ferkel running second and
Williams third. The 15-lap B-Main was
won by Backlund, who outdistanced

Kathy Visser Photo Collection
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the 1962 National Super modified
champion Jery Richert of Forest
Lake, Minnesota.
The 1968 winner of the national
championship, Ray Lee Goodwin of
Kansas City was third in the feature
right behind Sutcliffe. Highly touted
Jan Opperman of Mechanicsville, Pa.,
was fourth and IMCA point leader
Jerry Blundy was a solid fifth coming
up from twelfth place in trials.
There was a slight delay during the
program as workmen installed a new
transformer to light a portion of the
race track. The old transformer
burned out during the program.
However, as one racing critic pointed
out: “It was clearly Saldana’s night
and the sparkling cornhusker star
never had any doubts, this was his
race and he wasn’t going to let it get
away.”
With Reprint Permission From

‘I’ve got to give Woodside a lot of
credit for my winning the race,”
Opperman said. “He raced in the BMain just before the feature. When
he pulled in he told me to take his
Goodyear tire. That will keep you
out in front’ he said. The tire, which I
used on the right rear, is made of a
softer compound than the one I had.
That gave me a better grip.”
Opperman, who earned $4200 for
winning, had started on the pole
position.
He said he was “really shot," after
the victory. “I have been traveling
back and forth between Harrisburg,
Pa., and Knoxville since Wednesday,”
he explained.
“I raced there Wednesday, drove
straight through to qualify here
Thursday night, flew back to
Harrisburg on Friday and raced there
last night then flew back here today.”
There was little change in the first
seven cars during the championship
race. Wagner started in
the front row and held

when he was invovled in a four-car
accident on the first lap of the race.
Murie’s car flipped three times and
he was taken to Collins Memorial
Hospital. No other driver was injured.
Opperman, Wagner, and Leavitt
the three finishers, were one-twothree in Thursday night’s qualifying.
A crowd of more than 13,000
midwest racing fans contributed to
the more than $20,000 purse for the
annual classic.
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Third
----------------------------------------------------------------Opperman Storms Leavitt
Wagner moved back into second
permanently on the 16th lap and won
Knoxville S’mods
$2000.
by Larry Mattingly

Jan Opperman the long-haired,
hippie-like racer from Lewisburg, Pa.,
captured the 30-lap National Supermodified Championship Saturday
night on the half-mile dirt track at the
Marion County Fairgrounds here,
using a tire borrowed from Jay
Woodside of Kansas City.
Brother Killed Here
A transplanted Californian,
Opperman led all the way in the
Chevrolet engined sprinter owned by
Kenny and Larry Cahill of Iowa City,
to win by nearly a half a lap over Earl
Wagner of Pleasantville. Only 15
months ago, Opperman’s 27-year-old
kid brother, Jay,lost his life in a
racing accident here.

Knoxville Nationals

Leavitt finished third, which was
worth $1000. Two other Kansas City
drivers — Dick Sutcliffe and Ray Lee
Goodwin — finished fourth and fifth,
respectively.

Jerry Blundy took sixth and Darryl
Dawley was seventh. Blundy was in
fourth position through the first 15
laps.
Bill Utz led all the way to capture
the 15-lap B-Main. Rick Ferkle was
second.
Stacey Redmond finished fifth in
that event.
Burt Sonner led all the way to
win the accident-plagued 10-lap
consolation, worth $350.
A1 Murie suffered a broken wrist

Kenny Weld from Thomasville, Pa.
proved once again why he is
considered one of the nation’s
foremost super sprint pilots when he
pushed his Floyd Trevisbuilt Weikert
Livestock machine to victory
Saturday night in the 12th annual
running of the Supermodified
National at the Marion County
Fairgrounds here.
Flagman Quits
Following a rather long and
frustrating evening of preliminary
events which found almost everything
and anything happening on the track
including the official flagman quitting
during the middle of the program.
Weld outran pole sitter Buddy
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Weld pocketed a check for nearly
$4,000 out of a record $22,000 purse
for his efforts. In addition to winning
the feature, Weld also won a semi
main and two heat races during the
three-day competition.
Roger Larson of Solomon, Kansas
won the 20-lap B-Feature as he
outlasted Thad Dosher, Gene
Gennetten, Bob Moore, and Dean
Shirley.
It seems the only person who was
happy over the outcome of the 15 lap
consolation event was winner Steve
Ungar of Belpre, Ohio as the race
was marred by numerous accidents
including a wild flip by Ralph
Parkinson, Sr. Saturday evening’s 10
lap hat races were won by Shuman,
Weld, Woodside, and Bob Moore.

With Reprint Permission From
Bob Trostle and Dick Sutcliffe, 1972.
Cochran from his outside front row
starting position to grab the initial
"YOUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER"
corner. “I figured I’d better get
command of the 30-lap championship
going,” said Weld, “Because we didn’t
event on the ^ mile black dirt oval.
come all the way out here to run
Weld was just starting to pull away
second.” From this point Weld, who
from the field when a spectacular
became the only three time winner of
four-car accident forced the race to
be red flagged on the third lap. Earl
the national crown having won in the
Wagner of Pleasantville flipped for the
1964 and 1965, preceeded to open up
second time in three days when he
over a full straightaway lead over the
rest of the field.
went over the top of Darrell Dockery,
Battle
For Second
Starting off in the coveted inside
who also flipped his mount after
pole
position he had earned in his
With
Weld
solidly
in
front,
the
making contact with a spinning Ray
record
setting time trial run. Kenny
crowd’s
attention
turned
to
the
battle
Lee Goodwin. Bill Utz was also
Weld
from
York, Pa. quickly jumped
being
waged
by
Shuman
and
Lonnie
involved in the melee and had his car
ahead
of
Jan
Opperman and won the
Jensen
for
the
runner-up
honor.
The
burst into flames when its safety
thirteenth
annual
Super Modified and
pair
hooked
up
in
a
tremendous
dual
bladder burst. There were no injuries;
Sprint
Car
Championship
race at the
exchanging
the
position
on
several
however all four cars were eliminated
Marion
County
Speedway
Saturday
occassions
before
Shuman
took
from competition.
night,
August
11.
command
for
good
on
the
23rd
go
On the restart 24-year-old Arizona
Weld, winning his fourth National
around. Finishing fourth was Eddie
sensation Bill Shuman got past a
here, built up his lead to a quarter lap
Leavitt, who charged all the way from
sleeping Weld going down the
and had lapped about 12 cars before
17th starting spot while former
backstretch to take the lead. Weld
he took the checkered flag from race
national champion Jay Woodside
later commented that he had lost his
promoter Marion Robinson in front of
nailed down fifth. Fast timer Buddy
rhythm and concentration during the
over 12,000 fans.
Cochran broke a sway bar and had
red flag.
A $3,000 purse, plus bonus and lap
to settle for a sixth place finish.
However, two laps later Weld
money went to Weld, with second
Rounding out the top 10 were David
regained his composure and put back
place earning $2,000 and lap money:
James, Ted Wise, Bob Williams and
the top spot for good as he shot by
third, $1,500; fourth, $1,000
Rick Ferkle.
Shuman coming off of the fourth

SCnoxutlle Hlmurnal
1973
Kenny Weld Wins
Fourth National
Race Title
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fifth, $700; sixth, $600; seventh, $500;
eigth, $400; nineth, $300; tenth, $200;
eleventh, $150; twelveth, $125 and
the rest of the finishers each earned
$100.
Second went to Jan Opperman,
Beaver Springs, Pa.; and third to Bobby
Allen, McSherrytown, Pa., making it a
clean sweep in the top three to east
coast drivers.
Winner of the B-Main was Doc
Dawson from Lima, Ohio and the 12lap Consolation winner was Bob
Moore from Phoenix, Ariz.
The three final events were
preceded by five 10-lap heat races.
These were won by Dick Sutcliffe,
Roger Larson, Jan Opperman, Bobby
Allen and Kenny Weld won the fifth
heat race.
Only one accident marred the
evening. In early laps of the fifth heat.
Norman Bahr, Grand Island, Nebr.
flipped his car off No. 3 turn. His car
was badly damaged, but the cockpit
cage held and Bahr was just shaken
up.
Following the race, the top drivers
were presented their trophies by
Kelly Haning, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arl Haning of Knoxville, the
race queen.
In addition to his $3,000 purse,
Weld won $500 from Robinson, $300
lap money from Hunter Oil Company
and $250 from two other sources.

Wings returned in ‘73.
Dave Hill Photo
Knoxville Nationals
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1974
Gaines By A
Wheel Over
Opperman
Chunky Dick Gaines, 41-year-old
self-proclaimed “hillbilly” from the hills
around Louisville, put on a finish-line
drive that paid off with a wheelwidth
victory over racing’s 35-year-old
“hippie”, Jan Opperman of Beaver
Crossing, Nebr. for victory in
Saturday night’s 13th annual Super
Sprint National at the Marion County
Fair track here.
$3,000 Victory
The Floyd’s Knob, Indiana driver
won the $3,000 first prize plus $10 in
Hunter Oil lap money for leading just
the last lap. Opperman pocketed the
other $290 in lap money for pacing
the first 29 tours of the black dirt
half-mile oval.
It was a two man race from the
start, with Gaines on the pole and
Opperman outside in the first of the
12 rows.

l NEWS

Gaines said “I took the outside
cushion on the final turn and then
dropped down inside. He got in traffic
and I got by.” It was a photo finish
and closest in the long history of the
popular event.
“I’ve always said the second-place
man has the better shot,” Gaines
added, “He can see where to run and
that’s what helped me.”
At the five-lap mark Gaines was a
full straightaway behind Opperman
on the rapidly drying and slippery
track. But once the pair started
lapping tail enders on the 13th circuit
Gaines steadily closed until he was a
serious challenger on lap 24.
The turnout, a near record 11,000
was on its feet for the final lap and
went wild as Gaines slowly inched
alongside Opperman on the last
straight. The margin of victory was
less than two feet and the pair,
Gaines low and Opperman high,
flashed under the Larry Shipley’s
checkered flag.
In the second of five 10-lap heat
races — which had no bearing on the
national — Stan Borofsky suffered

Darryl Dawley (25), Jan Opperman (4X), and Earl Wagner (5) during the ‘74
nationals.
Roger Arndt Photo
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head and neck injuries in a
spectacular mainstretch crash.
The Raytown, Mo. driver’s car
veered to the right just before the
start finish line and climbed the front
wheels of Opperman’s car, flipping
violently end over end down the
track. The front end was torn off and
fuel tank split as the No. 92 ended
right side up.
Borofsky was removed to Collins
Memorial Hospital here where he was
listed in satisfactory condition Sunday
night.
Sonner Race Moore’s
Big Bob Moore, one of a large
contingent of Arizona drivers, sat on
the pole in the Burt Sonner Memorial
race and had to take six green flags
before posting his all-the-way win.
The race was red-flagged twice for
seperate flips involving Bob Smith
and Mackie Heimbaugh and yellow
flagged another three times for spins
and tangles.
Keith Hightshoe, trailing
Heimbaugh veered toward the infield
to avoid the flipping car and saw a
group of fans in front of him. Rather
than run into them, the 37-year-old
heavy equipment operator from
Lincoln, Nebr. chose to ram a light
pole to stop his car. The pole
snapped off on impact and Hightshoe
suffered a shaking up.
Gene Genetten and Tom Stasa
were the runners-up in the 15-lap
Sonner event.
Larry Kirkpatrick came from eighth
starting place to win the 20-lap B
feature and earn a starting spot in the
national final as did second place
runner Doc Dawson. Moore, who
started next to last in the 24-car race,
drove brilliantly to place third.
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Knoxville Sprint
Nat’l to Leavitt
Eddie Leavitt won the Knoxville
National title for super sprints
Saturday night in his sixth try at the
$33,000 event at the Marion County
Fairgrounds half mile track. But the
Kearney, Mo. ace almost lost the
race on the final lap.
Damaged Car

Although the 32-year-old Leavitt,
who led every lap, won by more than
a half lap over Roger Rager of Mound,
Minn, and lapped all but three cars,
he slammed into a “ledge” on the
track coming down for the white flag
and “broke something in the rear
suspension,” he said.
The track was soft and rutty from
a heavy rain which fell before noon
and contributed to several accidents

in preliminary heats. The 30-lap final
was green all the way and Leavitt was
clocked in 11:43.05 for the 15 miles
before a record crowd of over 11,000.
“I got into some rough dirt on turn
four as I was lapping Jan Opperman
and hit a rut,” Leavitt said. “The rear
axle was damaged, and 1 think the
right rear wheel may have been bent.
It really vibrated during the last lap
and I was really worried,” he
explained as he picked up his $3,000
winner’s check.
Leavitt started from the pole after
last year’s nationals champ Dick
Gaines broke a torque tube on his
new Karl Kinser Spl. after hitting one
of the “ledges” in tHe fourth turn
during his heat.
Fred Linder, who set the fastest
time of the 131 cars entered, led for a
few yards on the first lap before
Leavitt took over on turn two. Linder
was overhauled by Roger for second
on lap 19 and late in the race fell to
fourth behind Rick Ferkel. Opperman
finished fifth, one lap off the pace.

Doug Wolfgang, his first race at Knoxville, the Season Opener, 1975.
Roger Arndt Photo
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second heat wrecked the cars of
Jerry McClung and Doc Dawson
eliminating McClung from his seventh
row starting place. Gaines had lost
his front-row car in his heat and Ted
Wise, last year’s third place finisher,
broke a rod in his engine in his heat.
The Pennsy ace was to have been
an eighth row starter.
Another dizzying double flip in the
third heat involving Mike Johnson
and Ron Rea knocked Lealand
McSpadden out of his ninth row
starting place when a bent underpan
cut the circulation off in his left leg.
The car was turned over to Gaines
for the main but finished two laps off
the pace.
Tom Corbin, who was guaranteed
a tenth row starting place, failed to
appear Saturday night.
In the fourth heat Tommy Noblin
rolled his sprint car over several
times. All of the accidents came
midway through turn one.
Praises Crew
Leavitt gave a lot of credit for the
performance of the car to his
mechanic Wayne House of Lincoln,
Neb.
“He went over every bolt about

Leavitt repeated as champion
With Reprint Permission From
in 1976.
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three times before tonight’s race,”l
said Leavitt. “He did everthing that
could be done to the car in getting it
ready.”
The car is owned by brothers Tom
Hill of Williams and Stan Hill of
Denver, Colo, and John Ricky of
Williams.
Leavitt had won three out of the
last four features in regular Saturday
night racing here.
Sammy Swindell of Memphis won
the 15-lap Bert Sonner Memorial
Consolation race over Ronnie
Shuman of Mesa, Ariz.
Ralph Quarterson of Sharon, Pa.,
riding a six-race winning streak at the
Mercer, Pa., Speedway, captured the
“B” main after a hard fight with Bill
Morris and then Doug Wolfgang.
Quarterson and Wolfgang joined
the feature lineup after their 1-2 finish
in the 20-lap “B” feature.
The meet closed out the super
sprint season at the track, however
there will be a weekend of late model
and other stock car racing on Sept.
12-13.
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Leavitt Outslicks
Knoxville Sprints
For 2d Nat’l Win
by Chris Economaki
Editor, National Speed Sport News

A rapidly changing black dirt Iowa
half-mile track favored Eddie Leavitt’s
chassis setup and tire choice as the
33-year-old Kearney, Mo. trucker
sped to his second straight Knoxville
Nationals super sprint victory here
Saturday night.
Surprised
“I always hoped to win this race
once,” the sandy-haired chauffeur
said, “but never ever did I think I
could take it twice.” Leavitt won the
$4,000 first place payoff plus another
$1,000 in lap money for leading the
final 20 laps of the 30-lap race on the
half-mile track.
Gary Dunkle, the fastest qualifier
on the second night of activity led the

Knoxville Nationals
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first ten laps then finished second a
straightaway behind in the car he and
Wayne House built, with third going
to visiting USAC star Lee Osborne in
Dean Cook’s Stapp-built car.
There were no accidents in the
final and Leavitt stopped the clocks
in 11:36.23 for his 15-mile run.
The early action focused on Rick
Ferkel, who made the field by
winning the Larry Kirkpatrick
Memorial, a 22-lap race for drivers
qualifying 11th through 20th each of
the two time trial nights.
His Daugherty zero suffered a
water leak in one cylinder and with
only ten minutes between races there
was no time for repairs. His crew
removed a rocker arm and spark
plug and he started the race with
only seven cylinders functioning.
Great Show
With the track rapidly drying out
and getting slicker and slicker, Ferkel
moved to the outside and passed car
after car until he was sixth behind
Dunkle, Saldana, Osborne, Leavitt
and Bubby Jones.
But the zero couldn’t stand the
strain and on lap 12 he pulled into
the pits, through for the night.
Jones held on for fourth while
Saldana, whose pole position came
after a track record run two night’s
earlier, faded to fifth at the checker,
the victim of a wrong guess on
chassis setup and tires on the everslickening raceway.
The field went under the green
one car short as Ron Rea pulled his
Faas 27 out while lining up when a
torsion arm slipped.
The event, sort of a national
convention for the open competition
sprint car set, attracted a field of just
over 100 cars from all sectors of the
country and despite terrible weather,
played to the largest crowds in the 16year history of the event.
The feature field was established by
two nights of time trials which put the
ten top timers each night into the
final. The first two finishers in the “B”
race make up the last row of the
final.
Wide Representation
For the first time in many years,
Arizona was shut out of the final with
the geographic makeup of the race
showing four drivers from Missouri
three from Indiana, Ohio and
Nebraska with two Californians in the
final with lone reps from
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Pennsylvania, Illinois, Texas,
Tennessee, Minnesota and host state
of Iowa.
The B feature, run as the Larry
Kirkpatrick Memorial, was a
cakewalk for Ferkel starting in fourth
place. Gary Peterson led the first four
laps, then the zero went by. Lenard
McCarl was third and David Fair
fourth, Track champion Doug
Wolfgang took fifth and missed the
feature.
Lining up for the Kirkpatrick, Rick
Goad, who had won the 15-lap “C”
main for qualifiers 21-30 each night,
had his throttle stick and hit the
fence suffering a slight neck injury.
His car and those of Don Maxwell
and Buddy Cockran had to scratch.
Sonny Smyser and Darryl Dawley
trailed Goad under the checkered

flag in 5:23.41.
The events marked the swan song
of race director Ray Grimes who
announced he was giving up the post
for personal reasons. Driver Dick
Morris, second in track points and a
spectator due to injuries suffered on
the last night of the regular season,
presented Grimes with a decoupaged
depicting cars of the regular
competitors at the track. It was given
as in appreciation of Grimes’ service
to competitors the past three
seasons.
Strange Lineup
It was a strange feature lineup with
five of the 22 qualified cars failing to
come to the line. The race actually
started only 19 cars instead of 24.
A double end over end flip in the

Kathy Visser Photo Collection

Eddie Leavitt, 1975 National Champ.
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1977
Wolfgang Rockets
To First In 77
Nationals
Championship
Racing
Doug Wolfgang made it look easy
Saturday night, Aug. 13, crowning a
winning season at the Knoxville
Raceway with a far-in-front victory
in the 1977 National sprint car
championships.
Wolfgang, the hero of fans who
packed the grandstands from all parts
of the country, was challenged only in
the third turn of the first lap when
Bobby Allen chased by.
Wolfgang started on the pole
position and Allen was on the outside
of the front row.
By the second lap, however,
Wolfgang had things back under
control, dueling with Allen until the
third turn when he took away the
lead never to relinquish it.
He stood far ahead of the rest of
the field when his orange racer
number 20 crossed the finish line 30
laps and 15 miles after the green flag
dropped to start the race that capped
the season for the winning young Des
Moines racer.
It was the lanky blond’s 34th
feature win of the year and his 11th
in 15 starts at the Raceway.
Wolfgang’s auto is owned by Bob
Trostle, Des Moines, and Gary
Mussato, Osage, Kans. The Des
Moines’ ace has won all but three of
his features this year in the sprint
racer.
He proved that he and the machine
were tops in their field again Saturday
and was mobbed by fans, officials,
and the 77 race queens when he
drove into the winner’s circle in front
of the announcer’s stand to accept
the trophy and the $4,500 first prize.
Taking a sharp turn into the grass
circle after his win, his arms shot up
Knoxville Nationals

15th circuit. The first place finish put
him on the back of the “A” where he
throttled to finish 8th.
Gene Gennetten, Kansas City,
Mo., was second to Swindell in the
“B”, with Bob East third.
Behind Leavitt and Swindell in the
“C” was Lloyd Beckman.
Beckman also started the “B”,
going from the back to finish fourth.
For defending champion Leavitt, the
night ended on the fourth lap of the
“B” event when he was caught on the
wheel of Dave Engerbretson’s racer.
The collision broke the radius rods,
sidelining Leavitt for the night.
Engerbretson had won the “B”
dash, with Jimmy Boyd taking the
“A” trophy dash. The show was
completed without any serious
crashes before a packed house.

through the roll bar roof in a salute
that brought a roar from the crowd
that had poured out of the stands to
help celebrate the champ’s newest
victory.
Undaunted by the crowd that
surrounded him and his wife,
Wolfgang praised the season-long
help of his mechanic and pit crew.
The car, he said, had been their sole
concentration “from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
every day in Des Moines,” except for
the days that they were winning on
the road.
Wolfgang becomes the first Iowan
ever to win the Nationals, taking the
checkered flag in the competition’s
IVifh Reprint Permission From
17th season.
Added to the feature purse,
"Your Community Newspaper"
Wolfgang won fourth place in the
trophy dash and lap and contingency
money, bringing his Saturday night
paycheck to an unofficial $7,550.
But the home favorite was only one
of the stars in the sprint car finale.
After starting 13th, Leland
Leading from flag to flag, Doug
McSpadden pulled up second in the
Wolfgang repeated as national
feature. He had rocketed to fourth
champion in the 18th annual sprint
place by the 10th lap when the yellow
car championships at the Knoxville
flag came out for Gary Patterson who
Raceway.
blew a tire and rolled on the east
Wolfgang, starting on the outside
turn.
front row, beat pole sitter Sammy
Two laps after the restart,
Swindell to the first turn to take the
McSpadden was in third place and
lead. With one lap completed,
two laps later he clinched second for
Swindell’s rear end went out and he
good.
was unable to clear the track,
Bubby Jones raced to third after
bringing out the yellow flag.
starting out eighth. Fourth place was
Swindell had come from sixth
won by Bobby Marshall and Bobby
position earlier in the evening to win
Allen, Wolfgang’s challenger in the
the five lap “A” trophy dash but the
early laps, wound up fifth.
breakdown washed out any chances
Making up the second five were
he had to taking the national
Ron Shuman, four-time champion
championship.
Kenny Weld, Sammy Swindell, Randy
On the restart, Wolfgang held the
Smith, and Butch Bahr.
lead with Steve Kinser running
The eighth place finish closed the
second and Eddie Leavitt third. The
book on a super performance by
trio stayed just that way until 11th lap
Swindell. The Memphis, Tenn.
when the yellow came out again, this
youngster finished second to Eddie
time for Mike Shaw.
Leavitt in both the “C” trophy dash,
Again on the restart Wolfgang
and the “C” main.
sailed into the lead with Kinser in hot
The second in the “C” main put
pursuit. The leaders were just
Swindell on the tail of the “B" main
beginning to lap cars and Kinser was
event. He proceeded winning that
closing on Wolfgang when the yellow
race, going to fifth by the fourth lap,
flag came out again.
fourth place on the fifth lap, third on
This yellow was for a safety
the 10th lap, second on the 12th and
inspection on the Charlie Swartz car
finally took over the front spot on the
as he had been throwing sparks. The
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Wolfgang Wins
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yellow came out on the 24th lap and
in the final six laps Wolfgang was able
to hold his lead and win by about
three car lengths over Kinser.
Eddie Leavitt wound up third and
Danny Smith fourth, Jack Hewitt
who started 20th, did an outstanding
job of passing to finish sixth. The rest
of the top ten were Charlie Swartz,
Bobby Allen from the back of the
pack, Bubby Jones, and Bill Robison.
Because he had the Vise-Grips
sprinter in the lead all thirty laps,
Wolfgang ended up $1,500 in lap
money to bring his winnings from the
purse to $7,970 for the four-day
show.
First prize from the championship
race was five thousand. Contingency
money will probably put Wolfgang’s
winnings over the ten thousand dollar
mark. With his win the Lincoln,
Nebr., driver becomes only the third
driver in 18 years to win back-to-back
championships, the feat having been
accomplished by Leavitt and Ken
Weld.
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After the race, Wolfgang said that
he had lost his brakes about midway
through the race. He said this caused
him problems when he began to lap
cars and that was why he went high
in turn one on the 23rd lap, nearly
allowing Kinser to get by. He added
that the yellow flag on the 24th lap
made things easier since he didn’t
have to worry about passing lapped
cars.
Men who started up front won the
“B” and “C” main championships but
drivers coming from the back stole
the show. Paul Pitzer won the 15 lap
“C” event with Randy Smith second
and Larry Gates third.
Bill Mellenberndt turned in the best
passing job, finishing sixth, after
starting 18th. Bobby Allen breezed to
victory in the 22 lap “B”
championship with Buster Venard
second and in third place was C main
winner Pitzer.
The Pennsylvania driver moved the
Weikert livestock car through the
pack, starting 20th. In addition to

Swindell, trophy dash winners were
Edd French in the B dash and Randy
Smith in the 5 lap C dash event.
A standing room only crowd
watched the field of 62 drivers
complete the show with only one
major incident. That came in the C
main where Gary Patterson collided
with Randy Smith.
Patterson had started tenth and
moved to the third spot and was
challenging Smith for second in the
front straightaway when the two
collided, sending Patterson sideways.
The California driver was able to
regain control but was not able to
dodge a light pole in the infield,
Patterson was not injured but was
through for the evening.

Wolfgang wore the Speedway
Motors 4X colors in 1978.
Dave Hill Photo
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Shuman Changes
Shocks, Wins
Knoxville
National
by Bill Hill
Ronnie Shuman won the 19th
running of the Knoxville Nationals for
World of Outlaw sprint cars Saturday
night at the Marion County Fair
track, and in so doing established a
record that will be hard to match.

Knoxville Nationals

Scores Triple
He became the first driver ever to
win all three of the most prestigious
outlaw sprint car races in the nation.
It was his first victory here but he
had already won the Phoenix
Western World and Gardena Pacific
Open twice each.
New father Ronnie also becomes
the first non-regular Knoxville
competitor to win the “National”
since 1974. He was driving the Gary
Stanton No. 75 which is sponsored
by Auto Shack. The motor in the car
was built by Fast Eddie’s Racing
Engines and was not put in until
Wednesday. It worked flawlessly,
however.

Shuman told the crowd of close to
13,000 that the car was handling bad
in the hot laps and the dash but then
they installed a set of Carrera shocks
and they won. That little move to
other absorbers was worth an extra
$1,000 from Carrera in a purse that
totaled $61,000. Ronnie also received
$5,000 for winning, $750 in lap prize
monies and various other
contingency awards.
The “Flying Shu” started the 30-lap
A main on the finely prepared onehalf mile black dirt oval in fifth
position and took the lead from
polesitter Tim Green on the 15th
circuit. Green, the odds on favorite in
the Jensen Construction Co. No. 55,
retired shortly after that with a
broken rocker arm.
Shuman is greeted in victory lane.
Russ Creason Photo

Ronnie worked the race track
beautifully from then on but could
only beat out Randy Smith in the
Gatrel’s Landscaping No. 43 by six or
eight car lengths. Smith started third.
Swindell Third
Finishing third and creating a lot of
late-race excitement with his rim
riding tactics was Sammy Swindell in
the Federal Express No. 91. This
small bundle of dynamite won the B
main and started the A feature in
20th spot. He moved from fifth to
third in the final two tours and almost
took second.
John Stevenson was fourth in the
Titan Models/Vadnais Inn No. 31 and
was followed by Shane Carson in the
Visegrips No. 20, Danny Smith in
the Blue Max Performance Center
No. 19, Garry Rush in his own No. 2,
who started 18th, Ralph Blackett in
the Scotch Grove Racing No. 49, Lee

James in the Pettit No. 15 who
started 16th and Larry Clark in the
Auto Shack No. 78.
Danny Smith started sixth, stalled
early in the race to bring out the first
of only two yellow flags, restarted
19th and finally wound up back in
sixth.
Not around at the finish besides
Green were favorites Rick Ferkel,
Eddie Leavitt, Steve Kinser and Doug
Wolfgang.
Following Swindell to the
checkered and qualifying also for the
A main in the B main was Lee
Osborne in the Kinser Custom
Radiators No. 81. Sammy started
seventh and Lee second. The win
was worth $1,600 and $1,000
respectively plus some lap money.
Mike Pinckney earned $800 for
winning the C main from the pole in
the Long Auto Parts/Precise Mfg. No.

r
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10. Mackie Heimbaugh finished
second from sixth in the A & B
Farms No. 15 and qualified for the B
main also.
Dash Victors
The dashes were won by Bill
Robinson in the Derry & Son ReadiMix No. 22 after a great last lap
move, Pinckney and Carson. The
only serious incident of the evening
occured at the start of the C dash
when Don Reiner and Lloyd
Beckman tangled, hit the fence and
both turned over. Only the cars were
hurt.
Had it not been for the state of
Iowa this story might have never
been since the writer dropped his pen
through a crack in the press box
floor during hot laps and a state
trooper escorting Governor Ray to
the races gave him his pen.

THE FASTEST
RACE TIRES IN
THE NATIONALS.
Get Yours From Us
or Call For Dealer
Nearest You

“BOGBITT
Tire & Automotive Service
319-334-6058

RACING
TIRES

Iowa Wats 800-772-2909
Independence, Iowa
SHIP UPS DAILY

Hours 8 A.M.-5:30 P.M. M.T.W.F
8 A.M.-8 P.M. Thun.
8 A.M.-5 P.M. Sat.
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Waiting Another
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the weather-delayed 20th annual

Fogged out after Saturday night’s
three trophy dashes, management,
with the unanimous approval of the
fans, decided it would be safer to run
the next afternoon. It took about
three hours to get the 67 competitive
laps plus three warmup sessions in
but the racing was surprisingly fast
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he had to do was run smooth and
not burn off the tires.” That’s just
what he did and since this was a
“World of Outlaws” championship
feature he moved that much closer to
his third straight title.
Tire changes were the rule rather
than the exception Sunday and they
came in bunches on every yellow or
red flag. The crowd wasn’t too
pleased with the delays but there were
rewarded with some good racing.
Tim Green in the Jensen
Construction 55, profited most by a
tire change. He was running fourth,
stopped for a new skin, restared
16th and still finished fourth. Had he
not stopped he might never had
finished at all.
For Trostle it was his second
“National” crown, the first coming
three years ago with Doug Wolfgang.
Bob was so happy he couldn’t say
much in victory circle but his co-chief
mechanic Karl Kinser did. Kinser said
“with Bob’s knowledge and all of the
unbroken parts from our wrecked
race car we built a winner.” It was
worth $6,000 plus contingency money
for the victory which made the whole
bunch smile.
Marshall Shines
Bobby Marshall drove the greatest
race of his career and finished second
in the Blue Max Performance Center
No. 19. Giving away a little in dry
track experience Bobby still did a
good job by moving from the third
row and keeping the rest of the field
behind.
One of those he kept behind was
veteran Tom Corbin in the Derry &
Son, Readi-Mix No. 22. Tom started
21st and, based on the cheers of the
crowd, became the “people’s choice”
before the race was half over. In fact
he won the plaudits of the fans by
finishing second in the B main after
starting 13th. While many of them
moved to the outside Tom spent
most of this day out there.
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The real shocker for the day came
early when it was learned that
Sammy Swindell and his car owner
A. J. Jeffrey had split the night before
and were not going to run. Sammy
was to start inside second row.
Behind Green, who started 10th,
came Lee Osborne in the Hovermale
No. 81X who started 22nd after
finishing third in the B Main, Jimmy
Sills in the Ace Lines, Inc. No. 10
from 16th, John Stevenson in the
Betnke 31, Dick Morris in the
Norfolk Transmission & Muffler
49X up from 17th, Danny Smith in
the Kenny Rogers 18X and Bill
Robison in the Graham 43.
The race was red flagged once on
lap four when Gary Scott in the D &
M Masonry No. 8 hit a hole and
bounced into Joe Saldana in the Tipp
Machine & Tool 70. “Lil Joe” flipped
two or three times but was not hurt.
Early in the program it was
announced that Joe was here but
could not run because USAC was
running in Winchester, Ind. Many
boos followed. Then it was
announced that Winchester was
rained out and Joe could run. Many
cheers followed.
B Goes Long
The 22-lap B Main turned into a
real project that took close to an
hour to finish. Yet the final few laps
saw some of the most exciting racing
of the day. Gary Patterson won it in
the McCray Plastering 21N after
spending most of the race going from
first to third and back again. Corbin
was outstanding in the late laps. The
race was red flagged on the 12th
goround and a dumb statement by
one of the announcers to the effect
that the race was being cancelled at
this point really incensed the crowd.
Later it was announced that all the
red flag was for was a fuel stop.
Had not the race been completed
Corbin would have never made it into
the A main and during his interview
he later thanked the crowd for it’s
help in getting the race finished.

Trouble in C
The C main was won by Donnie
Spieker in the Snappy Auto Body
96X. That 15-lap affair was halted
once before it even got started when
a passel of cars collided in the third
turn and then again on the fourth
tour when a couple of guys got
upside down.
Doug Wolfgang, who had to have
the most frustrating “National” of his
career, got his Howells No. 4 tangled
with Roger Wright in the Horizon
Products III. Wright flipped a couple
of times right in front of the highdollar seats. The red flag came out
but the field continued at a better
than average speed to the fourth
turn where a few more cars tangled
and Terry Taggert got his own No.
39 up on the fence before rolling off.
Neither Wright nor Taggert were
hurt.
Among the many trophies awarded
were two well deserving ones. Bobby
Davis, Jr. won the “Best Rookie” in
the “National” trophy and Duane
Feduska won the "Best Rookie” in
something other than the “National
award”.
Dave Hill Photo

John Stevenson power-slides
Knoxville. Note the left rear tire
hovers above the track surface
during the maneuver in order to
master the half mile wingless.
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Second Knoxville
Win A Breeze
For Kinser
by Bill Hill
The 21st annual “World of
Outlaws” Knoxville Nationals ended
Saturday night and the “King”, Steve
Kinser, made it two in a row with a
scintillating victory that came before
the largest crowd in the program’s
history. The large throng provided
Kinser with a first-place payoff of
$7,000 from a purse of over $72,000.

A bad accident at the start of the
30-lap A feature put a damper
somewhat on the after-race
enthusiam.
Into fence
As the 22-car field was coming off
the fourth turn for the green flag, a
tangle sent Oklahoma’s Terry Doss
and Shane Carson tumbling.
Carson’s car flew high into the
grandstand fence and although the
barrier held, debris was hurled into
the crowd.
A total of five spectators were
taken to the hospital with one lady
Phyllis Burritt of Lincoln, Neb., in
critical condition with head injuries.

K EAR’S
SPEED
SHOP
We equipt the best racers.
6 E Market St.
Tiffin, Ohio 55883

Carson was also admitted with a
possible shoulder blade fracture and
a broken rib.
A long delay was then anticipated
for removal of the injured from the
stands and fence repair but it took
only 45 minutes thanks to the
combined efforts of people from
every area. It was great teamwork.
Once the feature was restarted it
was a dandy. Doug Wolfgang, in the
Halsten Motors No. 4, took the lead
from the outside front row with
polesitter Kinser right behind him.
They stayed that way for 12 circuits
pulling steadily away from the rest of
the pack. On the 13th tour, however,
Steve, in his Gaerte Engines/Carrera
Shocks/Hoosier Tires 11, blasted by
Doug low off the second turn and
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went on home to win.
A couple of laps later Steve lapped
seven cars very quickly and put some
distance on Doug, but that was wiped
out by a harmless yellow light. On
the next green Sammy Swindell, who
started ninth in the Nance Speed
Equipment IN, really started to
move. After a good duel with
Wolfgang, Swindell made an excellent
move off the second corner on the
29th tour and checkered second.
Wolfgang finished third. An oddity,
both Swindell and Wolfgang’s crews
had to change engines after hot laps.
It was the 40th time this year that
this threesome has finished in the top
three in World of Outlaws
competition.
Across for fourth was Danny Smith
in the Kenny Rogers/Gambler
Chassis No. 18X. Behind him came a
pair of Arizonians, Lealand
McSpadden in the Jensen
Construction 55 and Ronnie Shuman

in theValvoline 75. This duo battled
for quite some distance before the
former moved into fifth on the 29th
round.
Rounding out the top ten were
Don Reiners in the Luverne Fire
Equipment 54, Eddie Leavitt in the
King’s Custom Machine/Powers’
Welding 51A, Tim Green in the
Trostle 20 and Jeff Swindell in the
second Jensen car No. 55J. A total of
20 cars were running at the end, 11
on the same lap.
Next to Kinser’s win, the biggest
story had to be the activities of
Green. After an early-week blown
motor put him in Friday’s regular
program, the 1981 Knoxville point
champion encountered more
problems and fell out of the regular A
feature while running second. He was
placed sixth in the finishing order.
In Saturday’s C feature, four
alternates were needed so Tim
started 22nd with a motor he and his

father Leroy had just purchased.
After an excellent drive, he took
second on the last lap to transfer to
the B main.
In the B feature he started 21st and
wound up fifth. Then when Joe
Saldana scratched from the A feature
and the two cars were eliminated
in the first-lap accident. Green
became the third alternate. In the A
he charged from 22nd to ninth,
passing a grand total of 47 cars
during the evening.
Saldana, in the Tipp City Machine
& Tool 70, won the B feature but
burned a piston taking the
checkered. Joe, a crowd favorite,
started on the pole, fell back four or
five places and then worked his way
back to victory.
Jerry Potter, in the B&D
Automotive 1A, won the C feature
from the pole. He took the lead on
the fourth circuit.
Fred's Fine Photo’s

»'»
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1982
Kinser Sets
Record, Taking
Three Straight
by John T. Schaffner
Steve Kinser became the first
driver in the 22-year history of the
Knoxville Nationals to win three
straight events Sunday night when he
captured the 30-lap World of Outlaws
Budweiser feature at the Knoxville
Raceway before a capacity crowd of
nearly 11,000 people.

Knoxville Nationals

Wins $10,000
The 27-year-old Kinser, behind the
wheel of the Kinser Bros./Gaerte
Engines Gambler sprint car, collected
a $10,000 payoff from the $100,500
four-night purse. The program had
been scheduled for Saturday night
but was postponed because of very
heavy rains. Kinser’s three straight
Nationals triumphs matches his
number of World of Outlaws crowns.
Doug Wolfgang, in the Stanton
“house” machine, finished about
three-car lengths behind Kinser after
conducting a torrid battle with the
eventual winner during the crowd
pleasing race.
Photo 6y Dr. Hunter

On the first start of the race,
Wolfgang jumped into the lead
from the outside of row one and beat
polesitter Kinser into turn one.
However, the race had to be
completely restarted as Bobby Davis,
Jr. spun in turn two, bringing out the
yellow light before one official lap had
been completed and causing a
restart. On the restart, Kinser took
the lead.
On the 17th circuit Wolfgang
passed Kinser for a moment but
Kinser took the lead back for good
coming down the frontstretch on the
18th lap. Jac Haudenschild finished a
very respectable third in the Gambler
Chassis 18 with Brad Doty fourth
in the Bowers Coal 28D and Sammy
Swindell fifth in brother Jeffs Jensen
Construction backup car.
“I am really happy to see Steve
win,” Wolfgang said in a post-race
interview. “Of course I am
disappointed that I didn’t. I drove
with the throttle to the floor the
entire race and Steve still won. He
deserved the win tonight.”
The cash purse for the feature
alone came to a whopping $41,300 in
the event that lasted nine and a half
minutes.
The $8,550 22-lap B feature was
won by Tim Gee. During the race the
red flag was displayed when Larry
Clark flipped on lap two and later on
the fifth round when Gary Lynch
went over. Neither driver was injured
in their respective mishaps.
Veteran outlaw Rick Ferkel finished
second followed by T. J. Giddings.
Gee picked up $1,500 for his victory
in the race he led from start to finish.
Mike Pinckney came home a
winner and $1,000 richer for his
triumph in the $5,250 15-lap C main
which he also led from wire-to-wire.
Bill Liebig finished second with thirdplace honors going to Clark.
The $100,500 purse for the
Nationals did not include the
numerous accessory and contingency
awards.
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1983
‘Super’ Sammy
Swindell Grabs
15 Grand
An oil leak from the 11 car of
Steve Kinser might have kept the
three time defending champion of the
Nationals from winning a fourth
straight title here at Knoxville. Taking
advantage of the situation was
Sammy Swindell of Bartlett, Tenn.

Swindell powered his Old
Milwaukee, Blue Max sprinter to a
victory in the 30-lap Main event of
the 23rd running of the Knoxville
Nationals in front of a crowd
estimated at 10,500 which included
the Governor of the state of Iowa,
Terry Branstad. The win marked the
first crown for the 27-year-old
Bartlett, Tn. native at Knoxville.
Kinser was actually running away
from the entire field early in the race,
however a yellow flag came out on
lap 16 for Shane Carson who stalled
in the back straightaway. A lap
before the yellow came out, Kinser’s
Photo by Max Dolder
' ' H
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car started puffing smoke.
The yellow allowed the pack to
stay close on the restart. Kinser
however started being challenged by
Swindell on lap number 21. Two
times however, he was denied. Kinser
maintained the lead until the 26th lap
when he spun out as Swindell made a
pass.
The cause of the spin of the Kinser
car was due to a back up of oil
splashing onto the wheel of the car
making it very hard to steer.
Swindell then led the last five laps
of the event and pocketed the largest
purse ever for a winning entry.
Swindell pocketed $15,000 for the
feature win alone, and he was also
presented a diamond ring from
Hersbergens in Knoxville that had 42
stones in it.
Finishing second behind Swindell
was hard charging veteran from
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, Doug
Wolfgang. Rounding out the top ten
was Ron Shuman in third, followed
by Tim Green, Jimmy Sills, Lee
Osborne sixth, Bobby Allen, Keith
Kauffman, Dave Blaney, and Bobby
Davis, Jr. in tenth.
Kinser’s unfortune placed him 19th
in the 22-car field.
Randy Smith of Norwalk won the
‘B’ Feature and advanced to the tail
of the ‘A’ along with second place
finisher Bob Hop of Mendota, Mn.
It looked for awhile like the winner
of the 22-lap ‘B’ was going to be
Glenn Hughes, Jr., however he
couldn’t stand success as he spun
out on the final lap which prevented
him from getting into the feature. The
final lap spin out put him in 14th
place in the ‘B’.
Winning the battle for second was
Brad Marvel of Speedway, Ind., as he
beat Greg Wooley to the finish line.
Capturing he five-lap trophy dashes
were Sills in the ‘A’ with a time of
1:31.7, Bill Robison in the ‘B’ with a
clocking of 1:36.8, and J. Swindell
in the ‘C’ with a time of 1:36.8.
Silver Anniversary
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1984
Wolfgang Wins 3rd
‘Knoxville
Nationals’ Title
Doug Wolfgang became only the
third, three-time winner of the
Knoxville Nationals as he guided the
Bob Weikert #29 sprinter to a
popular victory at the Knoxville
Raceway.
The Sioux Falls, S.D., native
collected a record $20,000 plus
contingencies for the 30-lap run.
“Damn, I’m so happy I can’t believe
it!” Wolfgang yelled from the victory
stand. “I can’t remember being this
happy, it’s been so long since the
other two. My fans stuck with me,”
he continued, “they always have.”
Wolfgang commented that his crew
had only been together for three
weeks and that they had done a
tremendous job of getting things
together. He referred to the fact that
he had come home to the Midwest
without a car during the summer and
thought that he would never drive
again.
However, on the tenth lap of the
National Championship Feature,
Wolfgang put a move on race-long
leader Sammy Swindell in turns three
and four to shoot to the front for
good. An estimated crowd of 13,000
rose to their feet as Wolfgang
powered by Swindell. He continued
to extend his lead and Steve Kinser
got by the 1983 Champion, Swindell,
as well.
When the yellow flew for the sixth
time on lap 16, the red flag was
displayed as well for a fuel stop.
With half the race completed,
Knoxville Nationals

NEWS
Wolfgang once again assumed
command on the restart. He received
a few challenges during the remainder
of the event from Kinser, but nothing
ever developed. Kinser crossed the
finish line for second not less than
four car lengths after Wolfgang, as
the two some were impeded by
lapped traffic.
Swindell, who later stated that he
had chosen the wrong tire
compound, finished third. Fourth row
starter, Brad Doty, took fifth. Jeff
Swindell also experienced tire
problems and relinquished his early
third place running to restart at the
rear during the yellow, but finished
fifth.

f'/tfM'. C

Canadian fans in attendance had
much to cheer about as natives Tim
Gee and Ken Chapman collected “B”
and “D" features respectively. The
“C” feature went to John Eskuri in a
race he led from start to finish.
The “C” feature was marred by a
front stretch accident at the drop of a
green flag. Spike Lempelius, who
started in the third row, skidded to
the low side of the track, striking a
double retaining wall which protects
the presentation stage. Lempelius
received shoulder injuries and a by
stander suffered a broken shoulder in
the incident.

MARSHALL
MANUFACTURING
Box 356, Shipping Address: R.R. 2
ALGONA, IOWA 50511
515/295-7527
SAFETY EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
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901
902
903
904
905
906
907
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1056

Midget Roll Cage Pads.............................. $ 19.00
19.00
Sprint Roll Cage Pads..............................
19.00
Head Rest................................................
19.00
Steering Wheel Hub Cover.........................
19.00
Steering Wheel Hub Cover.........................
Midget Knee Pad ...................................... 50.00
50.00
Sprint Knee Pad.......................................
Back Cover............................................... 150.00
25.00
Seat Cushion ...........................................
Seat Style No. 1 Upholstery...................... 30.00
Seat Style No. 2 Upholstery...................... 30.00
40.00
Seat Style N. 3 Upholstery.......................
Seat Style No. 4 Upholstery...................... 40.00
30.00
Right Arm Pad.........................................

□ M 1057 Coller......................................................
□
□
□
□
□
□

«?

i

O

SHIRT SHOP

19.00

90.00
M 500 Aluminum Seat.........................................
40.00
M 501 Upholstery...............................................
M 502 Aluminum High-Back Seat......................... 100.00
M 503 High Back Upholstery ............................... 50.00
M 1744 Fiberglass Hood (Sprint)........................... 150.00
M 1043 Fiberglass Tail Sprint................................ 110.00

Under The Grandstand

AT LAST!
A Novel About
Sprint Car Racing
tt

KNOXVILLE”

by PHILIP LE VRIER

NeMwiewymaier Sprint
Car net In »M nwilry.
»wiM
The Mhm ef
thane sU-Tha KiwirB*

nvmtfwoftfy
he cared above
and || Had coat him Ms family
and nearly Me life!

by Philip LeVrier
(Contributing Editor
Open Wheel Magazine)

GLOVER SANITATION
20 yeart of service to the Knoxville Community
Dwight Glover, owner; his brother Dwayne and part time help from
Dwight's two sons use the most modern equipment to give their customers the
most efficient service with reasonable rates.

Available in Concession Area from Justice Bros. Products
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Pre-Entry List
73
21
75
5
88
12
77
29
48
2
28
37
3X
81
76
99
17
66
2T
74S

Bob Johnson, Sioux City, la.
Bill Keester, Caputa, SD
Richard Pace, Louisville, Ky.
John Gronberg, Overland Park, Ks.
Bob Hop, Mendota, Mn.
Richard Summers, Irving, Tx.
Keith Kauffman, Miflintown, Pa.
Doug Wolfgang, Sioux Falls, SD
Tim Deaver, Knoxville, la.
Ron Sallman, Indianola, la.
Bob Zitterich, Sioux Falls, SD
Mike Thomas, Des Moines,la.
Ralph Parkinson, Jr., Gladstone, Mo.
Cliff Woodward, Kearney, Mo.
Ken Potter. Lee Summit, Mo.
Gordy Vogelaar, Worthington, Mn.
Harlow Thompson, Jackson, Mn.
Marlon Jones, Hartford, SD
Tim Baker, South Sioux City, Ne.
Tommy Scott, Springfield. II.
Lealand McSpadden, Tempe Az.
51 Biran Keck, Washta, la.
86 David Dwyer, Columbia, Mo.
25
63 John Eskuri, South Richfield, Mn.
17 Buddy Walen, Kansas City, Mo.
53 Rob Winslow, Des Moines, la.
23 Larry Carter, Independence, Ks.
91
Bubby Jones, Huntington Beach, Ca.
51S Gary Stewart, Harrisburg, II.
1D Jerry L. Johnston, Rapid City, SD
10N Terry Gray, Memphis, Tn.
26 Rich Brahmer, Wisner, Ne.
10 Jeff Tuttle, W. Des Moines, la.
3G Scott Fegter, Grand Island, Ne.
2AU Garry Rush, Australia
47 Scott Ritchhert, Lincoln, II.
(Bob Trostle Owner)
20R/sMax Dumesny, Warranambool
5
Curt Grogan, Kansas City, Mo.
8X Kenneth McCarl, Des Moines, la.
(Max Rogers Owner)
42 Glenn Hughes, Jr., Grant City, Mo.
8
Jim Grafton, Des Moines, la.
33 Steve Johnson, Orion, II.
9
Jimmy Sills, Sacramento, Ca.
7X Randy Smith, Mt. Ayr, la.
Charlie Fisher, Columbus, Oh.
5
16 Scott Desane, Sunrise, FI.
88 Tim Gee, Jamestown, In.
78 Tim Green, Sacramento, Ca.
75 Brad Doty, Fredricksburg, Oh.
Knoxville Nationals

51
23
21X
18
11
3
2A
2
1st
1N
1A
1
63
12
22
24
12A
1A
28
70
18
31

Mark, Kinser, Oolitic, In.
Greg Wooley, Oklahoma City, Ok.
Ron Shuman, Tempe. Az.
Bobby Davis, Jr., Memphis, Tn.
Steve Kinser, Bloomington, In.
Rocky Hodges, Des Moines, la.
Richard Lupo, Hanover, Pa.
Dave Blaney, Hartford, Oh.
Jeff Swindell, Memphis, Tn.
Danny Smith, Danville, In.
Bobby Allen, Hanover, Pa.
Sammy Swindell, Bartlett, Tn.
Jeff Hausman, Brookline, Mo.
Mike Brooks, Knoxville, la.
Danny Lasoski, Lexington, Mo.
Chuck Morgan, Topeka, Ks.
Sonny Smyser, Lancaster, Mo.
Terry McCarl, Des Moines, la.
Bruce Drottz, Des Moines,la.
Chuck Starr, Arvada, Co.
Bobby Houseman, Esterville, la.
John Stevenson, Oak Dale, Mn.

98AZ Billie Boat, Phoenix, Az.
30 Rick England, Irving, Tx.
9 Rick Montgomery, Denver, Co.
39 Rick Unger, Fresno, Ca.
42 Joe Gillentine, Memphis, Tn.
(John C. Hajduk Owner)
4
Al Burk, Jr., Kansas City, Ks.
56 Terry Moore, Mesquite, Tx.
5
Ned Fry, W. Burlington, la.
98A Jack McCorkeil, Redwood Falls. Mn.
00 Bobby Ensminger II, Burlington, la
(Chuck Merrill Owner)
33 Bill Smith, Worthington, Mn.
11M Kenneth McCarty, Green River. Wy.
18L Gabby Lusk, Jackson, Mn.
23S Tod Bishop, Harrisburg, II

Crouse’s
House Of Flowers
and Gifts
120 First Ave. East
Oskaloosa, Iowa
Flowers for all occasions
Cut's and Silk's
"Say it with flowers, but say it with our's"

Owners
Kenny andJeri Crouse

Phone [515] 673-8468
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The Other Rockers
Hate Our Guts!

Of the three rocker arms shown here ONLY ONE has the advantage of full-roller, needle-bearing
"guts” to reduce horsepower-robbing friction and the strength to take on today's tough high output
engines. Check it out and you'll see why Cam Dynamics' "Strong Arm™" aluminum alloy rocker arms
are best, and why all those other rockers hate our guts and our low, low price!
________________________________ __
r^v’ =■
j
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steel roller tip reduces
HEhction and eliminates cylinder head valve
Pguide and valve stem tip wear.
P © Needle-bearing, full roller fulcrum reduces
[ friction and binding plus delivers free bonus
1 h,p. and more accurate valve train action.
! even with high pressure springs.
© Precisely manufactured aluminum alloy
main body is extremely strong, rigid and
fatigue resistant.

They're available in stock ratios for sm. block
Chevy, Ford and AMC, and 1.6 long ratio for
sm. block Chevy in both 3/8" and 7/16"
stud sizes
O Heat treat hardened steel pushrod cup
stops wear through and "punched-out" pushrod seats common with others.
© Tough, hardened steel jam-nut stud locks
hold adjustment longer, are super strong
and durable.
"Strong Arm" aluminum rockers actually
COST LESS than non-roller fulcrum types
that must use extra cost special pushrods!
Why settle for half a rocker when you can
have the added power and durability of
Cam Dynamics' "Strong Arm" full roller
rockers at a low. low, price?______________
Longer-than stock ratios not legal for sale or use
in California on pollution controlled motor
vehicles. Available by direct mail. Call for application information Part No. 3000 shown, Suggested Resale $269.17 per set. Send $3.00 US.
funds for catalog.

STOCK, STUPED STEEL ROCKERS NON ROLLER FULCRUM ROCKERS
O No roller tip here, just cold, hard steel
that will wear away the rocker pads, valve
stem tips and valve guides in your heads!
© No needle-bearing guts here! Stock rockers
have a grooved ball that rubs inside the
rocker body, creating seanng, oil-scorching
friction, heat and wear that fills your vital
engine oil with tiny metal particles and
results in dangerous
valve train binding!

© These rockers have a stamped sheet metal
body that is only marginally strong enough
for even mild street use, and is completely
unacceptable for high performance street
engines or racing!
O Stock rockers have self-contained, stampedin pushrod cups that are well known for
quick wear and "punched out" pushrod cups.
This could seriously damage your valve
tram and even destroy your engine!
© Stock rockers have a puny, enmped-top
nut that holds them to the rocker stud. Why
trust your expensive performance or racing
engine to a nut designed to be used on
Granny's Grocery Getter?
Stock rocker arms, at today's highly
inflated new car dealer parts department
prices are actually priced just under the cost
of Cam Dynamics' far superior Strong Arm
rockers, and deliver no performance,
strength or horsepower benefits!

O Even though these rockers do have a roller
tip, their crimped design axle pin is ques
tionable, and can eventually loosen and fail!
© No needle-bearing, full roller fulcrum
guts here! These rockers are much like infe
rior stock rockers with their grooved ball
pivot area that offers none of the advantages
of full roller fulcrum rockers. This design
produces extreme friction and searing heat
that scorches
engine oil,
fills oil

wear particles,
binds the valve train, and actually robs
power from your engine!
© This rocker body is made from slug heavy,
low alloy, cast steel, with all of its undesir
able properties!
O This pushrod cup is prone to rapid wear
and engine damaging failure, and requires
the use of extra cost special pushrods to
prevent this failure! These rockers also forbid
use of a high volume oil pump because of
their poorly designed oil hole that allows
engine oil to:".. .squirt over the rocker, thus
causing rocker arm lubrication problems"!
© These rockers use a crimped top nut that
is similar to stock, and can unexpectedly
loosen, causing loss of valve lash, valve
train damage and even extreme engine
failure!
These non-roller fulcrum rockers may cost
a bit less, but with the hidden extra cost of
special pushrods. loss of power and strength,
what have you really saved?

RO. Box 9247 Daytona Beach, FL 32020 904/258/8845
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Center Line’s Got The Best Wheels
THE RACE TRACK
Many of the nation's top Sprint Car drivers rely on Center Line
wheels for winning performance and reliability. When you compare
the features of Center Lines to any other wheel. . .you'll see why
there's nothing better on the market today!
Center Line wheels are cold forged out of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy
to give you maximum strength at minimum weight. You won't find
the inconsistencies common with ordinary spun aluminum wheels.
Drivers and mechanics also appreciate the fact that Center
Line wheels are all precision machined so they fit various type i
hubs perfectly.. .and that Center Lines are available in a wide J
variety of sizes and offsets.
J
In addition to the many wheels made especially for M
Sprinters, Center Line also has special models for Modifieds, ^
Stockers, etc.
As a finishing touch, Center Line offers a Bead-Lock option
that’s absolutely the slickest setup around. It securely
holds the tires to the rim and weighs next to nothing.
Top sprint car drivers get winning performances with
1

Center Line JBead-Loc wheels.

Now that you know the technical reasons why Center
Line wheels are superior to the rest, check with your
local Center Line dealer and see how they're your best
value, too! Center Line utilizes the same advanced
engineering, premium grade materials and manu
facturing techniques on its wide lineup of street i
wheels, too.
J
Each wheel section is precision forged out of
6061-T6 aluminum and permanently mated with
aerospace quality stainless steel rivets. And
because they're as much as 50% lighter than
OEM steel or cast aluminum wheels you can
get better performance and handling.
Of course, Center Line's distinctive styling
adds the finishing touch to any street or
competition machine.
Look for the Center Line name engraved
in each wheel. . .it's your assurance of
quality and value.

CENTER LINE RACING APPAREL
<

cflvrcj} u/ve

For winning style on or off the track get Center Line racing
apparel. Some of the most popular items include the silver satinlook LeMans jacket ($39.95), T-Shirt ($5.95) and Hat ($6.25). Call
toll-free and charge your orders to your Visa or Master Card
account. Please ask for extension 821.
Apparel Orders Only: 800-854-0561 (ext. 821)

CENTER LINE WHEEL CATALOG
■ nffli

xi
Knoxville Nationals

~ Send $3.00 for a postpaid copy of the latest Center Line
Racing Wheels catalog and price sheets. Mail to: 13521
Freeway Drive, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670.
For prompt answers to your technical questions please
feel free to call Center Line factory-direct at 213-9.21-9637.

^t******j
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THERE IS « DIFFERENCE!
BE ASSURED OF QUALITY.
9

rnTrmna ALWAYS LOOK FOR
© ARIZONA
SPORT
SHIRTS

JkAujtiTSktttA

BEFORE YOU BUY

Automotive
/ Home \
r Of The
Polyhedron

Welding/Fabricating
Custom Paint & Body Design
•••

Polyhedron Chassis caters to:
Sprints, Midgets, Dirt Champ Cars,
Stock Cars and Late Models

HIGH BRIDGE, N.J.
(201) 638-6837
“We strive for quality, not quantity.”
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1986 Ticket Form
1986 NATIONALS, AUGUST 13-16 • $185,000 + Purse
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY.

STATE..

ZIP.

TICKET PRICES FOR ALL FOUR NIGHTS ONLY (if purchased BEFORE May 1)
Lower Tier (Rows 1-21) Adult $54 .

$.

Children Under 14 $36..................

$.

Upper Tier (Rows 22-31) Adult $67

$.

Children Under 14 $45..................

$.

TICKET PRICES FOR ALL FOUR NIGHTS (if purchased AFTER May 1)
Lower Tier (Rows 1-21) Adult $58----

$.

Children Under 14 $37.50 ..................
Upper Tier (Rows 22-31) Adult $72.00

$-

Children Under 14 $46.50 ..................

$-

TOTAL ENCLOSED.............

$.

Seating Preference:
PLEASE ENCLOSE A SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE
Mail this form AFTER January 1, 1986. Also be sure and enclose a cashiers check, money order, or certified check.
Make Checks Payable to: Knoxville Raceway, Box 347, Knoxville, Iowa 50138.
NO PERSONAL CHECKS • NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
(Any orders received before January 1, 1986 will be returned to sender)
Pit Tickets sold the day of race ONLY. They will be $15.00 for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday and $20 for Saturday.
Camping will go on sale August 9 by telephone.
INDIVIDUAL TICKET PRICES AFTER MAY 1
LOWER TIER for Wednesday and Thursday: Adult $13 each night • Children under 14 $6.50 each night
UPPER TIER for Wednesday and Thursday: Adult $16 each night • Children under 14 $8.00 each night
LOWER TIER for Friday: Adult $15 • Children $7.50 — UPPER TIER for Friday: Adult $19.00 • Children $9.50
LOWER TIER for Saturday: ALL seats $17.00 — UPPER TIER for Saturday: ALL seats $21.00
************************************************************************************************************
NOTICE: All season ticket holders: Your tickets will be pulled by January l but
MUST BE PAID BY JANUARY 15, 1986
************************************************************************************************************
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Every race car is designed to go as fast as possible — for an entire race! To do this — Every suspension system must run
every lap with NO CHANGE. Every shock manulacturer has been given this goal for years .
AND EVERY ONE HAS
FAILED!
Until CARRERA invented the HYPER-shockiM.

«

It's the only shock in the world that will not "give up" when you work it hard and it heats up In fact, the hotter it gets the better
it gets! All other shocks fade • it's merely a question of how much?
The HYPER-shockiM has the same 50/50 valving that made CARRERA famous as the fastest for all oval track racing But, we
invented a special process (patent pending) that makes it the only PRESSURIZED gas cell shock It's a low pressure system
that virtually eliminates shock lag. When any regular shock starts to move there is a slight delay problem called lag that
prevents it from working very well on high speed ripple The HYPER-shockiM is "cocked and primed" by this pressure •
waiting for instant action and its lag is only 1 /20th of what it used to be .'/» of 1 /1000th of a second1
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This fast response means that the HYPER-shockiM will follow even the little ripples that make every car move towards the
wall.
The best part is that it only requires about 10 psi to be the best shock in the world, not the 37 5 psi of some others which push
out so hard on the shaft that they are very difficult to install and nearly impossible to set weights accurately
As a HYPER-shockiM warms up from all the heat it generates it doesn't fade! (A shock converts mechanical energy into heat
It does not store it and then give it back like a spring does.) Even though the fluid may get thinner, the heat also causes the
gas pressure to rise. This and a few other tricks make their compensations automatically and the damping force never even
drops a bit.
These are the main differences. But. of course, there is more; like they can cut your unsprung weight by up to 20 lbs per car
by simply running them upside down so that only the shaft moves with the wheel. And the exclusive shaft wiper scrapes all
the dirt off the shaft before it gets to the seal This increases seal life by 10 times.
And. if you really want the ABSOLUTE LIGHTEST piece, you can get the CARRERA aluminum HYPER-shockiM that are
several pounds lighter and can be rebuilt too. They're available with CARRERA'S unique ”3 shocks in 1" valving that allows
you to let the chassis move faster or slower without buying 3 different shocks and all without messing up the shocks ability to
keep the tire on the track.
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CARRERA shocks are not "reworks or rewelds". We completely design and build our shocks from the ground up. Maybe we
are the unrivaled world leader in racing shock technology because we have made every significant advance in racing shocks
in the last f 6 years.
CARRERA sets the standards that everyone else TRIES to equal.

QQCARRERAQ

5412 NEW PEACHTREE ROAD
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30341 • 404/451-8811
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Silver Anniversary
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When You Take
A Pit Stop
At The Knoxville Raceway
You’ll Do More Than
Just Fill Your Tank
You Will Get
Refreshed

MAHASKA BOTTLING CO.

Oikalooia, Iowa

TOM "MONGOOSE" McEWEN
1983 AHRA World Champion

imsasE

IVAN STEWART
Winner, Baja 1000
Six-time Winner. Baja 500
STEVE MILLEN
New Zealand Off-Road Champion

BILL ELLIOTT
Winner, Riverside 500
Third Place Overall, 1983
NASCAR Winston Cup Series

THE BEST
OF RACING
FROM THE BEST
OF THE ROCKIES
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